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DEVELOPMENT OF MATH PROFICIENCY TEST 

USING ITEM RESPONSE THEORY (IRT) 
 

 

ABSTRACT 
 

This study was conducted to develop a math proficiency test using IRT, based on 

NAEP’s adapted Mathematics Framework, and aligned with the newly developed 

standards, and benchmarks of National Mathematics Curriculum. Mathematical 

Proficiency is the ability to use the mathematical power for conceptual understanding, 

procedural knowledge, and problem-solving in the real world using appropriate 

strategies. One hundred and ninety six multiple choice and short constructed response 

items were developed.  Due to limitations of the study only, multiple choice and short 

constructed response, dichotomously scored items were developed. Items were spot 

tested on 200 students and piloted on 550 students. A final 60-item math proficiency 

test was constructed. Stratified cluster sampling technique was used for administration 

of final math proficiency test. All the 9
th

 grade students studying in public high and 

higher secondary schools in the province of Punjab comprised the population of the 

study. Sample of 2680 students and 134 schools was selected using sample design 

tables and IRT based analysis requirements. Final math proficiency test was 

administered and data was received from 2617 students. Data was analyzed by using 

SPSS, Conquest, and Multilog software. Data was well fitted with Rasch Model. The 

infit and outfit means square statistics of items was within 0.8 to 1.30. The reliability 

and discrimination index of final math proficiency test was above 0.90 and 0.45 

respectively. The IRT based person-item map showed that test items covered ±3 range 

of abilities. Test characteristics and item characteristics curves, factor analysis, and 

dimensionality analysis also supported the reliably and validity of the test. Different 
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estimations-WLE, EAP, and MLE also supported reliability and validity of test items. 

Estimations WLE, EAP, and MLE have advantages and disadvantages over each 

other. For this study the average of these estimations was used as proficiency score 

for each student. It explored that math proficiency test is appropriately constructed. 

Replication of this study is recommended by using 2PLM and 3PLM of Item 

Response Theory (IRT). 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 
Today’s societies require individuals, who are able to think critically, analyze 

complex issues, adapt different techniques to solve problems of various kinds in new 

situations, and communicate their thinking effectively. Mathematics education can 

play a vital role in this scenario. The study of mathematics equips students with 

knowledge, skills, and habits of mind that are essential for successful and rewarding 

participation in such a society. To learn mathematics in this way students need 

classroom experiences that help them to develop mathematical understanding; learn 

important facts, skills, and procedures; develop the ability to apply the processes of 

mathematics; and acquire a positive attitude towards mathematics. Mathematics is a 

powerful learning tool. Learning mathematics equips students with a concise and 

powerful means of communication. Students identify relationships between 

mathematical concepts and everyday situations. Mathematical structures, operations, 

processes, and language provide students with a framework and tools for reasoning, 

justifying conclusions, and expressing ideas clearly. Through mathematical activities 

that are practical and relevant to their lives, students develop the ability to use 

mathematics to extend and apply their knowledge in other subjects areas, they 

develop mathematical understanding, problem-solving skills, and related 
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technological skills that they can apply in their daily lives and, eventually, in the 

workplace (The Ontario Curriculum, 2005). 

The quality of mathematics education is very poor at all levels in Pakistan 

(Imran, 2008, p.1). Generally, learning mathematics, as the core curriculum subject in 

Pakistan from Grad I to X, is not fun for a majority of students studying in public and 

private schools in Pakistan but a nightmare (Ali, 2011). In Punjab province, different 

studies explore students’ lowest performance in mathematics. The Learning and 

Educational Achievement in Punjab Schools (LEAPS) survey results (2007) explored 

that children of primary schooling perform significantly below curricular standards 

for mathematics at their grade-level. According to Punjab Education Assessment 

System (PEAS) result report 2011, Grad IV and Grade VIII students’ performance in 

mathematics in 2005, 2006, and 2008 was very poor. All the students were at poor 

level of mathematics knowledge. In 2011, 73% of Grade IV students are at poor level 

of mathematics (PEAS, 2011). According to Punjab Examination Commission (PEC) 

report 2010, public schools got lowest mean score in mathematics as compared to all 

other subject. It is noteworthy that performance of students’ of Grade V across the 

Punjab is substantially worse in Mathematics and no student of Grade VIII could 

achieve mastery in mathematics, even there is improvement in mathematics score as 

compared to Grade V (PEC 2010, p. 5, 11, 20). According to Ebel and Trisbie (1986) 

“if we want to deal individuals on the basis of their capabilities, we need more 

examinations, not less (p.11)” because examinations determine the extent to which 

educational institutions have served the needs of the community and the society 

(Khan, n.d). There is no institution that assesses students’ performance at secondary 

level except Boards of Intermediate and Secondary Education (BISE). According to 

Jafferi (2006) “The areas of influence of the Boards are important for their 
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effectiveness but the prevailing notion is that the results are cannot be relied; their 

credibility is doubtful, the system carries several loopholes and the people are 

becoming apprehensive of the Board’s performance”. According to Bashir, (2002, p. 

xxviii) “The question papers of secondary school board examinations merely judge 

the memory skills of students and do not cover the entire course (p. xxviii)” and 

“examination system slowly but surely has lost its credibility. The main purpose of 

education is to pass examination with higher marks instead of achieving academic 

excellence (p.4)”. 

According to Shirazi (2004) “The validity of examination derived from the 

evidences that the test accurately and dependably measures the specified skills. The 

heart of test’s validity is whether it measures underlying skill construct, that is, 

whether it tapes the hypothesized mental source of information and strategies (p.11)”. 

The existing doubtful situation of examining students performance in mathematics at 

secondary out dated procedures used for test development procedures is a problematic 

situation which is further explored in the following passage.  

Since board results have lost their credibility as its validity, reliability and 

capability have been questioned. On one hand, these examinations are producing 

unprepared young for higher education and on the other hand, failures or non-

productive are becoming social orphan (Bashir, 2002, p.2, Khan, n.d). Therefore there 

is need of valid and reliable tests, compatible with existing system of examinations, 

which can measure students’ actual level of performance and help them to meet 

demands of labour market and prepared inputs for higher and professional system of 

education. International studies like Trends in Mathematics and Science Study 

(TIMSS), Programe of International Student Assessment (PISA), and National 

Educational Assessment Program (NEAP) USA etc are developing tests/assessments 
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based on standards derived from curriculum or students’ learning outcomes and pre-

determined mastery levels. They are gauging students’ performance by using advance 

test theory Item Response Theory (IRT) and developing quality large scale testing 

instruments. 

 

1.2 Statement of Problem 

 

Earl and LeMahieu, (1997), as cited in Waner (2004), have the view “Assessment is 

one of the most powerful lever for enhancing student learning and bringing about 

positive educational change (p. 158)”, Standards-based assessments are assessments 

that are aligned and reflect the content outlined by curriculum standards (Linn & 

Herman, 1997). These standard-based assessments are designing to provide 

information about student learning and achievement because according to Stiggins 

(2002) “both assessment of learning and assessment for learning are essential”.  On 

Wikipedia article states that standard based assessment includes setting new, higher 

standards to be expected of every student and alignment of new standards to the 

curriculum and assessment of student to be assessed if they meet these standards of 

what every student must know and be able to do (“Standard-based Assessment”, n.d. 

para. 1).  

There is a rarer evidence of standard based assessments in mathematics at 

secondary level in Pakistan consequently lacking behind in standards based 

proficiency testing as compared to various countries. A vital assessment tool is need 

of the day to measure proficiencies in term of skillfulness and consistent competency 

of the students in the subject of mathematics. Proficiency test can measure students’ 

skillfulness and can indicate the particular proficiency level of students or identify the 
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proficiencies that can be improved. In Pakistan, there is a little evidence of 

proficiency testing in any subject area at secondary level. The examination boards for 

secondary classes neither developing mathematics proficiency tests nor following 

modern test theory IRT for constructing large-scale testing. Therefore researcher was 

motivated to work on developing a standardized mathematics proficiency test using 

IRT for valid and reliable estimation of students’ performance in mathematics. To 

meet the task the researcher has conducted study on the topic “Development of Math 

Proficiency Test Using Item Response Theory at Secondary Level”. 

 

1.3 Significance of the study 

The extensive researches are being conducted for developing such assessments that 

explore levels of students’ learning. These researches lead towards valid and reliable 

assessment procedures that can better diagnose the weaknesses and strengths in the 

students’ proficiencies as compared to teacher made tests. Schoenfeld (2007) tells 

“there is fundamental shift from an exclusive emphasis on knowledge—what does the 

student know to a focus on what students know and can do with their knowledge”. 

Proficiency testing provides valid estimation and may raise overall level of 

mathematical proficiency in our students; it will diagnose the differences in 

proficiency among societal groups, and may be helpful in minimizing of these 

proficiency differences among societal groups. This study contributes a modern and 

advance level of theoretical baseline for test development in the area of proficiency 

testing. This study also contributes in the field of math proficiency assessment at 

secondary level and provides guidelines for standards-based assessment in Pakistan. It 

contributes towards compatible system of assessment that tells us actual performance 
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of students at secondary level. It is helpful Examination Boards to adopt valid and 

reliable procedure of testing and consequently improve compatibility among their 

continuous results. This study is useful for researchers and test developers for 

understanding various dimensions of large scale testing under IRT. The study 

supports validity claims and technical guidelines to establish testing with innovations. 

The rationale for revising test development procedures under examination boards who 

wish to validate their own tests in a systematic and coherent manner.  

This study will also help to: 

1. The policy makers in Department of Education in framing important policies 

for setting standards, benchmarks, and proficiency indicators for different 

subjects at all grade levels. 

2. The curriculum developers and Textbook Boards to improve the present Math 

curriculum and textual material according to proficiency based assessment 

system. 

3. Teacher training institutions to incorporate proficiency assessment techniques 

in their programmes. 

4. Mathematics teachers for 

 Measuring the students’ performance with reference to specified 

performance tasks. 

 Diagnosing the weaknesses and strengths of the students in math 

proficiencies. 

 Improving their teaching strategies to develop required math 

proficiencies in their students. 
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1.4 Objectives of Study 

The objectives of the study were to: 

1. Ensure judgmental validity of standards, benchmarks and indicators for math 

proficiencies at 9
th

 grade  

2. Determine psychometric properties of items developed for Mathematics 

Proficiency test using Item Response Theory 

3. Develop IRT based Math proficiency test and determine discriminability of 

each item; internal consistency of items; and factorial validity of test 

 

1.5 Assumptions 

1. Well developed math proficiency tests give fair and reliable measure of 

students’ math proficiency. 

2. All the students have already achieved a certain minimum level of math 

proficiency at the end of 9
th

 grade. 

3. The results of math proficiency tests are generalizable and replicable. 

4. Results of Math Proficiency test are comparable across the students. 

5. Proficiency tests are, in general, effective tool for assessing students’ 

performance level.  

 

1.6 Delimitations 

This study was delimited to  

1. The province of Punjab. 

2. This study was delimited to 9th grade students studying in public schools. 

3. This study was delimited to MCQs and short-constructed response test items. 
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1.7 Operational Definitions and Terminology 

1.7.1 Mathematics Proficiency Framework 

 

Researcher has adapted same NAEP’s math framework as used by NEAS and PEAS 

for Grade IV and VIII.  It consists of four content strands, three performance strands, 

and mathematical proficiencies (Appendix-A).  

 

1.7.2 Math Proficiency 

Definition of Math proficiency is derived from NAEP’s math framework 2002. Math 

Proficiency is the ability to use the mathematical power for conceptual understanding, 

procedural knowledge, and problem-solving in the real world using appropriate 

strategies. 

  

1.7.3 Mathematical Power 

Mathematical power is defined as “Mathematical power is characterized as a student's 

overall ability to gather and use mathematical knowledge through reasoning logically; 

communicating about and through mathematics; and connecting mathematical ideas 

in one context with mathematical ideas in another context or with ideas from another 

discipline in the same or related contexts (Orrill & French, 2002, p. 35)”. 

 

1.7.4  Standards 

Statements of what students should know and be able to demonstrate. It is a goal or 

theme in mathematics. Standards set expectations for student learning, they do not 

prescribe how the Standards should be taught. Standards are just absolutely crystal 
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clear about what's important. It focuses specifically on student outcomes and 

identifies the skills students should know and be able to do. 

 

 1.7.5 Content Standards 

Themes, big ideas, essential questions, and content objectives deemed to be important 

to an area of study. They describe information and skills essential to the practice or 

application of a particular discipline or content domain. 

 

1.7.6  Performance Standards 

Performance standards designate the degree or quality of proficiency that students are 

expected to display in relation to the content standards. The performance standards 

are derived from content standards and describe the ways student should demonstrate 

the knowledge and skills they have acquired.  

 

1.7.7 Benchmark 

Statement that provides a description of student knowledge expected at specific 

grades, ages, or developmental levels. Benchmarks often are used in conjunction with 

standards. A specific statement of what a student should know and be able to do at a 

specific time in his/her schooling. Benchmarks are used to measure a student’s 

progress towards meeting the standard. 

1.7.8  Indicator 

It is a specific statement of the knowledge and/or skills that a student demonstrates at 

each grade level. These indicators serve as checkpoints that monitor progress toward 

the benchmarks.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 2 

 

 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 

 
Educational process provides requirements for the growth of students’ knowledge and 

skills. Teachers, generally, use teaching methods that are more pragmatic than 

theoretical because it is much difficult to teach students to work like experts rather 

than to think like experts. In the past thirty years, a number of researches have been 

done in the paradigms of psychology and education to collaborate psychometrics and 

cognation. The usefulness of linking psychometrics with cognitive psychology would 

provide bases for proficiency assessment if research outcomes are directly applicable 

for learning in classroom. Psychometrics has forced education to focus on processed-

bases approach rather than product-based approach i.e. teachers have to emphasize the 

actual process of acquiring knowledge instead of whether students can reproduce 

knowledge. This shift has also changed the whole scenario of educational assessment 

too. Assessment must be of practical use to teachers and students.  

Many mathematics assessments are based on contents of the tasks such as 

algebra, geometry, and measurement etc. such assessment, often, do not relate directly 

to the underlying cognitive demands of the tasks and these assessments not helpful in 

identifying students learning difficulties. A student whose performance in one content 

area is not satisfactory may study that area again. No suggestions are provided by 
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product-based assessments that how the student might modify his study methods so 

that he will achieve better results in weak content area. Often the underlying skills are 

so perplexed in the assessment that it is not possible to get out the components of 

interests and the degree of competencies that developed over all period of schooling. 

It is necessary to design assessment tasks according to the information that needs to 

be required. For example if test task is constructed to know whether an incorrect 

answer is caused by misunderstanding or computational carelessness, it is essential to 

develop test task that could capture students’ solution process. The first step in test 

development is to define the abilities that we are interested to measure. In proficiency 

test, proficiency should be defined first. In general ability, competency, and 

proficiency are used synonymously. It is difficult to define proficiency. Different 

researchers have defined proficiency as they perceive. The Common European 

Framework in its political and educational context (2006, p.183) narrated that 

“Proficiency assessment is assessment of what someone can do/knows in relation to 

the application of the subject in the real world. It represents an external perspective”. 

In the contexts of this research study proficiency is the performance-based ability to 

perform a task. Proficiency is the latent attribute of a student. As students have no 

same proficiency, therefore proficiency has many levels therefore it is necessary to 

construct test to measure such proficiency levels. When proficiency test is 

administered to assess some defined proficiency, it is necessary to be confident that 

the test items indeed tap into defined proficiency otherwise students’ test scores 

would not be meaningful in terms of students’ levels of the defined proficiency. 

Proficiency assessment reports students’ test scores in term of students’ levels of 

proficiency and score means in terms of kind of test items a student is likely to be able 
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to perform. Item Response Theory (IRT) can link directly test items’ scores and test 

items’ proficiency in meaningful ways. 

In the past, many proficiency tests have developed using IRT models. For 

example, Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA), National 

Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) in USA, Trends in Mathematics and 

Science Study (TIMSS), and many other large-scale assessment programmes have 

used IRT principles for item development and construction of proficiency scales. This 

is particular helpful for allowing for a proficiency continuum to be developed with 

students’ performance on test items and difficulties of test items placed on same scale. 

Thus once a student’s performance (proficiency) is located on the proficiency scale, it 

is possible to make inferences about the kinds of items the student is likely to be able 

to perform. Item Response Theory models can not only provide information of single 

score of proficiency but can model different cognitive processes, such as 

computational skills and reasoning even when these processes are embedded in a 

single task (Reckase, 1997). All large-scale assessments, as cited in previous 

paragraph,   are using ITR principles in developing proficiency scale for all subjects 

especially for math and science. 

National curriculum of Mathematics guides our teacher about what kind of 

mathematics we want our students to learn today. National curriculum is influenced 

by the objectives of education, objectives of mathematics, and need assessment based 

on national and international requirements and standards. Therefore mathematics 

assessment should be constructed in such a way that it can provide feedback to all 

stakeholders so that necessary modifications can be made according to need 

assessment. It is an era of International Standards of Organizations (ISO). Education 

is also an enterprise where we shape our students to compete globally. It is need of 
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today to assess mathematical proficiency of our students’ based on curriculum and 

educational standards of mathematics. Therefore Mathematics proficiency test 

required alignment between curriculum standards and mathematical proficiency. This 

requires a comprehensive framework that could explain mathematical proficiencies, 

and alignment of mathematical standards embedded in test items. The coming section 

will explain all these in details.  

 

2.1 Assessment as Proficiency Testing 

Kim (2005) referred the views of Nitko (1996), McTighe & Ferrara, (1998) , and 

McMillan (2000) that classroom assessment mainly concern to diagnosing strengths 

and weaknesses of individual students as well as groups, informing students and 

parents about learning processes, motivating students to focus on valued knowledge 

and to judge skills the quality of student work using standards while large-scale 

assessments tend to have high-stakes associate with them and are used for the purpose 

of consequential decisions such as promotion, or evaluation. 

This thesis addresses development of proficiency assessment for the subject of 

mathematics for the purpose: to measure students’ achievement in terms of 

proficiency. The purpose of an assessment sets priorities, and guide about whole 

scenario of the context of use and the assessment design. Thus an assessment is 

purpose-specific and context-specific although it may use for other contexts e.g. 

proficiency assessment may be used to measure achievement or a single assessment is 

used for individual student and programme evaluation.  

Pellegrino, Chudowsky, and Glaser (2001) view that “Although assessments 

used in various contexts and for differing purposes often look quite different, they 
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share certain common principles. One such principle is that assessment is always a 

process of reasoning from evidence”. Assessment, for whatever purpose, is a process 

of reasoning from evidence. The evidence from students’ actions, artifacts and 

communications, is only an indication of what students know, understand, can do, feel 

or strive for. We can never be sure that the evidence is a true reflection of cognitive 

abilities or affective or conative states. So an assessment will always be an estimate, 

not a precise statement about students’ attainments (ASF 2005 Working Paper 1).  

Pellegrino, Chudowsky, and Glaser (2001) “Every assessment, regardless of 

its purpose, rests on three pillars: a model of how students represent knowledge and 

develop competence in the subject domain, tasks or situations that allow one to 

observe students’ performance, and an interpretation method for drawing inferences 

from the performance evidence thus obtained (p. 2)”.  

Popham (1999) argued as  cited in Tindal (2002), the results of large scale 

assessment may thus continue to focus on the outcomes without contributing to a 

knowledge base on how to teach children what they need to know because 

assessments are not designed to detect differences in instruction. Since it is too 

difficult to quantify instruction due to its multi-dimensional nature and assessments’ 

powerlessness to detect instructional differences, instruction may exclude from 

assessment and alignment process. Educational achievement assessments focus on 

content domains and often intended to provide evidence of what student know and are 

able to do. This focus provides the validity evidence also. Evidence includes 

considerations of content relevance. Relevance is seen by the judgments about the 

degree of alignment of test content and content standards.  Martineau (2007), if 

assessments provide meaningful information about students’ ability, then cognition 

must be incorporated into the test development process much earlier than data 
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analysis. Kubiszyn (2003) concludes “alignment is what measurement specialists 

consider to be evidence of an achievement test’s content validity (p. 26).  Sireci 

(2006) says that the alignment model includes alignment as integral parts of the 

development of content standards, test blueprints, items, item pools, instruments, 

performance level descriptors, and performance standards. It also explains why 

comprehensively integrating alignment into development processes results in 

procedural efficiencies and gains in validity evidence for the measurement of student 

progress. All parts of the comprehensive alignment model should be implemented in a 

large-scale assessment. 

 

2.1.1 Development of Assessments 

Different researchers described assessment development process in different way. 

Generally there are some common points—instrumentation, testing, and reporting in 

all types of assessments. Instrumentation includes all aspects of instrument 

development, testing includes all procedures of administration of test while reporting 

includes recording and interpretation of the results. 

According to Albert (2002), the common features of any form of assessment are. 

1. The situation, task, or question 

2. The response 

3. An interpretation of students’ response 

4. The assignment of some meaning to this interpretation 

5. The reporting and recording the findings 

  According to spinner (2007) testing specialist generally agree that proficiency 

test need to have following qualities to be affective. 
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1. Test should be reliable 

2. Test should be valid 

3. Test should be authentic 

4. The test should be direct as possible; i.e. it should attempt to approximate the 

skills it is measuring as closely as possible. 

5. The test should be complete; i.e. it should cover all aspect of subject abilities 

that are important for a particular goal. 

6. The test should be precise as possible; i.e. there should clear answers to all 

questions and rubric descriptions should be specific and detailed. 

Grondlund (1988) suggested following steps for planning test. 

1. Determine the purpose of the test. 

2. Identify and define the intended learning outcomes. 

3. Prepare the test specifications. 

4. Construct relevant test items. 

Cohen and Swerdlik (2002) advised the following steps for test development: 

1. Test conceptualization 

2. Test construction 

3. Test tryout 

4. Item analysis 

5. Test revision 

Brumm (2001), the proficiency tests are standardized and high stakes but different 

conclusions follow from these two characteristics. For example 

 The rationale for proficiency tests is that they are necessary for accountability. 

Accountability, in turn, is required to achieve the goals of education.   
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 In commenting on the meaning of “intelligence,” some psychologists 

sarcastically say, “Intelligence is what intelligence tests test.”  Similarly we 

can say, “Proficiency is what proficiency tests test.”  

 They can provide comparisons of students and schools with respect to the 

kinds of materials covered.   Of course, drawing any implications from such 

comparison is another matter".  

 

2.1.2 Development of Proficiency Tests 

According to Davies (1990) and Corder (1981), as cited by Gammaroof 

(2000), proficiency is concerned with what somebody knows and can do here and 

now therefore proficiency tests, evaluate present knowledge in order to predict future 

achievement. Proficiency tests are based on knowledge dependent of typical 

syllabuses because the knowledge to be tested must have been gained from some 

syllabus or other. Proficiency tests may be independent of specific syllabus. 

Proficiency tests often involve diagnosing items that have not been mastered, and 

therefore diagnostic testing may be part of proficiency testing (pp. 20-21). Hence 

proficiency tests may differ in construction from other types of tests or assessments. 

According to Assessing Comprehension and Communication in English State to State 

for English Language Learners ACCESS for ELL is a standards-based, criterion 

referenced English language proficiency test designed to English language 

proficiency gains by determining the English language proficiency level of students. 

According to Wilcox (1980) and Kilpatrick (2001) proficiency tests are being 

developed by various school systems, which are usually aligned with state standards 

or curriculum frameworks and conceptualized as representing a variety of skills with 
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one or more items per skill. These conceptualized proficiency tests are sometimes 

constructed as follows:  First, a panel of content experts, teachers, and other interested 

persons e.g. parents or curriculum developers, work together to identify basic skills 

believed to be a part of a student’s education. For example, interest may focus on 

competency in mathematics, in which case the skills might include geometry, algebra, 

and so forth. To determine whether a student has acquired the identified skill, test 

items corresponding to each skill, are constructed (Wilcox, 1980). Central to the 

NAEP’s mathematics proficiency assessment is careful selection of test items to 

measure content objectives and cognitive areas (NAEP Mathematics Framework, 

2003). Test designers can choose items to range widely in difficulty and to span the 

important mathematics to be learned, and cut scores can be set to indicate various 

levels of proficiency (Kilpatrick, 2001). The Item Response Theory and the Classical 

Test Theory are used for item analysis and selection (VASSI Mathematics Proficiency 

Test, 2012). It is assumed that selected test items will examine students’ learning 

ambiguities or misrepresentations. The test administered to an examinee consists of 

items that represent the skills. Decisions concerning proficiency are made according 

to some predetermined passing score. For example, a student has to answer correctly 

70% of the items or has to show mastery of 70% of the skills. Note that these two 

decisions are not necessarily equivalent. Further suppose that a 70% mastery decision 

is made for a particular skill if the examinee responds correctly to seven out of the ten 

corresponding items (Wilcox, 1980). Mathematics proficiency test determines 

whether a learner has a problem in Mathematics, in which learning area the problem 

lay and what cognitive processes need to be stimulated to assist the learner to cope 

with the necessary mathematics tasks that are expected (VASSI Mathematics 
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Proficiency Test, 2012). If students have learned well, large proportions of them can 

achieve high proficiency (Kilpatrick, 2001). 

Item Response Theory IRT helps test developers in estimation of probable 

difficulty levels of all items and abilities of students on same scale. Therefore, there is 

possibility that a student will get less than 70% of the items correct yet demonstrate 

mastery of more than 70% of the skills. 

Linn (2002) said content standards are the often starting point for developing 

assessments. Proficiency assessments are, also, achievement and large-scale 

standardized assessment, based on standards. In the next section we are discussing 

about standards. 

 

2.2 Meaning and Nature of Math Proficiencies 

Over the past two decades the movement to raise educational standards and educators’ 

accountability for achievement has gained momentum all over the world. Pakistan 

also has developed standards for grade 1-10 mathematics (National Curriculum of 

Mathematics 2006). Mathematics curriculum focuses to prepare responsible and well-

versed individuals in a modern techno-economic time having ability to reason 

mathematically. Such mathematical reasoning is of great importance in making 

judgments on public issues and policies and for solving them. Mathematical reasoning 

and other mathematical skills e.g. procedural fluency, connection, and communication 

etc. are integrated as mathematical power while components are known as 

proficiencies.  With the passage of time now there is a consensus that mathematical 

power in terms of mathematical proficiency is necessary to participate fully and 

productively in society and the economy of the 21st century. Proficiency is a complex 
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construct and there is no agreed upon definition of proficiency. Proficiency is a 

surrogate for the ability to perform the desired cognitive processes. Proficiency, to be 

of value, must build on and integrate knowledge previously accumulated and, in so 

doing, may help us tackle other problematic matters (Byrnes, 1986). Proficiency 

describes a discipline-related skill, competency or ability that in normal 

circumstances, a student should posses in order to expect successful involvement in 

the next level or area of study (Mathematics Proficiencies, project report, 1999). 

Different researchers are still divided about nature of proficiency. Some have 

claimed that proficiency is essentially indefinable, for instance, both Vollmer (1981) 

and Pienemann (1985) defined proficiency that which is measured by proficiency test 

that is a student’s performance on a proficiency test. Schoenfeld (2007) anyone who 

lacks a solid grasp of facts, procedures, definition, and concepts is significantly 

handicapped in mathematics but mathematical proficiency is much more than to 

reproduce standard content on demand. More one knows, the greater the potential for 

that knowledge to be used. The ability to use mathematical knowledge in the 

appropriate circumstances is an essential component of proficiency (p. 59). Kilpatrick, 

Swarfford, and Findell (2001) the notion of mathematical proficiency is based on a 

conception of what it means to be competent in mathematics. No single term captures 

completely all aspects of expertise, competence, knowledge, and facility in 

mathematics but mathematical proficiency can capture that is necessary for anyone to 

learn mathematics successfully. Kilpatrick et al (2001) recognize that “following five 

separate but intertwined strands are components of mathematics proficiency:  

 Conceptual understanding—comprehension of mathematical concepts, 

operations, and relations 
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 Procedural fluency—skill in carrying out procedures flexibly, accurately, 

efficiently, and appropriately 

 Strategic competence—ability to formulate, represent, and solve mathematical 

problems 

 Adaptive reasoning—capacity for logical thought, reflection, explanation, and 

justification 

 Productive disposition—habitual inclination to see mathematics as sensible, 

useful, and worthwhile, coupled with a belief in the value of diligence and in 

one’s own efficacy (p.116)”. 

 

Figure 3. STRANDS OF PROFICIENCY 

 

                                                                         Adopted from ADDING IT UP 

 

McCallum (2007) also supported the views of Kilpatrick et al (2001). Schoenfeld 

(2007) stated if we are interested in a student’s proficiency—that is, what he knows, 
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can do, and disposed to do mathematically it is essential to consider all of following 

aspects of mathematical proficiency. 

1. Knowledge Base Proficiency—what students know?   

2. Strategies Based Proficiency (Strategic Competency)—“ability to formulate, 

represent, and solve mathematical problem (Kilpatrick et al 2001, p.5)”. 

3. Meta-cognation Based Proficiency—using what students know effectively 

4. Beliefs and Dispositions Based Proficiency—“habitual inclination to see 

mathematics as sensible, useful and worthwhile, coupled with a belief in 

diligence and one’s own efficacy  (Kilpatrick et al 2001, p.5)”. 

Mathematical proficiency is not a one-dimensional trait, and it cannot be achieved by 

focusing on just one or two of these strands. These components of proficiency provide 

a framework of the knowledge, skills, abilities, that constitute mathematical 

proficiency. This framework and National Assessment of Educational Progress 

(NAEP) mathematics framework has some common features like mathematical 

abilities—problem solving, procedural knowledge, and conceptual understanding. The 

proposed math proficiency test framework is adapted from NAEP’s assessment 

framework of mathematics. It is consisted of following content and proficiency 

strands. 

 

2.3 Framework of Mathematics Proficiency Test 

The Mathematics Framework (2003) of National Assessment of Educational Progress 

(NAEP) of USA is adapted for this study. NAEP has been gathering information 

about students’ mathematics proficiency levels since 1973. It measures mathematics 

proficiency of different grades, using sample-based assessments. Its findings explore 
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that student’s mathematical proficiency results from their broad experiences in 

developing networks of connections among mathematical skills and ideas rather than 

interaction of knowledge with mathematical abilities (NAEP Mathematics Framework 

2003, pp.3, 8). The operational definition of mathematics proficiency is derived from 

NAEP’s Mathematics Framework 2003. Mathematical Proficiency is the ability to use 

the mathematical power in conceptual understanding, procedural knowledge, and 

problem-solving in the real world using appropriate strategies whereas according to 

Orrill and French (2002) mathematical power is characterized as a student's overall 

ability to gather and use mathematical knowledge through reasoning logically; 

communicating about and through mathematics; and connecting mathematical ideas 

in one context with mathematical ideas in another context or with ideas from another 

discipline in the same or related contexts.  

NAEP’s Mathematics Framework 2003 elaborates mathematical power as 

“Mathematical power is conceived as consisting of mathematical abilities (conceptual 

understanding, procedural knowledge, and problem solving) within a broader context 

of reasoning and with connections across the scope of mathematical content and 

thinking. Communication is viewed as both a unifying thread and a way for students 

to provide meaningful responses to tasks (p.10)”. 

In the rest of this write up conceptual understanding, procedural knowledge, 

and problem solving will represent the mathematical proficiencies to be measured 

through mathematical proficiency test. 
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2.3.1  Conceptual Understanding  

Conceptual understanding (a well-connected understanding of why) requires a student 

to have knowledge of words/symbols but not necessarily the ideas behind the 

words/symbols and understanding where the ideas behind the symbols/words are 

understood. Haapasalo (n.d) views that conceptual knowledge denotes knowledge of 

and a skilful “drive” along particular networks, the elements of which can be 

concepts, rules (algorithms, procedures, etc.), and even problems (a solved problem 

may introduce a new concept or rule) given in various representation forms. Hiebert 

and LeFevre (1986) defined conceptual knowledge to be knowledge that is rich in 

relationships; “A unit of conceptual knowledge cannot be an isolated piece of 

information; by definition it is a part of conceptual knowledge only if the holder 

recognizes its relationship to other pieces of information” (1986, p. 4). 

Kilpatrick et al (2001) stated that “Conceptual understanding refers to an 

integrated and functional grasp of mathematical ideas. Students with conceptual 

understanding know more than isolated facts and methods (p.118)”. Students 

demonstrate conceptual understanding when they manipulate central ideas about a 

concept in various ways. Conceptual understanding reflects a student’s ability to 

reason in settings involving the careful application of concept definitions, relations, or 

representations of either. Students demonstrate conceptual understanding when they 

produce examples or common or unique representations. For example, the concept of 

number involves more than recognizing the numbers and reproducing calculations 

according to certain procedures. All aspects of skills include conceptual 

understanding. Without conceptual knowledge it is difficult for students to use 

procedural knowledge and to solve problems (NEAS, n.d). Conceptual understanding 
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helps the students to organize their knowledge that enables them to learn new ideas by 

connecting those ideas to what they already know. Kilpatrick et al (2001) since 

students with conceptual understanding know more than isolated facts and methods 

and facts and methods learned with understanding are easier to remember and use, 

and they can be reconstructed when forgotten therefore conceptual understanding also 

supports retention as procedural skills without some form of understanding are brittle 

and easily lost. Mathematicians Devlin (2007) has the view that “I think many 

mathematical concepts can be understood only after the learner has acquired 

procedural skill in using the concept. In such cases, learning can take place only by 

first learning to follow symbolic rules, with understanding emerging later, sometimes 

considerably later. That probably makes me an enemy of the other camp, the 

conceptual-understanding-first proponents. But NCTM (2000) stated that “Research 

has solidly established the importance of conceptual understanding in becoming 

proficient in a subject. When students understand mathematics, they are able to use 

their knowledge flexibly. They combine factual knowledge, procedural facility, and 

conceptual understanding in powerful ways” , “One of the most robust findings of 

research is that conceptual understanding is an important component of proficiency, 

along with factual knowledge and procedural facility (Bransford, Brown, and Cocking 

1999)” and “Students who memorize facts or procedures without understanding often 

are not sure when or how to use what they know, and such learning is often quite 

fragile (Bransford, Brown, and Cocking 1999)”. Also in view of Schoenfeld (2007) 

“mastery of procedures is no way guarantees conceptual understanding (p.6)”.  

There are different theories predicting different interrelations between 

conceptual and procedural knowledge. Rittle-Johnson and Alibali (1999) define 

conceptual knowledge as explicit or implicit understanding of the principles that 
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govern a domain and of the interrelations between pieces of knowledge in a domain, 

and procedural knowledge as action sequences for solving problem. Conceptual and 

procedural knowledge lie at the ends of a continuum. A number of learning theories 

have proved conceptual knowledge as a source of children’s procedural knowledge 

and some learning theories see the opposite to be true.  

Rittle-Johnson, Siegler, and Alibali (2001) described one major difference to 

distinguish between concepts-first and procedures-first theories. According to 

concepts-first theories, students first acquire conceptual knowledge then by practice, 

derive procedural knowledge from it. For example the students who have better 

understanding of place value can successfully use procedures for multi-digit 

subtraction. This is also true for other strands of mathematics e.g. counting and 

fraction addition. Therefore conceptual understanding plays a vital role in procedure 

adaptation and generation. According to Procedures-first theories students initially 

acquire procedural knowledge in a specific domain and then gradually abstract 

conceptual knowledge from it. For example, students of certain age can count 

correctly without understanding of certain counting principles.  

Haapasalo & Kadijevich (2000) stated four views about conceptual understanding and 

procedural knowledge with their advocates as follow. 
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Table 1. Views about Conceptual Understanding and Procedural 

___________________________________________________________________ 

View                                                                          Advocates 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Inactivation view 

Conceptual understanding and procedural                    Nesher 1986  

Knowledge is not related                                            Resnick & Omanson 1987 

                

Simultaneous activation view 

Procedural knowledge is a necessary and                     Hiebert 1986 

Sufficient condition for conceptual understanding        Byrnes & Wasik 1991,        

                                                                               Haapasalo 1993, 1997 

 

Dynamic interaction view 

Conceptual understanding is a necessary but not  

Sufficient condition for procedural knowledge             Byrnes & Wasik 1991 

` 

Genetic view  

Procedural knowledge is a necessary but not               Kline 1980, Kitcher 1983,  

Sufficient condition for conceptual understanding         Vergnaud 1990 Sfard 1994       

                                                                                        Gray & Tall 1993 

_____________________________________________________________________                            

 

Among other factors these four views are students’ age dependent. Rittle-Johnson et 

al. (2001) conducted a research to find “how conceptual and procedural knowledge 

can be measured independently of each other and with a sufficient degree of validity” 

using Iterative Model. 

They measured children’s conceptual and procedural knowledge using 

pretest–intervention–posttest design to increase both kinds of knowledge. They 

founded that student’s initial conceptual knowledge predicted gains in procedural 

knowledge, and gains in procedural knowledge predicted improvements in conceptual 

knowledge that is increase in one kind of knowledge will then, prompt increase in the 

other one as well. Overall, literature sees bi-directional relation among conceptual 

understanding and procedural knowledge. Rittle-Johnson, Siegler, and Alibali (2001) 

this relation is iterative in nature but conceptual understanding has a greater influence 
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on procedural knowledge than the reverse. Schneider and Stern (2005) conducted a 

research study and that their results were not consistent with procedures-first view. 

They found that Conceptual knowledge is a source of children’s procedural 

knowledge, but not vice versa. In contrast to procedural knowledge, conceptual 

knowledge could be assessed with high internal consistency. 

The above cited researches support the view that, at least, some conceptual 

understanding is essential prior than procedures although Procedural knowledge and 

conceptual understandings are closely linked. When students connect mathematical 

ideas, their understanding is deeper and more permanent. Conceptual understanding 

provides a foundation for reconstructing mathematical facts and methods for 

generating extended knowledge and help for the solving unfamiliar new problems. 

For example, students having conceptual understanding of properties and operations 

of whole number can extend these concepts and procedures to operations involving 

decimals. 

Conceptual Understanding also helps students to avoid critical errors, for 

example, a student with good number sense who multiplies 9.38 and 5.76 and gets 

5402.88 understand immediately that something is wrong. The answer can’t be more 

than 60, as one number is less than 10 and the other is less than 6. This reasoning 

helps the student that the decimal point has been misplaced. 

Kilpatrick et al (2001) a significant indicator of conceptual understanding is 

being able to represent mathematical situations in different ways and knowing how 

different representations can be useful for different purposes. 

In short conceptual understanding means that student can:  

1. Understand meanings of operations and how they relate to one another 

2. Understand patterns, relations, and functions 
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3. Represent and analyze mathematical situations and structures using algebraic 

symbols 

4. Use mathematical models to represent and understand quantitative 

relationships  

5. Analyze change in various contexts  

6. Use visualization, spatial reasoning, and geometric modeling to solve 

problems  

7. Understand measurable attributes of objects and the units, systems, and 

processes of measurement  

8. Recognize and use connections among mathematical ideas 

9. Understand how mathematical ideas interconnect and build on one another to 

produce a coherent whole  

10. Recognize and apply mathematics in contexts outside of mathematics 

11. Create and use representations to organize, record, and communicate 

mathematical ideas  

Without conceptual knowledge it is difficult for students to use procedural knowledge 

and to solve problems. According to Grouws and Cebulla (2000) “Students who 

develop conceptual understanding early perform best on procedural knowledge later 

(p.15)”. Developing mathematical proficiency requires that students master both the 

concepts and procedural skills needed to reason and solve problems effectively in a 

particular domain. 
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2.3.2  Procedural Knowledge 

Procedural knowledge is “a skill typically refers to a specific set of steps performed in 

a fairly strict order and, ideally, without much conscious thought. A process is a more 

general set of steps that is performed with more conscious thought and careful 

consideration of what needs to be done next (Marzano, et.al.,1997 p. 49)”. 

Hiebert and LeFevre (1986) defined procedural knowledge to include 

knowledge of the formal symbol representation system and of the rules, algorithms, or 

procedures for completing mathematical tasks.  

Marzano, et.al. (1997) has the view that “procedures and processes are a big 

part of learning math. Many of the concepts we learn in math involve memorizing and 

following steps to get the correct answer. Basic addition involves a step by step 

process. Problem solving is a process. As the students learn to complete basic math 

computations, they should be immersed in the processes they need to follow. The 

processes of the basic skills serve as building blocks for the future, more complex, 

skills they will learn. There are three phases of acquiring procedural knowledge, 

construct models, shape and internalize (p. 93)”.   

In the construct models phase, a model of the process to be learned is 

displayed and the steps involved shown. A math example could be working out a 

multi-digit multiplication problem. As the problem is being worked out, the steps 

should be discussed that are needed to complete the problem in a manner that is 

understandable to the learner. Work out the example, discussing or listing each step, 

so the learner has a model as a point of reference. Students can construct their own 

models and list their own steps, in their own words, which would demonstrate their 

understanding of the process.   
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In the shape phase, the process originally followed will be modified to make it 

better. Adjustments should be made to improve the process and make it more efficient 

to use. Some aspects may be added or dropped depending on what will make the 

process understandable to the learner. The learner may come up with ways of making 

the problem easier to solve and want to add to the steps they follow. In this phase it is 

important for the students to gain an understanding of the procedure they are 

performing.  

“In the internalize phase, the learner needs extensive practice in order to get to 

a level of "automaticity" or "fluency" (Marzano, et al, 1997. p.101)”. Certain skills 

need to be automatic, without having to think about what we are doing. Recognizing 

which basic math skill is being indicated by a mathematical sign should become 

automatic, not requiring much conscious thought. Other skills need to become fluent, 

requiring a thought process, but known well enough to perform them with ease.  

Most mathematical concepts require the above phases to be repeated with additions to 

the knowledge base of the student. For example, when students originally learn long 

division they should go through the phases above. Then when they learn to do long 

division with the addition of decimal numbers, they will again need to go through the 

phases to allow for integration of the new knowledge. The process is made more 

difficult and should be repeated when the students do not reach mastery of the 

procedures they are to learn. 

Procedural knowledge (knowing how step-by-step to determine solutions) is 

knowing how to control the revant factors for examine some phenomenon (Reber & 

Reber, 2001), performing a certain task or completing an activity. Procedure 

knowledge also means knowing the method of manipulating a specific condition or 
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the technique for implementing a task. This may include the procedures we use to do 

a science experiment, write an essay or solve a mathematical equation.  

Procedural knowledge is often thought about as certain skills we possess, tasks we can 

complete or processes us are able to follow. 

Procedural knowledge is knowing how to control the revant factors for 

examine some phenomenon (Reber & Reber, 2001), performing a certain task or 

completing an activity. Procedure knowledge also means knowing the method of 

manipulating a specific condition or the technique for implementing a task. This may 

include the procedures we use to do a science experiment, write an essay or solve a 

mathematical equation. 

Kilpatrick, Swarfford, and Findell (2001) Procedural knowledge is knowledge 

of when and how to use procedures appropriately, and skill in performing them 

flexibly, accurately, and efficiently. Students apply procedures flexibly in varying 

computational situations for exact answers. Students use variety of computational 

tools, and they know how to select the appropriate tool for a given situation. Both 

accuracy and efficiency improve with practice, which help students to maintain 

fluency. Procedural fluency enhances the knowledge of ways to estimate the result of 

a procedure. Without sufficient procedural fluency, students have to face difficulty in 

solving mathematical problems. 

When skills are learned without understanding, they are learned as isolated 

bits of knowledge. Learning new topics then becomes harder since there is no network 

of previously learned concepts and skills to link a new topic to. This practice leads to 

a compartmentalization of procedures that can become quite extreme, so that students 

believe that even slightly different problems require different procedures. 
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Haapasalo (2003) “procedural knowledge denotes dynamic and successful utilization 

of particular rules, algorithms or procedures within relevant representation forms. 

This usually requires not only the knowledge of the objects being utilized, but also the 

knowledge of format and syntax for the representational system(s) expressing them 

(p.98)”. Cited in Rittle-Johnson and Star (2007, p.562) “Procedural knowledge is the 

ability to execute action sequences to solve problems, including the ability to adapt 

known procedures to novel problems (Rittle-Johnson, Siegler, & Alibali, 2001) and is 

an important component of mathematical competence (Beishuizen, van Putten, & van 

Mulken, 1997; Blo¨ te, Van der Burg, & Klein, 2001; Dowker, 1992; Star & Seifert, 

2006)”. 

Procedural knowledge requires students to, use/apply mathematical processes in 

different situations correctly, read different reading on the graph and find 

relationships between them, use correct algorithm process, and communicate results 

according to sanitation of problem. Students should be able to confirm correctness of 

a procedure employed in problem setting.  

 

2.3.3 Problem Solving 

Items associative with problem solving will force the students to use their 

accumulated knowledge of mathematics (conceptual understanding, procedural 

knowledge, and mathematical power such as reasoning and understanding 

connections) in new situations. Problem solving requires students to recognize and 

formulate problems; determine whether there is sufficient data; determine whether 

there is consistency of data; use strategies, data, models, and relevant mathematics; 

and, generate, extend, and modify procedures. The items will explore how students 
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connect all of their mathematical knowledge of reasoning, communication, concepts, 

skills, and procedures to solve problems. 

 

2.4 Mathematical Power 

 

Orrill and French (2002) has stated that “Mathematical power is characterized as a 

student's overall ability to gather and use mathematical knowledge through exploring, 

conjecturing, and reasoning logically; solving non-routine problems; communicating 

about and through mathematics; and connecting mathematical ideas in one context 

with mathematical ideas in another context or with ideas from another discipline in 

the same or related contexts (p. 35)”. Following are associated with mathematical 

power.  

 

2.4.1 Mathematical Reasoning 

While concrete materials are appropriate for use at all levels to support logical 

arguments, their use in the early grades and any new situation is critical. Students 

should become increasingly capable of more formal reasoning and abstraction. 

 

2.4.2 Mathematical Communication 

Clarity of thinking and depth of understanding is promoted by representing, 

describing, and explaining mathematical investigations and the associated concepts 

and processes. Interaction among students also helps them construct knowledge and 

learn multiple ways to think about mathematical ideas. 
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2.4.3 Mathematical Connections 

The power of mathematics is enhanced by the integration of mathematical content in 

contrast to the traditional practice of viewing mathematics as a collection of unrelated 

parts. Applications across the disciplines and in real world contexts provide a reason 

for the study of mathematics. The component relates within Mathematics or among 

disciplines. 

In short, according to Kilpatrick and Swafford (2002) Mathematical 

proficiency covers all strands. It cannot stand on an individual isolated strand. 

Students need to develop all strands throughout their schooling to become 

mathematically proficient because all the strands of proficiency collectively makes 

knowledge stronger, more durable, more adaptable, more useful, and more relevant 

therefore proficiency in mathematics develops over time. Many researchers have 

proved that when mathematics is taught and learned by using all the strands of 

proficiency, performance in mathematics improves for all students because the basic 

principles, concepts, and skills of mathematics are within reach of all children. Thus 

integrating the strands of mathematical proficiency is entirely consistent with 

students’ typical approaches to learning. 

 

2.5 Proficiency Test Items and Item Format 

The selection of item format for a test is not an easy job. Selection of item format 

largely depends on objectives of the test. At other time merits and demerits of an item 

format also influence the choice of item format. Various researches have conducted in 

this regards. Martinez (1999) concluded that no single format is appropriate for all 

educational purposes because various formats have various levels of strengths in 
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different areas, including cognitive features, item and test characteristics, and 

economic considerations therefore combination of formats to accurate strengths and 

dilute weaknesses in each format is recommended.  

Bastari (2000) in recent years, multiple item formats in the same assessment 

has become popular with test developers. Achievement tests are often consisting of 

multiple-choice and variety of constructed response items. The National Assessment 

of Educational Progress (NAEP), Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System 

(MCAS), and some states in USA has applied these mixed formats to assess students 

and it seems likely that the trend to combine items with different formats will be 

widely implemented.  

Ryan and DeMark (2002) a number of discussions in the meta-analysis 

suggested that effects due to assessment format may reflect the influence of verbal 

skills required for constructed-response. Constructed-response (CR) assessments 

require verbal ability to read, comprehend, process, and procedure. Verbal ability is 

needed in all CR assessment regardless of the content area being assessed. The 

influence of language ability on CR assessments creates a validity problem when such 

assessment are used in science, mathematics, and other areas where students’ content 

specific knowledge and abilities may be confounded by their verbal skills.  

Lukhele, Thissen, and Wainer (1994) concluded that constructed response 

items provide less information in more time at greater cost than do multiple choice 

items. There is no evidence to indicate that multiple-choice items and constructed-

choice items are measuring fundamental different things, at least for domains.  

Ryan and DeMark (2002) reported that from 1925 to 1998 61 empirical and 6 

theoretical studies investigated the issue related to construct-equivalence of multiple-

choice items and constructed-choice items. 29 studies reported 56 correlations 
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between the multiple-choice items and constructed-choice items formats. Test 

developer may seek to provide greater sampling of the domain in the use of MC items 

and greater depth of process in the use of CR items because when complex cognition 

is the target, MC items and CR items appear to measure similar construct. 

Nitko (2001) suggested that when we have the choice of MC items and CR 

items, each task should be crafted to secure the most valid assessment per learning 

target. Validity rather than convenience should be priority. Rodriguez (2002) some 

short answer formats can be quite objectively scored like single-word items are 

relatively easy to construct and score objectively. Spinner (2007) multiple-choice tests 

are objective, easy to score, and cost-effective so they may be the only viable option 

in some circumstances. Is there a bottom line?   When MC and CR items are viable 

options   Rodriguez (2002) MC items will generally be the optimal choice because of 

strong equivalence in MC items and CR items and cost of administration of CR items. 

Abu-Alhija (2007) the format of the tasks on large-scale tests is predominately 

multiple-choice as accuracy of test score is most likely to be achieved by this type.  

Greaney and kellaghan (2008) view that most national and international 

assessments rely on considerable extend on MC format in their instruments. These 

items will open be supplemented by open-ended items that require the student to write 

a word, phrase, or sentence.  Multiple-choice items, as well CR items, can be used to 

measure higher order thinking. 

Zimmerman (2003) for MC items, the probability of guessing correctly is 1/c 

if an examinee guesses randomly among (c) choices i.e. guessing chance of an item is 

inversely proportional to the number of options of that item provided that all 

distractors are functional. It can be expected to be somewhat higher if elimination of 
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some choices is possible, to be lower if misinformation is present, and vary somewhat 

item to item.  

It is possible that effects of guessing are different for different high-ability 

examinees and low-ability examinees. If it is true, then number of items with 

probability 1 and number of   correct guesses are correlated. Furthermore, high-ability 

examinee guess on fewer items, so far that reason alone, a negative correlation is 

expected. 

Rodriguez (2002) item analysis and test statistics, generally, suggest that 

reliability is greater among some CR items. This perhaps a result of reduction in 

errors due to guessing or presence of clues in MC items. IRT analysis suggest that the 

information provided by items may depend as much on the quality of the item writing 

as it does on the item’s format, and differences in item specific characteristics that are 

difficult to capture in IRT models may result inconsistent format effects. The format 

apparently does not matter as much as other item specific characteristics, such as 

content or cognitive demand.  

Ketterlin-Geller (2005) to measure mathematics proficiency for the universally 

designed test, we considered both the item type as well as the presentation of the item 

in light of the characteristics of the target population. 

From above discussion it is clear that selection of item format depends on: 

 Objective of test 

 Content coverage 

 Construct relevancy 

 Cost effects 

 Analysis approach 
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 Length of the test 

 Nature of the test 

According to NAEP Mathematics Framework 2003, to conduct a meaningful 

assessment of mathematics proficiency, it is necessary to measure students’ 

proficiencies in various content strands (p.19). Mathematical abilities (conceptual 

understanding, procedural knowledge, and problem solving), within mathematical 

content strands, are collective factors of student’s ways of thinking and  descriptions 

in which information is structured for instruction and the ways in which students 

manipulate, reason with, or communicate their mathematical ideas. Consequently, no 

unanimous agreement exists among educators about what constitutes a conceptual, a 

procedural, or a problem-solving item. Only students’ actions can be classified that 

likely to undertake in processing information and providing a satisfactory response. 

Therefore, within the content strands, proficiency items are classified according to the 

ability categories (conceptual understanding, procedural knowledge, and problem 

solving) they most closely represent in terms of the type of processing they are 

expected to require and reasoning, communication, and connections are woven 

through the specifications to provide an added level of richness to the proficiency 

items. The three features of mathematical power (reasoning, communication, and 

connections) will be used as underlying threads for item construction and overall test 

design. For the mathematics assessment, these threads may not be specifically 

reported; although they will be represented in the overall way the assessment is 

conceived and developed (pp.37-38). These features can be viewed through student 

performance within a particular content strand at the conceptual, procedural, and 

problem-solving levels of ability. Similarly, a particular concept, procedure, or 

problem context might be viewed across strands (p.36). To measure the breadth and 
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depth of student knowledge in mathematics items can explore the vertical or 

horizontal nature of a students’ understanding. Vertical understanding related items 

might probe and measure students’ abilities to define concept, apply, and use the 

concept or principles to solve a new problem by representing a new level of 

understanding. Horizontal understanding related items might probe and measure 

students’ understanding of a concept or principle across content strands. For example, 

students’ proficiency in computation might be measured in Numbers and Sets, 

Geometry, and in Algebraic setting. Students’ computational ability in each of these 

contexts tells a great deal about the richness of their understanding of the concept and 

the related procedural skills (p.6).  

Finally, mathematical power is a function of students’ prior knowledge and 

experience and the ability to connect that knowledge in productive ways to new 

contexts. This aspect of power can be measured with multiple-choice items and 

through analysis of the ways in which students develop their responses to the 

constructed- response items on the assessment (p.36). Constructed Response items 

provide excellent opportunities to measure students’ abilities to reason 

mathematically as well as connect and communicate their knowledge of mathematics 

(p.6). 

 

2.6 Standards 

Aldrich (2000) highlighted that the term standard was first used in education in 

England around 1860 when six performance levels designated “standards I-VI” were 

specified for reading, writing and arithmetic proficiency. This term has been used in 

many countries for many years. One of the driving forces behind school reforms in 
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the early 1980s was the public's belief that the high school certificate was of limited 

value. Many students holding a certificate lacked basic skills. Employers argue that 

they have no clear evidence of the level knowledge or the skills they are able to 

perform.  

 

As cited in Klieme et al (2004): 

 

“In the United States, the term „standards“ has traditionally been 

used largely synonymously with performance standards (cf. 

McLeod, Stake, Schapelle, Mellissinos & Gierl 1996), and the 

primary focus has been on measuring performance, with basic 

skills being a particular object of investigation. The publication of 

the very influential Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for 

School Mathematics by the NCTM, the national association of 

mathematics teachers, in 1989 changed this – and not only for 

mathematics, since the NCTM standards became the model for 

work on standards in other subjects as well (Ravitch 1995). The 

authors of the NCTM publication made a conscious decision to 

abandon the traditional approach, with its concentration on basic 

skills, for a view of mathematics learning that was more process-

oriented” (p.28). 

 

 

Kubiszyn (2003) stated that different educational systems, all over the world, are 

under pressure to define student learning based on outcomes standards. Research and 

experience proved that when teachers develop standards and benchmarks and align 

them with instructional materials major changes in classroom practices can occur.  

Burger (1998) stated the term "standard" is synonymously used for curriculum 

standards, content standards and performance standards. Different people understand 

this term in different ways. Careful listening is required to determine which standards 

are being discussed. 

 

Weiss (2002) stated: 

 

“The term “standards” conveys different meanings to different 

people. For many members of the general public and for the 
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education policy community, “standards” focus on outcomes and 

imply “a mechanism by which to hold schools accountable for 

what students learn” (Raizen, 1998, p. 73). In such cases, specific 

levels of performance relative to standards are defined, and 

assessments are designed to measure student progress toward 

attaining those standards. Assessment results may then be used as 

part of an accountability system, as a professional development 

tool to provide feedback to teachers, or to inform policy decisions. 

Ravitch (1995, p. 13) points out that policy makers and others also 

use “opportunity-to-learn, or school delivery, standards” in regard 

to “the availability of programs, staff, and other resources that 

schools, districts, and states provide so that students are able to 

meet challenging content and performance standards”(p. 17). 
 

Solomon (2002) states that, cited in Burke (2005, p.2), “the use of the term standards 

instead of the traditional educator’s term objectives foreshadowed a strengthening of 

government’s determination and role in school administration. The standards parallel 

traditional goals and objectives as well as outcomes. The term standards, however, 

has an implication of high levels of expectations and monitoring that were not 

commonly connected to the widely used educational objectives suggested by Tyler 

(1949) as clarified statements of school curriculum”. Burke (2005) standards clarify 

expectations and consensus about what constitutes quality products and practice. 

Wiggins (1998) advocate that true standard describes a specific and desirable level of 

exemplary performance. It should be worthwhile target irrespective of whether 

students meet it or not.  

McMunn and Butler (2006) stated that standards establish a level of 

achievement, quality of performance, or degree of proficiency expected from 

students. Standards convey expectations about students’ at least level achievement or 

degree of proficiency rather than minimum. Darling-Hammond (1997), as cited in 

Burke (2005), advises that standards can be most useful when used as “guideposts not 

straitjackets for building curriculum assessments and professional development 
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opportunities, and when they are used and mobilize system resources rather than to 

punish students and schools”. Klieme et al (2004) standards only provide teachers a 

frame of reference for their work. Gipps (1990) in the narrowest sense, standard can 

mean levels of performance on a test.   

 

2.6.1 Content Standards 

Burke (2005) content standards refer to knowledge and skills belonging to a particular 

discipline. Themes, big ideas, essential questions, and content objectives deemed to 

be important to an area of study. They describe information and skills essential to the 

practice or application of a particular discipline or content domain. Content standards 

describe what students should know or be able to do?   (Kendall & Marzano, 1995, 

Foriska, 1998, and Burke, 2005). Gipps (1990) standards may be are referring to the 

level of attainment in basic skills such as reading and math. Rabinowitz et al. (2006) 

content standards mean different things to different individuals. Snow (2000)  Content 

standards provide a roadmap to guide instruction and assessment in measurable ways 

when they are accompanied by progress indicators and assessment tasks that students 

can use to gauge their progress and set new goals and Carr & Harris (2001) Content 

standards and indicators are the basis for curriculum and assessment.  

Kendall (2001) states that content standards are the summary description 

regarding what students should know and be able to do within a particular discipline. 

For example, a standard might demand that the student “understand data handling 

techniques and can solve sums involving mean mode and median. Content standards 

help in organizing an academic subject domain by stating goals for student learning. 

Content standards help to clarify the broad goals within the discipline.  
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2.6.2 Performance Standards 

Performance standards designate the degree or quality of proficiency that students are 

expected to display in relation to the content standards. The performance standards 

are derived from content standards and describe the ways student should demonstrate 

the knowledge and skills they have acquired. Solomon (2002) performance standards 

are intended discriminated level of acceptable performance. Performance standards 

answer the question “how good is good enough?  ”. Therefore performance standard 

describe the goodness of good. They show the degree of achievement of content 

standards.  

 

2.6.3 Benchmarks and Indicators 

Thomas and Peng (2004) “the term benchmark has essentially the same meaning as 

standard, but nevertheless is most often used in relation to a dynamic process making 

comparisons” (p. 177).  McMunn and Butler (2006) benchmarks are used to explicate 

standards and may be referred to as objectives, competencies or targets. Benchmarks 

provide greater specificity than the standards about what student should know and 

able to do. Burke (2004) advocate that “benchmarks provide the framework for 

teaching and assessing key concepts (p.6)”. Klieme et al (2004) Benchmarks hone 

teachers’ diagnostic skills by determine which students require special support and 

assistance. Benchmarks (McMunn and Butler, 2006) breaks the standards into smaller 

increments, by completing all the incremental units of the benchmarks, the students 

achieve whole, which is the standard. The specificity of content description identified 

through the term “benchmark” appears as “indicator” or “learning expectation”. This 

level of specificity includes a description of student activity. Therefore indicators 
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provide the scaffolding of skills and knowledge that bring the student to the level of 

skills and knowledge in the benchmark. Strand is a useful intervening level between 

standard and benchmark. It is also called topic. Kendall (2001) “a strand (or topic) is a 

level of content organization that mediates between a standard and a benchmark” 

(p.3). For example, in Measurement, area of a regular shape or volume of a specific 

article, in algebra quadratic equation, factorization of algebric expressions, least 

common multiple LCM and greatest common devisor GCD of two or more than two 

algebric expressions are topics or strands. Measurement, Number sense, Logarithm, 

Algebra, and Geometry etc are also strands. 

 

2.7 DEVELOPING ACADEMIC AND ASSESSMENT 

STANDARDS 
 

Developing academic standards mainly based on the longitudinal research studies but 

adapting of academic standard is based on extensive review and expert opinion along 

with objectives of the subject. 

 

2.7.1 Standards Developers and Resources  

In the past, standards-setting was primarily of interest to measurement specialists. 

Now educational administrators and policy-makers are engaging both educators—

teachers, subject specialists, curriculum experts and non-educators—parents, 

community, and industrialists in formal exercises to define acceptable and desirable 

levels of student performance. Standards setting  process inspires a sense of 

community ownership and describes where we are trying to go and how by analyzing 
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crystal clear what we should have at the end of each grade. As a result of that process, 

everything we do is tied into a standard. 

   

2.7.2 Consensus Method 

Consensus, internationally accepted approach for developing standards, is the key to 

successful standards setting. The experiences of educators, curriculum experts, school 

administrators, and teachers show that standards-setting can accomplish three 

important goals. First, committing to high academic standards makes the clear 

statement that all students are expected to excel academically. Second, standards-

setting engages parents and community members about what students should know 

and be able to do. Third, standards-setting involves classroom teachers, parents and 

other members of the school community in the educational improvement process. 

Consensus method can be carried out involving following different steps. 

 Review of various documents of standards 

 Writing Standards 

 Experts’ Review   

 Seminar/Panel Discussion  

 Finalization of Standards 

Standards are drafted by task forces consisting of members from teacher 

associations, students, parents, educational organizations, curriculum experts, 

educationists, industry and business officials, and social organizations appointed by 

the government. Each task force diligently and thoughtfully reviews national 

objectives in the subject area and academic and assessment standards from other 

countries for that specific subject. Rindone and MacQuarrie (2007) narrated “The 
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development of the academic content standards usually starts with very 

knowledgeable content committees, once the standards have been reviewed and 

revised/refined, they are almost always presented to the state board of education for 

approval (pp 11-12)”. 

NCEES (2007) stated that the main feature of standards should be “Acceptable by 

stakeholders and endorsed by them (p. 7).” Standards and alignment are the main 

bases of proficiency assessment. Standards provide foundations for curriculum 

development and instructional strategies while alignment provide framework for 

assessment tool development. Creation of specific, concrete, measurable standards in 

an integrated curriculum framework is the basic component of standard-based 

education. On Wikipedia article states that the following are the core goals of 

standard-based education. 

 the creation of curriculum frameworks which outline specific knowledge or 

skills which students must acquire,  

 an emphasis on criterion-referenced assessments which are aligned to the 

frameworks (“Standard-Based Education”, n.d. para. 7). 

Mathematics is a great achievement in the history of human being. Mathematics is at 

key position in the core of educational systems because Mathematics is a universal, 

useful subject. Mathematics constitutes intellectual traditions by providing powerful 

tools for creating precise quantitative descriptions through involving knowledge and 

deductive reasoning. Our school goings needs to learn entirely advance mathematics 

than that their forefathers needed because respectable living standard demand strong 

and flexible quantitative skills that can be achieved by facing new demands for 

mathematical proficiency. No one can wish to be a fully participating member of 
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society without basic mathematics knowledge. In comparison with the curricula of 

countries achieving well on international comparisons, the Pakistani new k-12 

mathematics curriculum 2006 has been characterized as standards-based mathematics 

curriculum.  National Curriculum for Mathematics (2006) gives the rationale for 

standards-based mathematics curriculum:  

“An information and technology-based society requires 

individuals, who are able to think critically about complex issues, 

analyze and adapt to new situations, solve problems of various 

kinds and communicate their thinking effectively. The study of 

mathematics equips students with knowledge, skills and habits of 

mind that are essential for successful and rewarding participation 

in such a society. The more the technology is developed the greater 

the level of mathematical skill is required. Mathematical structures, 

operations and processes provide students with a framework and 

tools for reasoning, justifying conclusions and expressing ideas 

clearly. As students identify relationships between mathematical 

concepts and everyday situations and make connections between 

Mathematics and other subjects, they develop the ability to use 

Mathematics to extend and apply their knowledge in other fields 

(p.1)”. 

 

So to ensure that students are meeting standards, education authorities have to 

mandate a variety of assessments in mathematical proficiency well aligned with the 

curriculum and intended to ensure that all students have an opportunity to learn 

mathematics. 

 

2.8 The Concept of Alignment 

Young (2006) “Alignment of content standards and curriculum with assessment refers 

to the methods used to measure student progress on the standards, whether by formal 

standardized tests; quizzes; portfolios; informal observation; projects; or performance 

assessments”(p.4). 
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Webb (1997) “Alignment is central to current efforts of systemic and 

standards-based education reforms in mathematics and science”. Various countries 

have content frameworks for different subjects and art measuring students’ attainment 

of expectations given in the frameworks through large scale assessments. Educational 

policies are based on expectations—what students should know and what they should 

be able to do with that knowledge while assessments—measuring tools are being used 

to measure students’ achievement by teachers. All assessments used constitute an 

assessment system—first standards, then curriculum frameworks, and then 

assessments.  

Alignment is the extent to which “expectations and assessments are in 

agreement and serve in conjunction with one another to guide the system toward 

students learning what they are expected to know and do” (Webb et al., 2002, p. 1) 

Alignment is the measure of the degree of match between content included in test and 

the content of subject area through national academic standards.  

 

2.8.1 Alignment: Standard and Assessment  

 
As cited by Betsy, Margaret and Zucker (2004 ) “In the context of education, 

alignment can be broadly defined as the degree to which the components of an 

education system—such as standards, curricula, assessments, and instruction—work 

together to achieve desired goals (Ananda, 2003; Resnick, Rothman, Slattery, and 

Vranek, 2003; Webb, 1997b)”. Various alignment studies, all over the world, are 

being examined the degree to which content standards and content of assessment are 

matched. Educational researchers are extending alignment to standards, assessments, 

and curriculum and instruction. Resulting significance of accountability in education, 
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the attention of education policymakers and researchers has recently turned to 

alignment. Alignment conceptions have become increasingly mandatory to meet goals 

for strengthening education systems and to satisfy rigorous requirements for 

accountability assessments (Betsy, 2004). 

 

Derived from an Agenda for NAEP Validity Research, 2002 

Figure 4. ALIGNMENT ACROSS DOCUMENTS 

 

La Marca (2001) states “To make defensible accountability decisions based in part on 

students’ academic achievement and proficiencies, states must employ assessments 

that are aligned to their academic standards”. It is just one of several criteria for test/ 

assessment validation process La Marca (2001). Alignments have significant role in 

methodological and ethical requirement. As methodological requirement classroom 

instruction, standards, framework, and test should be align and for proficiency testing 
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content standards, performance standards, framework and assessments while for 

ethical requirements test score should reflect performance relative to skills that 

adequately represent our expectations for required achievement. 

In Pakistan there is lack of standard-based assessment in all subjects. Skills of 

students are being assessed by achievement tests only. Test developers rarely take in 

to account the alignment of Test and class-room Instruction. This leads towards 

invalid and low quality of assessment of students’ skills. The concept of alignment for 

valid assessment and quality insurance is emerging field in Education in 

technologically advanced countries. Pakistan may compete globally by adopting 

alignment methodologies. 

 

2.8.2 Methods for Alignment 

Commonly following three methods for systematically evaluating and documenting 

the alignment between standards and assessments are in use: 

 sequential development  

 expert review 

 and document analysis 

 

2.8.2.1 Sequential Development 

It is easiest alignment method. In this method first, educators, experts, and the society 

are designed the subject standards. Second, these standards are using for the structure 

blueprint and content of the assessment. So this method establish link between each 

standard and each assessment item for evidence of alignment. 
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2.8.2.2 Expert Review 

In this method first, both standards and assessments are developed. After the 

development of standards and assessments this method analyzes the alignment 

between them. Various technical groups—educators, Item developers, curriculum 

experts, and standards developers, check the alignment within in the framework by 

discussion and with the help of teachers. Then a panel of test development experts—

knowledgeable about the content covered by the standards and about the process for 

developing tests, compares the standards to the assessment. This method is an 

extended form of sequential development. Expert review provides evidence of 

alignment between standards and an assessment. 

 

2.8.2.3 Document Analysis 

This is a complicated alignment method. In this method first, content and structure of 

the standards and assessment documents are encoded and then are analyzed. The 

alignment of the documents can then be quantified and systematically compared. This 

methodology is being used by Trends in Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) 

and the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) 

These three alignment methodologies have been used successfully for the 

subjects of English Language and Mathematics in various education systems 

especially in United States. The methodologies can be used independently or in a 

combination of the three. For more accurate alignment of assessment with academic 

content standards, teachers and policymakers will have to work out for getting 

accurate information about students’ achievement and proficiencies. With this 

information, educators and teaches may be able to improve instruction in the 
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classroom resultantly policymakers will have information to improve the education 

system as a whole. 

 

2.9 Models of Alignment 

Following alignment models are in use for different subjects especially for English 

Language and Mathematics. These alignment models are supported by the Council of 

Chief State School Officers (CCSSO), an organization that assists states in measuring 

and meeting achievement goals.  

 

2.9.1 Webb Model 

This is the most popular alignment model. It provides analysis of the degree of 

intersection between assessments and content standards, which combines qualitative 

expert judgments and quantified by coding and statistical analysis. This model has 

been in practice in various states in USA. Norman Webb, with assistance from 

CCSSO, developed this model. 

 

2.9.2 Surveys of Enacted Curriculum (SEC) Model 

It produces alignment analyses of standards, assessments, and instructional content by 

use of a content matrix and allows comparison across different schools, districts. 

Andrew Porter, Director of the Wisconsin Center for Education Research, and John 

Smithson, with assistance from CCSSO, developed this model. 
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2.9.3 Achieve 

Achieve, Inc., a nonprofit education leadership organization based in Washington, DC 

has developed the Achieve model.  

 

2.9.4 The Council for Basic Education (CBE) 

The Council for Basic Education (CBE), based in Washington, DC, is providing 

technical support for alignment analysis.  

 

2.9.5 Key features of Alignment Models 

Alignment is a critical step in validation of test score. A comprehensive method 

certainly required in establishing evidence of the validity of test score or performance 

interpretation. Four models that discussed in previous section are in use but their 

application is based on resources. Webb’s model is less complex than other three 

methods. The big advantage is that it is independent of coding by reviewers and 

statistical procedures are used for measuring inter-rater reliability, and variation in 

alignment statistics. Various studies show that no method, due their limitations, can 

make alignment perfectly. The methods used by Webb and Porter can be implemented 

either by experienced educational research companies or by trained state personnel. 

There is no hard and fast rule for each alignment dimension but Webb (1999) has 

provided a set of decision rules for alignment analysis that should be supported by 

evidence of score reliability. 
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2.9.6 Significance of alignment as Quality Improvement 

Messick (1989) has given new concept of validity. He argued that validity is not a 

quality of an assessment/test but it is related to the inferences drawn from test scores 

or performance. This concept of validity has totally changed the traditional 

conceptions of validity that focus from establishing different sorts of validity—

content validity, and construct validity for the validation of test score inferences. 

Messick (1989) states that "Content validity is based on professional judgments about 

the relevance of the test content to the content of a particular behavioural domain of 

interest and about the representativeness with which item or task content covers that 

domain" (p. 17). Evidence of test relevance and the target domain relevance is a 

critical first step in validating interpretations of test score. As cited by Marca and Paul 

(2001) “the establishment of evidence of content representativeness or alignment is 

intricately tied to evidence of construct validity. Although constructs are typically 

considered latent causal variables, their validation is often captured in measures of 

internal and external structure (Messick, 1989). Arguably the interpretation of 

measures of internal consistency and/or factor structures, as well as associations with 

external criterion, will be informed by an analysis of range of content and balance of 

content coverage”. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 3 

 

 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

 

 
Test item is the most basic unit of a test. Test developers pay most of their attention in 

developing and selecting items for a test than other aspects of the test construction 

process. How many test items are needed for adequate content coverage or construct 

domain tested, and reliable estimation of test takers’ proficiencies are key area faced 

by test developers. It is a general known view that one way to increase test score 

reliability is to increase the number of items on a test. However, simply replica of the 

items is not the goal of reliable and valid measurement. Thus, test developers make 

every effort to develop items that provide unique information regarding test takers’ 

knowledge, skills, and abilities. Replica of items is not desirable. Items that do not 

make a unique contribution to an assessment do not increase construct representation. 

The most popular IRT Rasch model specify a single latent trait to account for all 

statistical dependencies among test items as well as all differences among test takers. 

It is this underlying trait, typically denoted by theta (Ө) that distinguishes items with 

respect to difficulty, and distinguishes test takers with respect to proficiency. Rasch 

model explores probability of test taker’s specific response to an item as a function of 

the test taker's location on (Ө)  describing the relationship of the item to Ө. IRT 

based Rasch model is probabilistic, local item dependence estimation of item 
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parameters, test statistics, and examinee proficiency may result (Fennessy, 1995; 

Sireci, Thissen, & Wainer, 1991; Thissen Steinberg &  Mooney, 1989). Item response 

theory advances the concept of item and test information to replace reliability. In the 

place of reliability, IRT offers the test information function which shows the degree of 

precision at different values of theta. Plots of item information are used to see how 

much information an item contributes. Since local independence, item information 

functions are additive, the test information function is simply the sum of the 

information functions of the items on the exam and with a large item bank, test 

information functions helpe in judging measurement error very precisely. Therefore 

local item dependence estimation is a vital component of test reliability and validity.  

“Sample Design Table” is used in sampling that helps to make a reasonable estimate 

of the degree of loss in sampling accuracy (Ross, 1994). In Item Response Theory, 

Rasch model is used because it is probabilistic model offers a way to model 

probability that a person with “certain” ability will be able to perform at a “certain” 

level i.e. it measure a person’s ability and its performance on a single continuum. It 

helps in checking how well the data fit the model and diagnoses very quickly where 

the misfit is the worst, and helps to understand this misfit in terms of the construction 

of the items and the variable in terms of its theoretical development (Rasch Analysis, 

2012). Means square, t, infit, and outfit values are used as Bond and Fox (2001) 

considered them important for making fit decisions with more emphasize on infit 

values. Different researchers suggested different ranges for person abilities. In the 

views of Kline (2005) usually ranges from -3.00 to +3.00 appropriate. Most of the 

international organizations as PISA framework 2006 describe, multiple-choice and 

short-constructed response items can be used to validly assess most of the cognitive 

processes involved in competencies Therefore, both types of items included for this 
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study. Norman Webb’s model of alignment (1997a; 1997b; 1999) is used as Ananda 

(2003), Impara (2001), and La Marca et al. (2000) favors Norman Webb’s model of 

alignment due to its comprehensiveness and influential in the field of assessment. 

Whole developmental process of a reliable and valid proficiency test based on IRT is 

discussed in coming sections. 

 

3.1 Nature of Study 
 

It is related to educational measurement, and psychometric research in nature.  

 

 

3.2 Population 
  
All the 9

th
 grade students studying in public high and higher secondary schools in the 

province of Punjab were comprised the population of the study as shown in table 2. 

Table 2. Location and Gender Wise Target Population 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Class  Rural   Urban    Total 

              ________________     _______________              __________________  

 9
th

          Boys  Girls     Boys Girls     Boys  Girls 

 134,083        138,603    157,107      138,335           291,190  276,938 

(Department of Education, Govt. of the Punjab, 2007) 

According to Programme Monitoring and Implementation Unit (PMIU), Punjab 

Education Sector Reform Programme (PESRP), Department of Education, 

Government of the Punjab, Lahore, (2007) there are 568,128 students of 9
th

 grade in 

public schools in the Punjab province. Therefore target and accessible population is 

568,128 students of 9
th

 grade in public schools of the province of the Punjab. 
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3.3 Sample and Sampling 

The ideal sample is large enough to serve as an adequate representation of the 

population about which the researcher wishes to generalize and small enough to be 

selected economically in terms of subject availability, expense both in time and 

money and complexity of data analysis (Best, 2005). Characteristics such as age, 

gender, or rural-urban residence might provide basis for choosing a stratified sample 

(Best, 2005). Since there were four (male-female, and rural-urban) strata in the study 

therefore at first all the public high and higher secondary schools were divided in to 

rural and urban stratum. Schools as clustering units were selected proportionally from 

each stratum because cluster sample is appropriate when geographical distribution of 

the individuals is widely scattered (Best, 2002).Then students were selected randomly 

from each cluster (school). 

According to Programme Monitoring and Implementation Unit (PMIU), 

Punjab Education Sector Reform Programme (PESRP), Department of Education, 

Government of the Punjab, Lahore, (2007) the total number of high and higher 

secondary schools in the province of Punjab are 5089. Breakup of 5089 schools is 

given in table 3. 

Table 3. Breakup of Total Schools 

_______________________________________________________ 
Level   Rural       Urban   

                ______________________             _______________________        

                 Female   Male  Female   Male 

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

H. Sec.  120   168  77   55 

 

High  1173   2367  538   591 

 

Total  1293   2535  615   646 

__________________________________________________________________ 

(Department of Education, Govt. of the Punjab, 2007) 
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3.3.1 Number of Students Selected in Sample  

Keeping sample size requirements for IRT in view the number of students selected 

from each stratum (male, female rural and urban)  and school type—high and higher 

secondary school are discussed as under: 

 

3.3.2 Cluster Size and Number of Schools Selected for Sample 

Basic assumption of student population is that it comprises of different groups—

clusters, schools or classroom in hierarchy. The selection of cluster rather than 

individual is known as cluster sampling (Fraenkel & Wallen, 2000). Cluster sampling 

is a procedure of selection of cluster as a unit containing more than one population 

members with the condition that each member of cluster must be uniquely contain in 

one and only one cluster (Wiersma, 1986). The cluster sampling is alternative to 

simple random sampling. Cluster sampling is similar to simple random sampling 

except that groups rather than individual but researcher is not entitled to draw 

conclusions about the target population of such individuals (Fraenkel & Wallen, 

2000). Cluster sampling is usually less accurate than a simple random sample of the 

same size (Ross, 1994). To improve accuracy, it is often useful to combine cluster 

random sampling with individual random sampling. This combination is called simple 

two-stage random sampling i.e. random selection of cluster followed by the random 

selection of individuals within the selected cluster. In this study simple two-stage 

random sampling technique—stratified cluster sampling technique, is used. At first 

stage, schools as clustering units were selected proportionally from each stratum then 

students were selected randomly from each cluster (school). “Sample Design Table” 

is helpful to make a reasonable estimate of the degree of loss in accuracy (Ross, 

1994). Three type of information are necessary to understand before using sample 
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design table. First, ρ, a value of co-efficient of interclass correlation that provides a 

measure of the variation between schools on the most important student survey 

variable compared with the variation between students. For a large number of schools 

ρ=0.3 is appropriate. Second, cluster size is the number of students sampled in each 

selected cluster. Third is required level of accuracy or the size of a simple random 

sample with same accuracy. 400 as size of a simple random sample with same 

accuracy have been adopted as a standard by International Association for the 

Evaluation and Educational Achievement. In the table “a”, “b”, and “n” are used for 

number of schools, cluster size, and total sample size.  For this study more than 500 

students are required from each four strata for IRT based analysis. According to 

Sample Design Table (Appendix B) with ρ (roh) =0.3 and cluster size 20 from 134 

schools the sample size is 2680. This 2680 sample size was selected using 

proportionate stratified random sampling technique as shown in table 4. 

Table 4. Category Wise Number of Students Selected for Sample 

________________________________________________________ 

                No. of Students    

             __________________     

  

Locality  Male  Female   Total 

_________________________________________________________ 

         

Urban   741  653   1394 

 

 

Rural   632  654   1286 

_________________________________________________________ 

Total              1373              1307                              2680 

_________________________________________________________ 

 

The number of sampled schools (134) is 2.61% of total (5089) public high and higher 

secondary schools of the province of the Punjab. Since number of 9
th

 class students in 

schools varied from zero to many hundreds, therefore researcher selected 10% surplus 
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schools for the administration of math proficiency test. The test administrators were 

instructed to not administer test where number of students were less than 5 and 

administer the test in near by school if there is holiday in sampled school. The 

selection of schools was stratified random sampling. The numbers of schools selected 

for data collection are given in table 5. 

 

Table 5. Category Wise Number of Schools Selected for Study 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

     Locality     

              __________________________________________          

   Urban    Rural         

  __________________ __________________        

Level  Male   Female   Male   Female       Total Schools 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

             

High  34  28  30  31  123 

     

Higher Sec 3  4  2  2  11 

_____________________________________________________________________

Total            37  32  32  33  134 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
 

Table 5 shows that 11 higher secondary and 123 high schools were included in the 

sample. Total 134 schools were selected from four strata of population. 

 

3.4 Sample Size Requirement for IRT Analysis 

According to Suen (1990) an important consideration in the joint estimation of item 

and ability parameters is the number of items and the number of examinees in the 

sample. In general, both the number of items and the number of examinees need to be 

large. The fewer item parameters involved in the model, less number of items and 

examinees required for valid estimates. Wright and Stone (1979) recommended (as 

cited in Suen, 1990) that a minimum of 20 items and 200 examinees for 1-parameter 

Rasch model. Hulin, Lissak, and Drasgow (1982) suggested (as cited in Suen, 1990) 
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at least 30 items and 500 examinees for 2-parameter model and there must be at least 

60 items and 1000 examinees for 3-parameter model. Hambleton (1989) pointed out 

that 80 items are excellent for all models. Sample of 300 would be about the 

minimum for one parametric model, 700 for 2-parameter model, and 1,100 for 3-

parameter model. For polytomous models, at least 100 in each score category. This 

information is verified to day (S. G. Sireci, personal communication, April 2, 

2006).Samples of several hundred is used with the Rasch and partial credit models. 

Multi-parameter models need larger samples, say 500 or so. This information is 

verified to day (Ronald, K. Hambleton, personal communication, April 2, 2006).   

3.5 Instrumentation 

National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP)’s mathematics assessment 

framework is adapted for this study. NAEP’s mathematics assessment framework is 

modified as math proficiency framework based on objectives of Pakistan’s national 

math curriculum for 9th grade. Total 196 Test items were developed according to the 

dimensions of developed math proficiency framework. 190 test items were aligned 

with math proficiency framework and national math curriculum. By consensus 

method 10 items were selected as common items for three test booklets. Remaining 

one hundred and eighty items were used to develop three parallel math proficiency 

tests. Remaining items were sorted out in five clusters on the basis of strands. 60 

items were selected among the clusters randomly for each parallel test. The items to 

these three parallel tests were assigned randomly. These three parallel tests were 

divided in to equal halve blocks. Different two halves were recombined to develop 

final three booklets. Common ten items were added to each booklet. Final three 
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booklets containing 70 items with 10 common items were developed for piloting as 

clearing from figure 3. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. SELECTION OF BOOKLETS 

 

Each booklet was piloted on more than five hundred students. The data of pilot study 

was analyzed by ITMAN and ConQuest software. Difficulty and discrimination 

indices of each item were analyzed. Haladyna (1997) difficulty range should be in 

rang .20 to .60. The discrimination of test items in term of point-biserial also kept in 

view in the process of final item selection. The items were selected using Haladyna’s 

and Item Response Theory (IRT) requirement criteria. 
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Table 6. Item Selection Criteria 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Type Difficulty  Discrimination Analysis    

_____________________________________________________________________ 

1  Higher than 0.90  Any value   Desirable if instruction has been  

effective 

 

2  0.60 to 0.90   Above 0.20   Shows highly discriminating item  

with moderate difficulty. 

Typically a good item 

 

3 0.60 to 0.90   Below 0.20  A nonperforming item. Need  

some loving care or may be it 

should be weeded out. 

 

4  Below 0.60   Above 0.20  Tough but discriminating. If you  

have high standards, then this 

item is probably fair. 

 

5  Below 0.60   Below 0.20   Tough and non-discriminating.  

Throw this item away or fix it up. 

 

6  Key error   Negative  A key error looks like item type5  

but has a wrong answer that looks 

like type1 item. These items drive 

student crazy. Make certain that 

students have a chance to verify 

your key. Good students should 

agree with the teacher’s key 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
                                                   Classification of Items by Performance, Haladyna (1997, p.242)  

                           

In Item Response Theory, Rasch model is probabilistic model. Rasch model offers a 

way to model probability that a person with “certain” ability will be able to perform at 

a “certain” level i.e. it measure a person’s ability and its performance on a single 

continuum. The equation of Rasch model is: 

 

                                          p= P (Ө) = P (X=1) =  
)(1

1

1

b
e
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Where 

b = the difficulty parameter 

e = constant having value 2.718 

Ө = latent trait (ability) 

p= probability of success 

X is a random variable related to the item. X=1 means success (correct response) 

while X=0 means failure (incorrect response) on the item. Ө latent trait (ability) is 

person parameter while b the difficulty is item parameter. When Ө=b then 

  

                                        p= P (Ө) = P (X=1) = 
01

1

e

=

11

1
=0.5 

 

That is when person’s ability equals the item difficulty; the probability of the success 

is average, 50% or 0.5.  

The Rasch equation in Logarithmic form is: 

 

                                     ln 
p

p

1
 = Ө – b 

 

This equation explores that Log of the odd ratio is equal to the difference between 

person’s ability and item difficulty. By finding Ө and b the probabilities of person’s 

ability and item difficulty form likelihood of the response data. This likelihood of 

probabilities makes assumption about local independence of probabilities. It means a 

person’s item response probability can be fully described by Rasch model of 

probability function provided that person’s ability and item difficulty are given.  

Let Ө 1 , Ө 2 be the abilities of two persons on an item with difficulty b therefore 
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                                     N 1 =ln 
1

1

1 p

p
 = Ө 1  - b 

and 

                                    N 2  =ln 
2

2

1 p

p
 = Ө 2  - b 

 

The difference between these Logs is as computed. 

 

         N 1 - N 2 = ln 
1

1

1 p

p
- ln 

2

2

1 p

p
= (Ө 1  - b) – (Ө 2  - b) = Ө 1 - Ө 2  

 

Therefore probability of item response is independent of other item response. 

According to Rasch (1977) this is specific objectivity principle. Specific objectivity is 

that comparisons between two persons are made irrespective of the conditions under 

which the comparisons are made. That is, the difference between Log odds for two 

persons is same irrespective of the choice of the item and vice versa. 

Psychometericians use this item-invariance and person-invariance property of 

Rasch model as most important for constructing valid and reliable measurements 

because statements can be made about relative proficiencies of persons regardless of 

specific items and statements can be made about relative difficulties of item 

regardless of the specific persons.   

In IRT models, Infit and Outfit statistics is called “fit” statistics that provide the 

evidence of reliability and validity of the test as they indicate how accurately or 

predictably data fit the model but no items and persons will ever perfectly fit the 

model because Rasch model is a strict mathematical expression of theoretical relation 

between all items and all persons along a single trait continuum. Infit and outfit are 

chi-square, mean-squares statistics divided by their degrees of freedom, so that they 

have a ratio-scale form. Infit means unexpected in-lying patterns among informative 

or on-target observations therefore inlier-sensitive or information-weighted fit. This is 
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more sensitive to the pattern of responses to items targeted on the person, and vice-

versa.  

 

                              Infit = 
N

WZ nini

2

 

 

Where  

niZ =Standardized Residual  

niW = Residual individual variance 

N= number of Items/Persons 

 

Outfit means unexpected outlying, off-target, low information responses 

therefore outlier-sensitive fit. This is more sensitive to responses to items with 

difficulty far from a person. Outfit explores over fit for imputed responses, under fit 

for lucky guesses and careless mistakes.  

 

                               Outfit = 
N

Z ni
2

 

 

Ideal and perfect mean square value of Infit and outfit statistics is +1 and it ranges 

from 0 to +∞ but in practice it varies around +1. There are no hard-and-fast rules that 

to what extent a mean-square value is too large or too small?   As a rule of thumb, are 

some reasonable ranges for item mean-square fit statistics are preferable.  The 

acceptable range is given in table 7. 
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Table 7. Some Reasonable Item Mean Square Ranges for Infit and Outfit 

________________________________________________________________ 

Type of Test      Range of Infit and Outfit 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

Multiple-Choice (High Stakes)    0.80 to 1.2 

Multiple-Choice (Run of the mill)    0.70 to 1.3 

Clinical observation     0.50 to 1.7 

Rating scale (survey)      0.60 to 1.4 

Judged (agreement encouraged)    0.40 to 1.2 

_________________________________________________________________ 

Bond and Fox (2001, p.179) 

                            

Bond and Fox (2001) “the four types of fit statistics—means square, t, infit, and outfit 

can be used separately or combination for making fit decisions (p.209)”. Bond and 

Fox (2001) suggested that more emphasize infit values rather than outfit values.  

Wright and Linacre (1994) interpreted mean square fit statistics values in table 8. 

                     

 

Table 8. Interpretation of Parameter-Level Mean-Square Fit Statistics: 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Mean-square fit statistics  Interpretation 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

>2.0    Distorts or degrades the measurement system 

1.5 - 2.0  Unproductive for construction of measurement, but not 

degrading 

0.5 - 1.5    Productive for measurement 

<0.5  Less productive for measurement, but not degrading. 

May produce misleadingly good reliabilities and 

separations 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
Wright, B.D &, Linacre, J.M. (1994) 

 

Rasch  model is one parametric Logistic Model. The underlying parameter is latent 

trait (ability) Ө in terms of item difficulty (b). According to Cohen (2005), the item 

difficulty (b) theoretically can take on value from - ∞ to +∞ Hambleton (1991) is of 

the view that item difficulty values found in practice is -2.00 to +2.00 Baker (2001) 

typically -3.00 to +3.00 but its range usually seen in practice is -2.80 to +2.80 Kline 

(2005) usually ranges from -3.00 to +3.00 although ±4.00 is possible.  
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By setting difficulty rang 0.25 to 0.8, taking Item difficulty (b) value in range -

3.00 to +3.00, Infit and outfit mean square values range 0.80 to 1.5, and expert 

opinion, 60 items were validated and selected. So the final Math Proficiency test was 

consisted of 60 items. The following steps were carried out in the development of 

Math Proficiency Test.  

 

3.6 Selection of Math Specialists 

Already trained and voluntary math subject specialists were invited to write items. For 

each content strand—Numbers & Sets, Algebra, Matrices & Logarithm, and 

Geometry, three math subject specialists were selected. Within each content strand 

only one subject specialist wrote items for one performance strand—Problem solving, 

Conceptual Understanding, and Procedural Knowledge, independently.  

 

3.7 Item Development  

The main purpose of this study was to develop a math proficiency test to measure 

valid, reliable, and useful information about students’ math proficiencies. This 

requires determining what is to be measured and then so that items or tasks can be 

constructed that can be tested the intended knowledge, skills, and understanding while 

minimizing the influence of ancillary skills (Gronlund & Linn, 2005). The function of 

the item is to generate an intended response by the students from which we can make 

inferences (Fulcher & Davidson, 2007: p 77). Characteristic of a good test item is to 

focus the mental concentration of the student on the intended construct or principle 

for which the test item is constructed. Principally, examinees who answer a test item 

incorrectly will do so because their mastery of the principle or construct in focus was 

insufficient or imperfect. Any other characteristics of the test item which distracted 
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the examinees from the major aim reduce the effectiveness of that test item. Any item 

answered correctly or incorrectly because of extraneous factors in the item, results in 

misleading in assessing required proficiency.  

The math proficiency framework addresses what—proficiencies (performance) 

are to assessed and standards of contents and performance provide the guide line for 

item writing. Wesman describes as cited in Greene & Millman (1993) “Every test 

item begins with an idea in the item writer and there is no automatic process for the 

production of item ideas”. Higher level of thinking and desired level of performance 

can best be measured by items or tasks developed by subject specialist and trained 

item writers who are free to invent novel or thought-provoking situations (Greene & 

Millman, 1993). For item writers, however, the task is to focus the attention of all 

students, often with widely varying background experiences, on a single idea. Such 

communication requires extreme care in choice of words and selecting plausible 

options, and it may be necessary to tryout the items before finalizing the test items. 

Thus item writing mainly depends on knowledgeable—mastery in subject matter and 

trained—item writing skills, item developers, framework, subject contents, and 

performance standards.  

 

3.7.1 Selection of Item Format 

 
Most of the international organizations are using both MC and CR items in their 

assessments especially in proficiency testing. Therefore, researcher included both 

types of items for this study. As MC items are predominant in assessments and rubric 

developmental related issues for CR items, math proficiency test contain more MC 

items than CR items because it is probably true that almost any kind of ability can be 

measured by using any item format but each item format has its own advantages and 
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limitations (Millman & Greene, 1989: p. 348). In an example, given in section Rubric 

and Coding, concept of sum of angles of a triangle can be tested by using MCQ and 

SCR items but according to Linn and Ground (2005: p. 174) “A basic principal in 

selecting the type of test item and assessment task to use: select the items type that 

provides the most direct measure of the intended learning outcome”. In general MCQs 

can be written to test higher level thinking skills, such as procedural knowledge and 

problem-solving, but those multiple choice questions are harder to write. According to 

PISA framework 2006, multiple-choice and short-constructed response items can be 

used to validly assess most of the cognitive processes involved in competencies 

(p.38). It is easier to write MCQs for testing procedural knowledge and problem 

solving for mathematics than other subjects because of algorithm usage. This math 

proficiency test, due to limitations of cost and resources, consisted of MCQs and 

Short Constructed Response items only. The four-option MCQs were scored as 

1=Correct and 0=Incorrect while a rubric was developed for scoring SCR. 

 

 3.7.2 Number of Generated Items 
 

There is no hard and fast rule that how many items should be written as item pool or 

initial draft for devising a specific test. Different assessment specialists have different 

views. Numbers of items for initial draft largely depend on quality of items in terms 

of content and construct validity and then survival rate in tryout.  According to Cohen  

and Swerdlik (2005) “ when devising a standardized test using a multiple-choice 

format, it is usually advisable that the first draft contain approximately twice the 

number of items that the final version of the test will contain” and “ ideally theses 

items will adequately sample the domain of the test (p. 201)”.  If the assessment 

framework intended to measure different domains then the same rule may also apply 
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as Wilson (2005) stated “ for each part of the framework that you have decided to 

measure, make sure that there are sufficient number of items remembering that a 50% 

loss of items between generation and final instrument is very likely(p. 59)”. This rule 

applies when item writers are well trained. For this study the item writers were also 

trained but not as capable as in advanced countries. Therefore more than thrice items 

that required were written keeping in mind that this may true for each part of the 

proficiency framework. 

 

3.7.3 Item Development Training 

Selected Math specialists were trained for item development for this specific project. 

The trainer trained the subject specialists how to construct items for assessing 

different performance strands?   Math specialist constructed and presented sample 

items. Sample items reviewed by the supervisor and trainer. The supervisor and 

trainer gave the feedback and further guided for item development. An item 

development handbook was distributed to item writers to help them while they 

constructed items for project.  After training, item writers were divided into several 

groups consisting of three item writers and one group leader for each content strand. 

  

3.7.4 Prototypes and Prototyping 

Initial draft of items is called prototypes and process of item construction is called 

prototyping. The item writers of each group constructed items on pre-distributed item 

development sheet and submit to group leader.  
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3.7.5 Alpha Testing 
  

It is in-house testing (Fulcher & Davidson, 2007). The purpose of alpha testing is to 

remove faults/errors in stems, options, item context etc through expert judgment. 

Every item of each group is reviewed by group leaders individually. 

 

3.7.6  Item Review 

  
The group leader conducted the items review by cross item reviewing among item 

writers. Faulty items were revised by the item writers. Finally all the items were 

reviewed by the supervisor/trainer. 

 

3.7.7  Panel Item Review 
 

All item writers met and reviewed all developed items by the assistance of trainer, 

supervisor, Psychometrician, Math teachers, and personnel from Punjab Education 

Assessment System (PEAS) & National Education Assessment System (NEAS) of 

Pakistan. 

 

3.7.8 Beta Testing 
 

The purpose of beta testing was to test items with students of mathematics grade 9. 

Beta testing used to ensure expected difficulty level. 

 

3.7.9  Spot testing 
 

After beta testing, all items were panel reviewed. Faulty items were revised. All items 

were divided in to small groups of items (approximately 10-20). Each group of item 

was tried out on five to ten students of grade 9. 
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3.7.10   Test Booklets 

Total 196 items were developed including 83 by the researcher. All 196 test items 

were peer reviewed before piloting by 6 math test item developers. They also 

reviewed the associated proficiencies and alignment with math proficiency framework 

and national math curriculum 2000. Each booklet was comprised of these 60 items 

plus 10 common items.  Each booklet was printed and administered on more than 500 

students of 9
th

 grade from the public schools. Data was entered in SPSS software and 

transferred to IRT based software ConQuest and classical theory based ITMAN 

software.  

 

3.7.11   Piloting 

 
The three booklets were piloted in six schools where 9

th
 graders were more than two 

hundreds. The researcher piloted the booklets himself to ensure the security and 

quality testing. Each booklet was piloted over more than five hundred 9
th

 graders. The 

data of booklets were analyzed by ITMAN and ConQuest software. 

 

3.8 Finalization of Items for Final Test  

 
Outputs from IRT based software ConQuest and classical theory based software 

ITMAN were analyzed. Difficulty levels of all items corresponding ability levels of 

students were analyzed. Distractors analyses were carried out. 60 items for the final 

test were selected. The selection criteria was: All 10 common items were selected 

while out of 180 items only 50 items were selected those fulfill the set criteria based 

on IRT (range of b= ±3, Infit and Outfit range 0.80 to 1.30), CTT (difficulty range 

0.30 to 0.80, discrimination round about 0.50, point-biserial above 0.8), and Webb’s 

alignment criteria. 
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Table 9: Discrimination Index of Items for Final Mathematics Proficiency Test 

  

Item 

No. 

Code/ 

Booklet/Item 

Disc. Item 

No. 

Code/ 

Booklet/Item 

Disc. Item 

No. 

Code/ 

Booklet/Item 

Disc. 

1 

ML7PS01 

B9 

 

0.42 21 

ML2CU13 

C28 

 

0.09 41 

GM5PS09 

C. Item 

 

0.54 

2 

ML9CU01 

B11 

 

0.28 22 

SN7PK07 

C30 

 

0.14 42 

ML8CU19 

C. Item 

 

0.67 

3 

SN2PK01 

B20 

 

0.10 23 

SN4CU14 

C34 

 

0.21 43 

ML3CU20 

C. Item 

 

0.48 

4 

AL2PS02 

B21 

 

0.38 24 

ML8PK08 

C35 

 

0.25 44 

AL4CU21 

A25 

 

0.58 

5 

SN7CU02 

B30 

 

0.40 25 

SN4PK09 

C38 

 

0.32 45 

AL4PK15 

A27 

 

0.63 

6 

SN2CU03 

B32 

 

0.47 26 

ML1PK10 

C40 

 

0.58 46 

SN5PK16 

A30 

 

0.86 

7 

SN3PK02 

B40 

 

0.45 27 

SN8PK11 

C41 

 

0.54 47 

SN6PK17 

A31 

 

0.58 

8 

ML10PS03 

B46 

 

0.47 28 

GM3CU15 

C43 

 

0.58 48 

SN1CU22 

C. Item 

 

0.64 

9 

AL3CU04 

B49 

 

0.67 29 

ML6PS04 

C47 

 

0.34 49 

AL6CU23 

A36 

 

0.59 

10 

ML9PK03 

B55 

 

0.38 30 

GM1CU16 

C53 

 

0.58 50 

SN6CU24 

C. Item 

 

0.57 

11 

GM4CU05 

B63 

 

0.48 31 

GM3PK12 

C54 

 

0.32 51 

GM4PK18 

C. Item 

 

0.61 

12 

ML4PK04 

A58 

 

0.65 32 

ML6PK13 

C55 

 

0.54 52 

AL6PS10 

A45 

 

0.26 

13 

ML5CU07 

C10 

 

0.10 33 

AL2PK14 

C58 

 

0.44 53 

AL5PK19 

C. Item 

 

0.77 

14 

GM5CU08 

C12 

 

0.17 34 

ML3PS05 

C62 

 

0.40 54 

ML2PK20 

A49 

 

0.45 

15 

GM6PK05 

C13 

 

0.00 35 

AL3PS06 

C64 

 

0.19 55 

GM6PS11 

A54 

 

0.86 

16 

ML5PK06 

C15 

 

0.44 36 

ML1CU06 

C65 

 

0.54 56 

SN1PK21 

C. Item 

 

0.60 

17 

ML4CU09 

C16 

 

0.27 37 

AL1CU17 

C67 

 

0.54 57 

AL1PK22 

A59 

 

0.44 

18 

ML5CU10 

C17 

 

0.32 38 

SN8PS07 

C69 

 

0.54 58 

GM1CU25 

A64 

 

0.43 

19 

GM2CU11 

C18 

 

0.44 39 

AL5CU18 

C. Item 

 

0.54 59 

GM2PK23 

A43 

 

0.41 

20 

ML3CU12 

C19 

 

0.41 40 

SN6PS08 

C. Item 

 

0.52 60 

SN5CU26 

A70 

 

0.38 

 

Average discrimination of overall test is 0.45. 
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3.8.1 Item Response Theory (IRT) Based Criteria 

 
Key indices used for finalization of items for final data are given in table 10. 

 

Table 10. Item Selection Criteria 

_________________________________________________________________ 

IRT Based      CTT Based  

_________________________________________________________________ 

Range of “b” -3 to +3     Difficulties Index 0.30 to 0.80 

Mean-Square Range of “Infits” 0.80 to 1.30   Discrimination 0.20 to 0.80 

Mean-Square Range of “Outfits” 0.80 to 1.30  point-biserial > 0.8 

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

Items were finalize those fulfill all six conditions with maximum priority to those 

fulfill three with at least two IRT based conditions with minimum priority.    

 

3.9 Selection of Items for Final Test 
 

The items for the math proficiency test accomplished following conditions. 

 

 

3.9.1  Alignment to the Framework and Standards  
 

In broader sense alignment can be defined as the degree to which the various 

components of an education system such as standards, curricula, and assessments 

work together to achieve desired goals (Webb, 1997b; Ananda, 2003). Webb (1999) 

latest alignment studies examine the degree to which standards and assessment 

address the same content while Porter (2004) working on curriculum extends concept 

of alignment to standards, assessments, and curriculum. In the era of accountability in 

education, the test developers, policymakers and researchers have turned their 

attention towards alignment. The alignment between an assessment and a set of 

content standards in a subject area is serving as evidence of the assessment’s validity 

(AERA, APA, and NCME, 1999; Ananda, 2003; and Resnick et al., 2003). For this 

study Webb’s alignment criteria is used. 
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3.9.2 Alignment Model 

 
The alignment of national curriculum of mathematics, math proficiency framework, 

math proficiency test, standards of mathematics, and students’ mathematical 

proficiencies were aligned altogether. 

National Curriculum of Mathematics 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        

  

 

 

Students’ Mathematical Proficiencies 
 

Figure 4. ALIGNMENT MODEL                            

 

 

3.9.2.1  Rationale for Webb Alignment  

 
Alignment of standards, framework, and assessment items provided the evidence for 

internal validity and construct validity. The Webb’s categorical concurrence 

dimension provides the evidence of items related to each sub area of subject. This 

dimension can be judged by determining whether an appropriate number of items 

related to each content strand (Numbers and Sets, Algebra, Matrices and Logarithm, 

and Geometry) of proposed math proficiency framework are included in the 

proficiency test or not. Webb (2004) has the view that dimension of categorical 

 

     Standards                     Framework                  Proficiency Test 
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concurrence met if at least six items are included in test for each content strand. The 

number of benchmarks for each content standard is: 

 

Table 11. Strand-Wise Number of Benchmarks                                                                    

_________________________________________________________________ 

   Numbers  Algebra Matrices &  Geometry 

   & Sets    Logarithm 

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

No. of Benchmarks    8    6     10         6 

 

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

If as many items as benchmarks are included in test then this will satisfy the Webb’s 

criteria. Since proposed math proficiency test was consisting of 60 items in which two 

items were associated with each 26 benchmarks, three with each two benchmarks and 

one with each two benchmarks while in each content strand there double items than 

number of benchmarks. Thus proposed math proficiency test met well the acceptable 

level of categorical concurrence criteria. 

The second dimension of Webb’s model is depth of knowledge DOK. This 

dimension is checked by expert opinion. According to Webb (1999) as cited in Leffler 

(2004:  p.5) “depth-of-knowledge – examines the consistency between standards and 

assessment questions”. “This alignment examines the alignment not only between 

contents of standards and assessments, but also the complexity of knowledge required 

by each (Webb 1999) as cited in Leffler (2004, p. 6)”. The acceptable criteria for 

DOK stated by Webb are “at least 50% of the items corresponding to an objective had 

to be at or above the level of knowledge of the objective (Webb, 2002: Depth-of-

knowledge Consistency, para 1)”. Since there are 60 items in proposed math 

proficiency test correspond to total 30 benchmarks. If two items are assigned to each 

benchmark then 30 items must be at or above the level of knowledge of the 
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benchmarks to satisfy the acceptable Webb’s criteria for DOK. There are three 

(Problem Solving, Procedural Knowledge, and Conceptual Understanding) levels of 

knowledge in proposed math proficiency framework. Thus distribution of number of 

items for each level of knowledge may be: 

 

Table 12. Proposed Proficiency-Wise Number of Items                                                     

_________________________________________________________________ 

Problem Solving and   Conceptual Understanding 

Procedural Knowledge 

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

No. of Items   30    30    

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

After piloting the distribution of items as described in table 12 was changed to some 

extent. It was because of making alignment of items with the standards and math 

proficiency framework. This change did not affect the Webb’s criteria. 

 

Table 13.  Actual Proficiency-wise Number of Items 

_________________________________________________________________ 

Problem Solving and   Conceptual Understanding 

Procedural Knowledge 

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

No. of Items   34    26    

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

Since more than 50% (i.e.30) items were at or above the levels of objectives. 

Any distribution of 34 items among problem Solving and Procedural knowledge will 

satisfy the Webb’s criteria for DOK. As problem solving and procedural knowledge 

items may be considered as items with high and moderate complexity respectively 

then 34 items from second column of table 13 can be distributed among problem 

solving and procedural knowledge as: 
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Table 14. Number of Items 

_________________________________________________________________ 

Problem Solving and   Procedural Knowledge 

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

No. of Items   11    23    

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

The third dimensions of Webb model will automatically met as 50% (half) 

benchmarks/indicators within each content strand have at least one related item. 

Similarly fourth dimension of Webb model, also, satisfied, as there were two items is 

related to 87% (26 out of 30) benchmark within each content strand. The alignment of 

items with standards is shown in the next coming table 15. 
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Table 15. Alignment Evidence 

 

Content 

Strands 

Benchmarks/ 

Indicators 

Number of items and associative 

Proficiency 

Proficiency  

Total 

Strand 

Total 

 Problem 

Solving 

Procedural 

Knowledge 

Conceptual 

Understanding 

Numbers & 

Sets 

SN1  1 1 2  

16 

 

 

CU 6 

PK 8 

PS 2 

SN2  1 1 2 

SN3  1  1 

SN4  1 1 2 

SN5  1 1 2 

SN6 1 1 1 3 

SN7  1 1 2 

SN8 1 1  2 

Algebra A1  1 1 2  

12 

 

CU 5 

PK 4 

PS 3 

A2 1 1  2 

A3 1  1 2 

A4  1 1 2 

A5  1 1 2 

A6 1  1 2 

Matrices & 

Logarithm 

ML1  1 1 2  

20 

 

 

 

CU 9 

PK 7 

PS 4 

ML2  1 1 2 

ML3 1  2 3 

ML4  1 1 2 

ML5  1 1 2 

ML6 1 1  2 

ML7 1  1 2 

ML8  1 1 2 

ML9  1 1 2 

ML10 1   1 

Geometry & 

Measurement 

GM1   2 2  

12 

 

CU 6 

PK 4 

PS 2 

GM2  1 1 2 

GM3  1 1 2 

GM4  1 1 2 

GM5 1  1 2 

GM6 1 1  2 

Total  11 23 26 60  
Alignment of Items and Proficiency Framework 

                                                                                                                                                       

3.9.3 Difficulty Index  

IRT based ability scale within b= ±4 while CTT based p=0.8 to 0.3 with most of the 

items with p=0.5. 
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The items will develop in such a way that they can discriminate students by their 

cognitive level (Problem Solving, Procedural Knowledge, and Conceptual 

understanding) based on Mathematical Power (Reasoning, Communication, and 

Connection) 

Test Items may include phrases, sentences, numeric values, algebraic 

expressions, graphs, mathematical symbols. The content strands—Numbers and sets, 

algebra, matrices and logarithm, and geometry as specified in framework cover the 

contents of National Mathematics Curriculum for Grade 9 except practical geometry. 

 

3.10 Number of Items Required for Mathematics Proficiency Test 
 

How many items are appropriate for a specific test is another issue faced by the test 

developers. It depends largely on the classification of instructional objectives, and 

economical issues. In the educational scenario especially in summative assessment it 

is not possible to address all learning outcomes in a single test. Large-scale 

educational assessment, as matter of summative and standardized assessments, may 

contain items covering important learning outcomes. In standard-based tests, number 

of item in the test also depends on the number of benchmarks and indicators as a 

matter of alignment. In any test, content coverage is the evidence of content validity 

so number of items in a test is directly related to content validity. Number of items in 

a test and reliability of test is directly proportional to each other. For multiple-choice 

item test, guessing factor reduces the reliability of test scores to some extent, but this 

reduction in reliability counterbalance by increasing the number of items on the test. 

The following table 16 illustrates this principle. 
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Table 16. Number of Items and Guessing Chance   

_____________________________________________________________ 

Number of 4-Alternative   Chance of Scoring 70% or Higher 

Multiple-Choice Items on Test by Blind Guessing Alone  

_____________________________________________________________ 

2 1 out of 16 

5 1 out of 64 

10 1 out of 285 

15 1 out of 8,670 

20 1 out of 33,885 

25      1 out of 942, 651   

_____________________________________________________________ 
Burton, Sudweeks, Merrill and Wood (1991) 

 

For example, if a section of a test includes only two multiple-choice items with four 

options each then 1 out of 16 examinees can expect to correctly answer both items by 

guessing blindly.  

This study is based on Webb’s alignment model so keeping in mind this 

model, economic issues, time constraint, data analysis and interpretation, and 

availability of trained item writers 60 items were chosen for final test. 60 items were 

well aligned with national math curriculum for the 9
th

 grade.  

 

3.11 Test Format: Distribution of Items 
 

Paper-and pencil format for the math proficiency test was chosen for reasons of 

practical feasibilities. The math proficiency test was consisting of multiple-choice 

items and short-constructed response items. The proportion of MCQs and CR items 

was not fixed. These items, mostly, were distributed in the test so that correct option 

did not follow a common placing pattern while short-constructed response items were 

distributed among multiple-choice items without any regular pattern. Since all items 

were dichotomous in nature so no coding system was developed. 
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3.12 Evaluation Scheme Adapted 

 
Before piloting and large scale test administration the test booklets were evaluated by 

adapting Millman & Greene (1993) evaluation scheme to ensure quality of the math 

proficiency test. 

 

Table 17. Evaluation Scheme Adapted 

 

 

Evaluation   primary question   judge        No. of judges 

 

Alignment  Are content, framework &              Teachers  

                                    standards aligned?                               Testing expert      

adequate 

                              & Researcher 

 

Conformity to              Does the items matches its                Teachers and    

Item and test                specification given in the                   testing experts     adequate 

Specifications              test plan?   

 

Relevancy                    Does the items measure the 

                                    intended performance as                     testing experts    adequate           

                                    described in framework?   

 

Difficulty                    Is the items of intended 

                                   difficulty level?                                      Teachers                fewer 

 

Bias                            is the item relatively 

                                   unfamiliar to the specified 

                                   group of students?                                  Teachers of  

                                                                                                   identified  

                                                                                                   groups                   fewer 

 

 

Accuracy  Is the keyed answer correct?    Subject matter &      fewer 

                                                                                                Testing experts 

                                                    Adapted from (Millman & Greene, 1993) 

 

 

3.13 Development of Rubrics/Scoring Guide 
 

The short-constructed response items were dichotomous in nature. The correct 

responses of some math items may be written in numbers or in words. For accurate 
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scoring of students’ responses rubric was developed for scoring each short 

constructed response item. The rubric was validated by the item writers, math 

specialists, and assessment experts.   

 

3.14 Development of Test Administrator’s Manual 
 

Development of test administrators’ manual was a major component of this study. 

Test security, smooth test administration, and fare data collection largely depends on 

the instructions provided to the test administrators.  Parallel to development of math 

proficiency test, a manual for test administrators was also developed with the help of 

faculty members of Division of Education, University of Education, Lahore. It guided 

the test administrators about all procedures from receiving the test material up to 

returning back the test material.  It was also piloted along with test tryout. Tryout 

administrators recorded their feedbacks in feedback Performa that was supplied with 

the test material. Their feedback was analyzed and test administrator’s was modified. 

Test administrator’s manual was also piloted along with piloting of math proficiency 

test. Test administrators of piloting recorded their observations and recommendation 

on an attached feedback Performa. Test administrator manual was improved and 

finalized for large-scale testing.  

 

3.15 Test Administrator’s Training 
 

Economical constraints forced the researcher to select most of the test administrators 

those who had got test administration training from National Educational Assessment 

System (NEAS) and Punjab Educational Assessment System (PEAS). Untrained 

administrators were trained at Division of Education, University of Education, Lahore 

and Government Colleges of Elementary Teachers (GCET’s) of the Punjab. A copy of 
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test administrators’ manual was supplied to each test administrator prior to 

administration of the test. Each test administrator was linked with the researcher via a 

control-room situated at Division of Education, University of Education, Lahore. The 

control-room was run by two M.Phil students. They asked each test administrator 

about any reservation concerning to test administrations. Two days prior to test 

administration control-room was satisfied about test administration. On the day of test 

researcher was also in the control room. 

 

3.16 Communication with Schools 

The researcher applied Education Department, Govt. of the Punjab for the grant of 

permission to collect data for this study from 9
th

 grade students studying in public 

high and higher secondary schools. A letter of permission was issued by the Director 

Public Instruction (DPI) Punjab Lahore. The copy of this letter was sent to all 

sampled schools and their respective District Education Officers (DEOs). A copy was 

also sent to all test administrators. 

 

3.17 Delivery of Test 
 

Test material was sent to test administrators by registered parcels facility through 

Pakistan Post. Control-room confirmed the receiving of the test material two days 

before the commencement of the test.  

 

3.18 Test Administration 
 

The test was administered in March 2008. Test administrators reached the schools and 

attended morning assemblies. Test administrators selected twenty students according 

to supplied random table. After selection, each student was given a pencil for test. 

Test administrators tolled the instructions and satisfied each student about their 
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queries. The students were instructed to fill up fist page containing biographical and 

geographical information. Students were asked to write their responses. The time was 

limited to 60 minutes for 60 questions. The test administrator sent back the test by 

registered parcel to the control-room. The expenditures for parcel were sent in shape 

of balance on their mobiles. 

 

3.19 Receiving Test 
 

Test was received by researcher. The test was sent to 134 sampled schools plus ten 

percent (13 schools) of the sampled schools to compensate data if test administrator 

could not administer the test or missing the parcel during delivery and receiving the 

test. Data from 137 schools was received but total 2617 students took test. This was 

because in few schools 9
th

 grade students were less tan 20. All 2617 students were 

included in analysis because Item Response Theory is based on responses rather than 

number of students. 

 

3.20 Data Entry  
 

Data was entered using Microsoft Excel software. The data was entered by two key 

operators those were instructed in this regard especially about the rubric for short-

constructed response items.  

 

3.21 Validation and Cleaning of Data 
   

Data was validated. All entries were checked and false entries were replaced by their 

original values. 10 percent data was rechecked by the researcher by comparing 

original responses on the test and corresponding entries in excel worksheet. Only 3% 

data was missing. The missing values in the columns were replaced by the mean of 

corresponding columns. 
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3.22 Item Response Theory (IRT) Based Analysis Training 

 
Item Response Theory (IRT) rests on two basic postulates a) the performance of an 

examinee on a test item can be predicted by a set of latent traits or abilities; and b) the 

relationship between examinee’ item performance and the test of traits underlying 

item performance can be described by monotonically increasing function called an 

item characteristic function or item characteristic curve ICC. This function specifies 

that as the level of the trait increases, the probability of a correct response to an item 

increases. This study sorely depends on IRT and it was a new trend in Pakistan 

besides organizational studies. An IRT trained consultant personnel was compulsory 

but consultancy in this regard was not affordable to the researcher and there is no 

institute offering IRT based data analysis training. Therefore researcher requested to 

Punjab Education Assessment System for IRT based software training. Researcher got 

training of Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) software from his 

supervisor and Item analysis software (ITMAN) from a faculty member of Division of 

Education, University of Education. The training of these softwares was necessary 

prior to got training of IRT software. The researcher got data analysis training using 

IRT based software from faculty members of Punjab Education Assessment System 

 

3.23 Interpreting Test Items 
 

The process from students’ performance expectation via development of math 

proficiency test items to interpretation of responses of students for math proficiency 

test items is summarized as mentioned in figure 7. 
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                                                                                            generate 

 

                                                                                          

  

 

 

                                                                                               that elicit 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                  that are interpreted 

                                                                                                  as evidence of 

                                                           

    

 

 

 
Generating and interpreting test Item 

 

Figure 5. INTERPRETING TEST ITEM 

 

Adopted from 

http://bearcenter.berkeley.edu/seminars/CAESL_brownbag_handout.pdf 

 

The above figure 10 outlines the process of generating and interpreting test items.  

 

3.24 Printing of Final Test 

Final test was printed and administered through research scholars of Doctoral and 

M.Phil classes at Division of Education, University of Education, Teacher Educators 

(TEs), secondary school teachers SSTs, head teachers, principals, and student teachers 

at Division of Education, University of Education 

 

Students’ 

Math 

Proficiencies     

Assessment 

Items 

 

Performance 

Expectations 

 

Student 

Responses 

 

Items place cognitive 

demands on students. 

These cognitive 

demands can be used as 

tools for designing 

items and interpreting 

student responses. 

 

http://bearcenter.berkeley.edu/seminars/CAESL_brownbag_handout.pdf
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3.25 Item Response Theory (IRT) Based Analysis  

 
Test validity refers to the degree to which the test actually measures what it claims to 

measure. Test validity is also the extent to which inferences, conclusions, and 

decisions made on the basis of test scores are appropriate and meaningful. According 

to Gronlund (2005) validity is unitary concept. Validity can be viewed by following 

major validity evidences, Content validity, Construct validity, and Consequential 

validity. The content validity of a test, both a face validity and curricular validity 

study was completed. For construct validity, convergent validity studies were used. 

Evidence from content and criterion-related validity studies can also be used to 

establish construct validity. Validity is a subjective judgment made on the basis of 

experience and empirical indicators. The proficiency test was validated by experts’ 

opinion of committee of test developers and by the IRT based analysis. Both, Infit and 

outfit statistics, provided validity evidences. Item characteristics curves (ICC), test 

characteristics curves (TCC), test information function curve are also supported 

validity evidences. Factor analysis also contributed towards validity of test. 

 

3.25.1  Reliability and Validity 
 

In IRT models, Item Characteristic Curve (ICC) represents the location parameter (b) 

on  scale where the curve passes for P=0.5. so persons whose trait value exceeds the 

location parameter of the item having greater than a 50% chance of a positive 

response, while the persons whose  values lies below the location have less than 

50% chance of a positive response. In the context of proficiency tests, the location of 

an item corresponds to its difficulty: the higher the location parameter, the more 

proficiency is required before the examinee has a 50% chance of a correct response. 

 

http://www.collegeboard.com/highered/apr/aces/vhandbook/evidence.html#face
http://www.collegeboard.com/highered/apr/aces/vhandbook/evidence.html#curricular
http://www.collegeboard.com/highered/apr/aces/vhandbook/evidence.html#convergentvalidity
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Usually it is desirable to use sufficiently large sample that the standard errors of the 

estimated items parameters are small, and can be ignored in future use of the 

parameters. Such a sample is called calibration sample. The sample size required for 

useful item calibration varies widely, depending on the format of the response and the 

strength of the relationship between the item responses and the trait. IPL Rasch model 

only requires a few hundred examinees for the test calibration. Item parameter 

calibration can be carried out by either fixing or selecting randomly the  value.  

If the data from a large sample of respondents is available, the fit of model 

may be tested, either for the test or for item by item. The method of examining the fit 

depends upon the number of items in the test. For a test having more than twenty 

items EAP estimation is assumed for item calibration. Finally  2  test statistics used 

to compare the frequencies of correct and incorrect responses in the interval with 

those expected from the fitted model at the interval mean. Significantly large values 

of the 2 statistics indicate a failure of fit of the response model for the given number 

of items. Unlike the individual analysis, the aggregate level permits a rigorous test of 

fit of the response pattern for the group. Because the responses frequencies for the 

items of a scaled element are binomially distributed and independent, a likelihood 

ratio or Pearson 2  test statistics may test the fit of the model within each group.  

Since Pearson 2  test statistics is sensitive to sample size and response 

pattern therefore it is only one aspect of fit statistics. MULTILOG reports the closest 

approximation to reliability available in terms of levels of . It is called marginal 

reliability. Its value indicates an average reliability over levels of . It is an accurate 

characterization of the precision of measurement only if the test information is 

relatively uniform. 
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Maximum Likelihood Estimations (MLE), separation reliability coefficient, RK #20 

reliability coefficient, item’s discrimination power, items difficulty index, marginal 

reliability etc. was kept in consideration during evaluation of reliability and validity of 

test items in terms of  selection and calibration of items in Rasch model. 

According to Bond and Fox (2001) “the four types of fit statistics—means 

square, t, infit, and outfit can be used separately or combination for making fit 

decisions (p.209)”. Bond and Fox (2001) suggested that more emphasize infit values 

rather than outfit values. In developing math proficiency test mean square values are 

more emphasized than other statistics. 

 

3.26 Calibration of Test Score 

 
Analysis and interpretation of data was done in the following ways. 

 Item Analysis by Traditional Method 

 Evaluation of Test’s Reliability and Validity 

 Calibration Items and person measurement using Rasch Model 

 Estimation of each student’s proficiency score by calibrating proficiency ( ) 

value and an arbitrary scale 0-1000 with mean 500. 

Test score of students were calibrated with a scale 0-1000 with mean 500 using the 

following formula. 

Proficiency Score= ett arg = A observed  + B 

 

Where 

observed  = proficiency observed= Latent variable = value of   on item-person scale 

A = multiplying factor= 100,        B = mean of scale (500) 

ett arg  = calibrated value of observed  
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3.27 Levels of Proficiency 

 
Using “Bookmarks” method, following levels of proficiency were identified. 

 

 

Table 18. Proficiency Levels 

____________________________________________ 

Level of Proficiency  Minimum Scale Score     

____________________________________________ 

Basic    ≤400 

Proficient   401- 650 

Advance   ≥651 

____________________________________________ 

 

 

 3.28 Analysis of Test Items: Traditional Method  

 
Items were analyzed qualitatively and quantitatively in terms of contents of the test 

and statistical techniques. Following were major properties used for the selection of 

test items for final test after beta-testing and piloting along with IRT based analysis. 

The large scale data was also analyzed using these properties. 

 

3.28.1  Difficulty Index (p) 
 

According to Linn and Gronlund (1995) the difficulty of an item indicates the 

percentage of students who get the item right.  

Therefore  

P= 
T

R
 × 100 

Where 

R= the number of students who got the item right 

T= total number of students who tried the item 

Normally the range of difficulty is 0.30 to 0.70 but according to Haladyna 

(1997) difficulty should be in rang 0.20 to 0.60. 
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3.28.2 Discrimination Power (D) 

Discrimination power of an item indicates the proportion of students who get the item 

right in high achiever group and students who get the item wrong in low achiever 

group. If more students from high achiever group get the item right than the students 

from low achiever group then discrimination will be positive otherwise either zero or 

negative. 

 

D= 
T

NN LU

5.0
 

 

Where  

 

UN = number of students from high achiever group who get the item right 

LN = number of students from low achiever group who get the item wrong 

T5.0 = half of the total students who tried the item 

The discrimination will positive, zero, and negative if UN ≥ LN , UN = LN  , and  

UN ≤ LN  respectively. 

Generally the standard of discrimination power index is greater than or equal to 0.20. 

 

3.29 Traditional Reliability Test 
 

Test reliability refers to the degree to which a test is consistent and stable in 

measuring what it is intended to measure. Most simply put, a test is reliable if it is 

consistent within itself and across time. Reliability can be seen by Inter-observer, 

Test-retest, Parallel-forms, Internal-consistency and Split-half methods. The 

researcher used Internal-consistency method of reliability.  
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3.29.1  Internal consistency 
 

Internal consistency is commonly measured as Cronbach's Alpha (based on inter-item 

correlations) - between 0 (low) and 1 (high).  Generally, alpha of .80 is considered as 

a reasonable benchmark. High reliability (around .90) is required when tests are used 

to make important decisions. (Essentials of a Good Psychological Test) 

 

3.30 Limitations 
 

Even math proficiency test conducted smoothly but there are limitations faced by the 

researcher. These limitations are out of researcher’s control. Sufficient research grant 

may reduce these limitations. 

 

 Unavailability of sufficient funds 

 Unavailability of sufficient human resources 

 Poor quality of printing paper 

 Exclusion of practical geometry portion 

 Non cooperation of school staff in conducting test due to chance of 

identification of poor students’ performance 

 

3.31 Interpretation of Results 

 
ITMAN, ConQuest, and MULTILOG software were used for piloting and final data 

analysis. Piloting results were used for the selection of items for final test while 

results of data collected through large scale final test administration were analyzed to 

check the characteristics of the test items and hypotheses about targeted population. 



 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 4 

 

 

 

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA 

 

 

 
The main purpose of this research study was to develop a valid and reliable test for 

the measurement of math proficiency of students’ of 9
th

 class. Three math proficiency 

booklets consisting of sixty test items were developed for piloting. There were two 

types of test items namely multiple choice questions (MCQ) and short constructed 

response (SCR) questions. These booklets were aligned with standards and 

benchmarks of mathematics for 9
th

 class and mathematics framework adapted from 

National Assessment Examination Programme (NAEP). The standards and 

benchmarks of mathematics were based on national curriculum of mathematics for 9
th

 

class.  Adapted mathematics framework described the mathematical proficiencies to 

be measured. The piloting data was analyzed using softwares based on both classical 

test theory (CTT) and item response theory (IRT).  Final math proficiency test was 

developed from piloted test items. Final math proficiency test was consisted of forty-

nine MCQs and eleven SCR questions. All items of final math proficiency test were 

dichotomous in nature. Final math proficiency test measured mathematical 

proficiencies, conceptual understanding, procedural knowledge, and problem solving. 

Test items were aligned with math proficiency framework, standards and benchmarks 

of mathematics based on national curriculum of mathematics for 9
th

 class using Webb 
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(1997a, 1999) alignment criteria. The final math proficiency test was administered 

and data was collected through math proficiency test from students of 9th class 

studying in secondary and higher secondary public schools within Punjab province of 

Pakistan. Only 3.62% was missing. The missing data was not considered in the 

analyses. Simple two stage cluster sampling design was used for sampling because it 

offers an opportunity to conduct analyses at higher levels of data aggregation. The 

precision of simple two stage cluster sampling design relative to a simple random 

sampling design of the same size is a function of cluster size, the coefficient of intra 

class correlation, and required level of sampling accuracy i.e. effective sample size. 

Sample Design Tables were used for sampling because they cope with cluster size (b), 

the coefficient of intra class correlation (roh  ), and effective sample size (n). Sample 

Design Tables helped in handling the interclass (within students) and intra class 

variances (within schools). For this study more than 500 students were included from 

each stratum i.e. female, male, rural, and urban for IRT based analyses. Total sample 

size is 2680. The following traditional statistics are only meaningful for complete 

designs and when the amount of missing data is minimal. The following results were 

scaled to assume that a single response was provided for each item. 

Table 19. Descriptive Statistics of Math Proficiency Test 

___________________________________________________ 

Statistics     Value 

____________________________________________________  

N                                   2617 

Mean                               30.61 

Standard Deviation                 9.25 

Variance                           85.52 

Skewness                           0.57 

Kurtosis                                                -0.07 

Standard error of mean             0.18 

Standard error of measurement     3.46 

Coefficient Alpha                  0.86 
________________________________________________________________ 
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Meanings of results, implications of results and decisions based on results are 

important functions of an assessment. Probably most assessments fulfill the purpose 

to collect information about students’ learning in order to improve students their 

performance. Such information includes several types of identifications of weaknesses 

and strengths in indifferent areas of educational endeavor. Theses identifications lead 

to valuable decisions. Critical decisions are demanding educators to be thoughtful and 

careful, therefore assessment results should be interpreted and used vigilantly. 

Interpretation and usage of assessment results are sometimes difficult to distinguish 

but interpreting and using assessment results are separate actions. Interpretation is a 

way to attach meanings to results while use is a way to make decisions based on 

results. Assessment results are not valid for every interpretation and use. Validity is a 

quality of assessment interpretation and use rather than of assessment procedures 

themselves (Messick, 1989; Shepard, 1993, and Linn, 1993) because assessment 

results validate some interpretations and uses while others are not. Therefore validity 

is imperative to anyone who attempts to attach meaning to assessment results.  

The dimensions of data analyses were as follow. 

 Entry and Cleaning of data 

 Item Analysis by Traditional Method 

 Evaluation of Test’s Reliability and Validity 

 Calibration Items and person measurement using Rasch Model 

 Estimation of each student’s proficiency score by calibrating proficiency ( ) 

value and an arbitrary scale 0-1000 with mean 500. 

 Checking reliability, validity, and alignment of test and test items by using 

IRT based software 
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 Interpretation of final data 

 Testing hypotheses  

 

4.1 Entry and Cleaning of Data  
 

Data from 2617 students of sampled schools was received. Data was entered in 

Microsoft Excel worksheet. To ensure quality, two math teachers and two assistants 

were trained for data entry. All the items (MCQ’s and Short Constructed Response 

Items) of math proficiency test were dichotomous in nature. Multiple-choice 

questions were consisted of four options including one correct answer and three 

distractors while short constructed response questions were scored dichotomously 

either correct or incorrect. A rubric was developed for scoring of short constructed 

response items. Data from Microsoft Excel worksheets was converted in to statistical 

package for social sciences (SPSS). SPSS was used to check errors in the data through 

frequencies of the responses. Incorrect/missing codes were identified and entered as 

correct codes.  

 

4.2  Reliability Analyses of Test Items and Person Measure 
 

The reliability of data was checked by mean squares fit statistics and reliability 

indices. The item/person separation reliability is a measure of the extent to which the 

instrument could successfully separate items/persons of varying proficiencies. High 

items/persons separation reliability means that there is a high probability that 

items/persons estimated with high measures actually do have higher measures than 

items/persons estimated with low measures. Since too small person sample size can 

not establish a reproducible item difficulty hierarchy, a wide sample with a large 

ability range or an assessment with many items with a large item difficulty range 
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increases this reliability. Item separation reliability is independent of test length but 

depends on item difficulty variance while person separation reliability is independent 

of sample size but depends upon sample ability variance. Both item and person 

reliability is largely uninfluenced by model fit. Item/person separation reliability 

index close to 1 suggest good reliability, while index less than 0.5 would indicate that 

differences between item/person proficiencies estimates are attributable mostly to 

measurement error and not to actual differences in competence (Fisher, 1992). Item 

separation reliability shows the test reliability. Person separation reliability is an 

estimate of how well a person can discriminate persons on the measured variable. 

This represents the replicability of person placement across other items measuring the 

same construct (Bond and Fox, 2001). It relates the correspondence between the 

differences of ability and the test result. Its value close to 1 means reliable.   

Cronbach alpha or the Kuder-Richardson 21 index of reliability, is the 

measure of the ratio of variance attributable to the construct being measured to 

observed variance (McNamara, 1996). Kuder-Richardson 21 index is an acceptable 

general measure of internal consistency. Marginal reliability is based on maximum 

marginal likelihood estimation. It is person separation reliability. Following were the 

reliability indices of math proficiency test generated by different softwares. 

 

Table 20. Reliability Indices Generated by Different Software 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Reliability     Index   Software 

____________________________________________________________________ 

Item Separation reliability  0.999   Conquest 

MLE Person separation Reliability:                 0.875                        Conquest 

WLE Person separation Reliability:                0.872   Conquest 

Cronbach Coefficient Alpha  0.890   Conquests 

Cronbach Coefficient Alpha                            0.881   SPSS 

Marginal Reliability (1PL)    0.8841   Multilog 

Marginal Reliability (2PL)    0.9046   Multilog 

Marginal Reliability (3PL)    0.9990   Multilog 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
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Marginal reliability in Item Response Theory based analyses (using Multilog) is 

person separation reliability. Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) reliability and 

Weighted Likelihood Estimation (WLE) are slightly different in nature but 

approximately the same meaning. High item separation reliability (0.999) suggested 

that there were enough targeted items with varied difficulty levels in the math 

proficiency test as it depends on item difficulty variance. High item separation 

reliability suggested that math proficiency test cover different proficiencies as items 

difficulty levels are directly related with math proficiencies. It also suggested content 

validity in some way. High person separation reliability (0.87) suggested that sample 

cover the students of various abilities. It shows the adequacy of the sample i.e. sample 

reliability and validity. Multilog analysis reported that 3PL model shows high 

consistency (test reliability) among test items than 2PL and 1PL (Rasch model). It is 

because 1PL (Rasch) model analyze items according to their difficulty levels, 2PL 

model add discriminating power in analysis while 3PL model analyze all three 

characteristics—item difficulty, discrimination, and guessing of the test items. Since 

this study was delimited to analyze only item difficulties so items’ discrimination 

power and guessing may not consider in interpretation of data. 

Overall these reliabilities were reasonably high for 60-items math proficiency 

test suggesting that there is internal consistency across items. Item and person 

separation reliabilities suggested that overall test is reliable and valid regardless of the 

model fit. 
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Table 21. Person Reliability Index as Sample Discriminating 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Person separation reliability index                 sample levels 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

0.5 1 or 2 

0.8 2 or 3 

0.9 3 or 4 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

Person reliability (0.87) suggested that the test discriminated the sample in to 3 levels. 

It supported that students can be discriminate in to three different groups—basic, 

proficient, and advance. This proves the hypothesis that test will discriminate the 

students according to their proficiencies.  

 

4.3  Analysis of Goodness of Fit  
 

Rasch model fit (outfit & infit) statistics describe the fit of the items to the model. The 

mean square fit statistics is a chi-square distribution with expected value 1. Fit 

statistics greater than 1 is interpreted as more variation (under fit) between the model 

and the observed scores and fit statistics les than 1 is interpreted as less variation 

(overfit or overlap) between the model and the observed scores e.g. a fit statistic of 

1.2 for an item would indicate 20% more variation than predicted by the IRT based 

Rasch model which shows there is an underfit with the model while an item with a fit 

statistic of 0.9 would indicate 10% less variation than predicted by the IRT based 

Rasch model which shows there is an overfit the model. Items demonstrating more 

variation than predicted by the model did not confirm the unidimensionality 

requirement of the Rasch model.  There are two commonly used mean square fit 

statistics, namely the infit mean square or weighted mean square and outfit mean 

square or unweighted mean square. Both mean squares are derived from the squared 

standardized residuals for each item-person interaction The outfit mean square is the 

mean of the standardized residual variance across items and persons and is 
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unweighted, meaning that the estimate produced is relatively more affected by 

unexpected responses distant to item or person measures. The infit mean square is 

relatively more affected by unexpected responses closer to item and person measures. 

High mean-squares (infit statistics) are a much greater threat to validity than low 

mean-squares (outfit statistics). Both infit and outfit statistics indices provide 

evidence of goodness-of-fit. The fit analysis reports degree of accordance of data with 

those linear parameter estimations. Poor fit on the basis of infit and out fit statistics 

does not mean that the Rasch parameter estimates are not linear but Rasch model 

forces its estimates to be linear. Mean square statistics greater than 1.5 suggested a 

deviation from unidimensionality in the data, not in the measures. The reliability and 

goodness-of-fit of data collected by administering math proficiency test is checked by 

mean squares fit statistics and reliability indices. For 60-items math proficiency test 

59 items were within the mean squares fit statistics (infit) range ≥0.8 to ≤1.3 while 

only one item was of 1.35 infit mean square values. Thirty six items were below 1.00, 

three were at 1.00, and remaining twenty one items were above 1.00. Majority of the 

items were within the range 1±0.05 i.e. within 5% confidence interval (Figure No.6). 

For outfit statistics 54 items were within rang ≥0.8 to ≤1.3, six items have outfit 
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Figure 6. (INTFIT) MNSQ STATISTICS 
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values ≥1.3. 25 items were above 1.00, two items were at 1.00, while remaining 23 

items were below 1.00 (Figure 7). Infit and out fit statistics can be converted in to  

t-statistics but it is highly sample depended (Appendix F). Math proficiency test have 

a large sample so to avoid from misleading fit decision the researcher did not consider 

it.  These infit and outfit statistics suggested that the data is well accorded with Rasch 

model. Therefore all assumptions of Rasch model were met well. Items’ difficulties 

were also within ±3. Most of the items (50 items) have discrimination power ≥0.3 to 

≤0.5 while remaining 10 items were below 0.3 discrimation power value including 

two items with negative value.  These infit and outfit statistics along with items’ 

difficulty and discrimination power range suggested the validity and reliability of the 

test items. 
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(Outfit) MNSQ STATISTICS
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Figure 7. (OUTTFIT) MNSQ STATISTICS 
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4.4  Analyses of Test  
 

Fit statistics suggested that almost all the test items under math proficiency test were 

in accordance with Rasch model.  

 

4.4.1  Length of Testing Session 
 

To cope with test administration feasibility  time managements in schools according 

to their period lengths, printing cost, and test format testing session was of 60 minutes 

because in schools first period normally up to one hour and followed by 35-45 

minutes of second period. Test administrators easily conducted 60-item test in 60 

minutes. Alignment among mathematical proficiencies derived from 9
th

 class math 

curriculum and test items also provided a base for length of the test (Table No.15, 

page 81). Thirty math benchmarks were taped in to sixty items using multiple choice 

and short constructed response items format dichotomous in nature with four options. 

Comments of test administrators explored that 60-items math proficiency test can be 

conducted easily in 60 minutes. Missing data is only 3.62% which may also 

corroborate test administrators comments. 

 

4.4.2  Student Sample 
 

2617 students responded the test. Total 2680 were included in the sample. The sample 

was selected by using requirements of IRT based analysis among four strata—male, 

female, rural, and urban. According to Sample Design Table (Appendix B) for a large  

number of schools “ρ” co-efficient of intraclass correlation that provides a measure of 

the variation between schools on the most important student survey variable 

compared with the variation between students ρ=0.3 is appropriate. According to 

Sample Design Table, International Association for the Evaluation and Educational 
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Achievement suggested a standard of 400 as level of same accuracy or size of a 

simple random sample with same accuracy. Using these two values and choosing 

cluster size 20 total 2680 students from 134 clusters were sampled. Sample of 2680 

students were selected from four strata proportionately. 

 

4.4.3  Analysis of Test Item Formats 
 

Figure 12-14 shows that the separation reliability was 0.999. It means the person 

distribution on latent scale covers all possible ability range ±4. It may suggest that the 

person distribution is normal. The mean score of overall math proficiency test, MC 

items, and SCR items was 499, 476, and 579 respectively. It may explore that MC 

items are relatively hard than SCR items or students were more familiar with SCR 

items than MC items. Figure 10 shows that all SCR items were located below the 

mean (Ө=0) of the latent scale. It may suggest that students’ performance on SCR 

items was better than MC items below the mean of latent scale while students’ 

performance on MC items is better than SCR items above the mean of the latent scale. 

Figure 12 and figure 15 show that ML6PS04 and SN1PK21 were harder than other 

SCR items but both were not well discriminating.  
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==================================                         
RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS 
------------------------                       
EAP/PV RELIABILITY:                  0.885 
Separation Reliability:              0.999 
Coefficient Alpha:                   0.86 
------------------------ 

 
========================================================================================= 

FINAL MATH PROFICIENCY TEST                                Sun Apr 22 21:59 2009 

MAP OF LATENT DISTRIBUTIONS AND RESPONSE MODEL PARAMETER ESTIMATES 

========================================================================================= 

                                             Terms in the Model (excl Step terms) 
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                                  XXXXXXXXXXXX|ML6PK13 ML8CU19 SN1PK21                | 

                                        XXXXXX|SN4CU14                                | 

                                         XXXXX|SN2PK01 ML3PS05                        | 

                                           XXX|                                       | 

                                            XX|AL2PK14                                | 

                                             X|                                       | 

                                             X|SN2CU03                                | 

 -2                                          X|ML9PK03                                | 

                                              |                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 

                                              |SN7CU02                                | 

                                              |                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 

 -3                                           |                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 

======================================================================================= 

Each 'X' represents   4.0 cases 

 

=======================================================================================  

 

Figure 8. SCR VS MCQ ITEMS DISTRIBUTION MAP 
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==================================                         
RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS 
------------------------                        
EAP/PV RELIABILITY:                  0.874 
Separation Reliability:              0.999 
Coefficient Alpha:                   0.84 
------------------------ 
 
================================================================================ 
FINAL MATH PROFICIENCY TEST                                Sat Apr 28 06:43 2009 
MAP OF LATENT DISTRIBUTIONS AND RESPONSE MODEL PARAMETER ESTIMATES 
================================================================================ 
                                             Terms in the Model (excl Step terms) 
 
                          Students                             +item 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                              |                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 

                                              |SN7PK07                                | 

                                              |                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 

                                           XXX|                                       | 

   2                                         X|                                       | 

                                           XXX|                                       | 

                                           XXX|ML1PK10                                | 

                                          XXXX|GM6PS11                                | 

                                            XX|                                       | 

                                           XXX|ML10PS03 SN8PS07                       | 

                                        XXXXXX|SN5PK16 SN1CU22                        | 

                                         XXXXX|GM5PS09                                | 

                                          XXXX|GM4CU05                                | 

                                         XXXXX|GM5CU08                                | 

   1                                   XXXXXXX|                                       | 

                                       XXXXXXX|SN8PK11 AL5CU18                        | 

                                       XXXXXXX|ML7PS01 SN6CU24 AL6PS10                | 

                                      XXXXXXXX|                                       | 

                                  XXXXXXXXXXXX|SN6PS08                                | 

                               XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|AL5PK19                                | 

                               XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|AL1PK22                                | 

                          XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|ML2CU13                                | 

                    XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|GM1CU16                                | 

   0                XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|GM3CU15 ML3CU20                        | 

              XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|ML9CU01 GM3PK12 ML1CU16 AL4PK15 SN5CU26| 

                  XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|AL3CU04                                | 

                        XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|GM2CU11 SN4PK09                        | 

                   XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|GM2PK23                                | 

                   XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|ML5CU07                                | 

               XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|AL2PS02 ML5CU10 GM1CU25                | 

      XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|ML3CU12 AL3PS06 AL1CU17 AL6CU23 ML2PK20| 

              XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|SN3PK02                                | 

                    XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|                                       | 

  -1                          XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|ML4PK04                                | 

                              XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|AL4CU21                                | 

                            XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|ML8PK08                                | 

                                     XXXXXXXXX|ML5PK06                                | 

                                       XXXXXXX|                                       | 

                                         XXXXX|SN4CU14 ML6PK13                        | 

                                           XXX|SN2PK01                                | 

                                             X|                                       | 

                                             X|                                       | 

  -2                                         X|                                       | 

                                             X|                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 

                                              |SN7CU02                                | 

  -3                                          |                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 
======================================================================================= 
Each 'X' represents   5.0 cases 
 
======================================================================================= 

 

Figure 9.  MULTIPLE CHOICE ITEMS OF MATH PROFICIENCY TEST 
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==================================                         
RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS 
------------------------                         
EAP/PV RELIABILITY:                  0.584 
Separation Reliability:              0.999 
Coefficient Alpha:                   0.60                             
------------------------ 
================================================================================ 
FINAL MATH PROFICIENCY TEST                                Sat Apr 28 15:35 2009 
MAP OF LATENT DISTRIBUTIONS AND RESPONSE MODEL PARAMETER ESTIMATES 
================================================================================ 
                                             Terms in the Model (excl Step terms) 
 
                        Students                               +item 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                              |                                       | 
                                              |                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 

  4                                           |                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 

                                              |ML6PS04                                | 

                                             X|                                       | 

                                             X|                                       | 

                                            XX|                                       | 

                                             X|                                       | 

  3                                         XX|                                       | 

                                         XXXXX|                                       | 

                                        XXXXXX|                                       | 

                                        XXXXXX|                                       | 

                                      XXXXXXXX|                                       | 

                                 XXXXXXXXXXXXX|                                       | 

                                XXXXXXXXXXXXXX|                                       | 

  2                             XXXXXXXXXXXXXX|                                       | 

                              XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|SN1PK21                                | 

                   XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|                                       | 

                     XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|                                       | 

                    XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|                                       | 

              XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|                                       | 

         XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|                                       | 

          XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|                                       | 

  1   XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|                                       | 

            XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|                                       | 

                     XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|                                       | 

                  XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|                                       | 

                 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|                                       | 

             XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|                                       | 

        XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|                                       | 

                   XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|                                       | 

  0                 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|                                       | 

                                XXXXXXXXXXXXXX|GM4PK18                                | 

                              XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|GM6PK05 ML4CU09 SN6PK17                | 

                             XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|                                       | 

                                     XXXXXXXXX|ML8CU19                                | 

                                    XXXXXXXXXX|ML3PS05                                | 

                                     XXXXXXXXX|                                       | 

                                       XXXXXXX|AL2PK14                                | 

 -1                                       XXXX|                                       | 

                                          XXXX|SN2CU03                                | 

                                          XXXX|ML9PK03                                | 

                                          XXXX|                                       | 

                                             X|                                       | 

                                            XX|                                       | 

                                             X|                                       | 

 -2                                          X|                                       | 

                                             X|                                       | 

                                             X|                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 

 -3                                           |                                       | 
======================================================================================= 
Each 'X' represents   4.0 cases 
 
======================================================================================= 

 

Figure 10. SHORT CONSTRUCTED RESPONSE ITEMS OF MATH  

         PROFICIENCY TEST 
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Item: 5 (ML6PS04) 
------ 
                                                                 
Cases for this item   2512   Discrimination 0.07 
Item Threshold(s):     3.57   Weighted MNSQ   1.11 
Item Delta(s):      3.57 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
Item: 11 (SN1PK21) 
------- 
                                                                
Cases for this item   2435   Discrimination 0.05 
Item Threshold(s):     1.97   Weighted MNSQ   1.26 
Item Delta(s):      1.97 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Figure 11. CONQUEST OUTPUT OF ITEM NO. 5 (ML6PS04) AND ITEM         

 NO. 11(SN1PK21) 

 

ML6PS04 is associated with problem solving proficiency while SN1PK21 is 

associated with procedural knowledge proficiency. All other SCR items associated 

with conceptual understanding proficiency were easier than these two items. Overall 

SCR items were easy. It is, empirically, may justified by comparing students’ 

performance gender wise, location wise, above the mean scale score, and below the 

mean scale score. 

SCR items are more valuable than MC items but maximum expertise in 

construction of SCR items is needed. No one type of question can cover the content 

area. MC items are best to cover content area. SCR items require more thinking than 

MC items. SCR items mostly require procedural knowledge, hence SCR items are 

more appropriate for problem-solving than conceptual understanding because in 

classical test theory proficiency complexity is related to item difficulty and item 

difficulty is related to cognitive hierarchy but item response theory did not support 

this concept. SCR item may be easy than MC items even it is general understanding 

that SCR items are harder than MC items but performance of students on both formats 

is directly related to classroom instruction.  

The proficiency levels reflect conceptual categories of broadly increasing 

cognitive demand and complexity, but do not strictly reflect a hierarchy of student 
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performances based on item difficulty. Conceptual complexity is only one component 

of item difficulty that influences levels of performance. Others include familiarity, 

recent opportunity to learn and practice, etc. thus, a multiple-choice item involving 

proficiency of procedural knowledge may be very easy for students who have been 

taught and familiar with the meaning of terms, but very difficult for others because of 

lack of familiarity with the terminology used. Various factors underpin increasing 

levels of item difficulty and mathematical proficiency including 1) the kind and level 

of mathematical skill required, and 2) the kind and degree of mathematical 

argumentation required. Therefore it is possible to imagine relatively difficult 

procedural knowledge items and relatively easy problem solving items, one would 

expect a broadly positive relationship between proficiency levels and item difficulty 

(PISA 2006, pp.112-113). 

 

4.5  Classical Test Theory Based Item Analysis 
 

Classical item analysis was done by using Conquest, SPSS, Iteman, and Multilog 

software. Below is a portion of output generated by Conquest. In this analysis 3.62% 

of the data was missing. coefficient alpha 0.86 suggested that test was reliable and the 

items were highly correlated. The value of coefficient alpha is also sample dependent. 

By increasing test items in test, its value increases gradually. Standard error of mean 

0.18 also reflects the reliability and validity of test. It explores that the estimates of 

observed scores are close to the true scores. There is some positive skew ness in the 

normal distribution of responses.  
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Figure 12. CLASSICAL ITEM ANALYSIS STATISTICS 

 

 

4.6  Item Response Theory based Item Analysis 
 

The IRT based analysis shows that the range of items’ difficulty levels was within ±3. 

Therefore this test can measure the math proficiency of students having ability levels 

within ±3 range.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                     

============================================================== 

FINAL MATH PROFICIENCY TEST                                Sun Apr 22 19:11 2009 

GENERALISED ITEM ANALYSIS 

============================================================== 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

The following traditional statistics are only meaningful for complete designs and when 

the amount of missing data is minimal. In this analysis 3.62% of the data are missing. 

                                                                               

The following results are scaled to assume that a single response was provided for each 

item. 

                                                                               

N     2617 

Mean                             30.61 

Standard Deviation                9.25 

Variance                           85.52 

Skewness                          0.57 

Kurtosis                                   -0.07 

Standard error of mean            0.18 

Standard error of measurement    3.46 

Coefficient Alpha                 0.86 

============================================================= 
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Figure 13. ITEM DIFFICULTY LEVELS 
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4.6.1 Item Response Theory Based Item-Person Distribution Map 
 

Data collected by administering math proficiency test was analyzed by using 

ConQuest and Multilog software. Figure 14 tells the story of math proficiency test and 

its items. 

========================================================================================= 

FINAL MATH PROFICIENCY TEST                                Sun Apr 22 21:59 2009 

MAP OF LATENT DISTRIBUTIONS AND RESPONSE MODEL PARAMETER ESTIMATES 

========================================================================================= 

                                             Terms in the Model (excl Step terms) 

 

               Students of 9th class                          +item 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                              |                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 

  3                                           |                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 

                                             X|SN7PK07                                | 

                                              |                                       | 

                                            XX|                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 

                                            XX|                                       | 

                                          XXXX|                                       | 

                                          XXXX|ML1PK10                                | 

  2                                       XXXX|GM6PS11                                | 

                                          XXXX|                                       | 

                                        XXXXXX|ML10PS03 SN8PS07                       | 

                                         XXXXX|SN1CU22                                | 

                                        XXXXXX|GM5PS09 SN5PK16                        | 

                                          XXXX|GM4CU05                                | 

                                        XXXXXX|                                       | 

                                      XXXXXXXX|GM5CU08                                | 

                                       XXXXXXX|SN8PK11 AL5CU18                        | 

                                     XXXXXXXXX|ML7PS01 SN6CU24 AL6PS10                | 

  1                              XXXXXXXXXXXXX|                                       | 

                             XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|SN6PS08                                | 

                           XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|AL5PK19                                | 

                         XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|AL1PK22                                | 

                    XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|ML2CU13                                | 

                XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|GM1CU16                                | 

            XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|GM3CU15 ML3CU20                        | 

          XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|ML9CU01 GM3PK12 ML1CU06 AL4PK15 SN5CU26| 

             XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|AL3CU04 GM2CU11                        | 

  0   XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|SN4PK09                                | 

              XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|GM2PK23                                | 

             XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|ML5CU07 ML5CU10                        | 

      XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|AL2PS02 AL1CU17 GM1CU25                | 

               XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|ML3CU12 AL3PS06 AL6CU23 ML2PK20        | 

              XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|SN3PK02                                | 

           XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|                                       | 

                  XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|ML4PK04 AL4CU21                        | 

                            XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|ML8PK08 ML6PS04 GM4PK18                | 

 -1                         XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|GM6PK05 ML4CU09                        | 

                                XXXXXXXXXXXXXX|ML5PK06 SN6PK17                        | 

                                  XXXXXXXXXXXX|ML6PK13 ML8CU19 SN1PK21                | 

                                        XXXXXX|SN4CU14                                | 

                                         XXXXX|SN2PK01 ML3PS05                        | 

                                           XXX|                                       | 

                                            XX|AL2PK14                                | 

                                             X|                                       | 

                                             X|SN2CU03                                | 

 -2                                          X|ML9PK03                                | 

                                              |                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 

                                              |SN7CU02                                | 

                                              |                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 

 -3                                           |                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 

                                              |                                       | 

======================================================================================= 

Each 'X' represents   4.0 cases 

 

Figure 14. ITEM-PERSON DISTRIBUTION MAP 
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Overall trend is that items related to conceptual understanding are of average 

difficulty rather than procedural knowledge items. This result explores that students 

are more proficient in procedural knowledge than conceptual understanding. Students’ 

performance in math proficiencies is assessed in terms of their scores on math 

proficiency test. These scores provide a measure of how well the students are in math 

proficiencies based on the National Curriculum of mathematics for 9
th

 grade. 

Students’ scores were rescaled using IRT based one parameter Rasch model 

The scales were centered on item difficulty in order to have an indicator of the 

adequacy of average performance and an indication of how well the test takers 

performed in relation to the desired level of proficiency. The scaled scores used in this 

study was the same as TIMSS, an international assessment, used because the public, 

policy makers, schools, and national & international organizations have an interest in 

international comparative assessments, using standardized procedures. 

The mean of scale was 500 with standard deviation100 and range of scaled scores was 

between 0 – 1000. The proficiency scales was constructed in such a way that a student 

achieving 50% of the marks in math proficiency test with position on ability trait scale 

 =0 receives a scaled score of 500.  

 

                                                         Ability ( ) 

 

  -5         -4        -3         -2         -1          0            1         2           3          4           5                                       

 

  0         100      200      300      400       500       600      700       800      900     1000 

                                                         

                                                    Calibration Scale 

 

Figure 15.  SCORE CALIBRATION SCALE 
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IRT based analysis; item-person distribution map presented in Figure No.14 provides 

interpretative information about a scaled score in terms of the math proficiencies that 

student with certain ability likely to have. The item named GM4CU05, ML4PK04, 

SN6PS08, etc. are shown located at their calibrations along with the person 

distribution. In item names first two alphabets shows the strand—SN: sets & numbers, 

AL: algebra, ML: matrices & logarithm, GM: geometry & measurement, third number 

shows the benchmark number of respective strand while next two alphabets shows 

proficiencies—CU: conceptual understanding, PK: procedural knowledge, and PS: 

problem solving. The last number is the number of item in respective proficiency 

strand. To facilitate the readers’ problem solving, procedural knowledge, and 

conceptual understanding items are of red, green, and blue color respectively. 

Item Map suggested that most of the problem-solving items were above the 

mean of the ability scale which can be interpreted in that ways that most of the items 

for higher ability levels were located on ability scale at higher order. Items measuring 

students’ conceptual understanding and procedural knowledge show mixed results. It 

is a common thinking that items measuring students’ procedural knowledge are of 

moderately difficult than items measuring students’ conceptual understanding. This 

map explores that items measuring students’ conceptual understanding were harder 

than items measuring students’ procedural knowledge. It has been indicated in the 

literature review that some researches proved that conceptual understanding is 

necessary before performing procedures but others researches argue that procedural 

knowledge leads to conceptual understanding.  

There are different theories predicting different interrelations between 

conceptual and procedural knowledge. Rittle-Johnson and Alibali (1999) define 

conceptual knowledge as explicit or implicit understanding of the principles that 
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govern a domain and of the interrelations between pieces of knowledge in a domain, 

and procedural knowledge as action sequences for solving problem. Conceptual and 

procedural knowledge lie at the ends of a continuum. A number of learning theories 

have proved conceptual knowledge as a source of children’s procedural knowledge 

and some learning theories see the opposite to be true.  

Rittle-Johnson, Siegler, and Alibali (2001) described one major difference to 

distinguish between concepts-first and procedures-first theories. According to 

concepts-first theories, students first acquire conceptual knowledge, and then by 

practice derive procedural knowledge from it. For example, the students who have 

better understanding of place value can successfully use procedures for multi-digit 

subtraction. This is also true for other strands of mathematics e.g. counting and 

fraction addition. Therefore conceptual understanding plays a vital role in procedure 

adaptation and generation. According to Procedures-first theories students initially 

acquire procedural knowledge in a specific domain and then gradually abstract 

conceptual knowledge from it. For example, students of certain age can count 

correctly without understanding of certain counting principles. These researches 

agreed that these two concepts are closely related. This study suggested that majority 

of the items (14 out of 26) measuring students’ conceptual understanding were harder 

than   majority of the items (14 out of 23) measuring students’ procedural knowledge. 

These results may explore that students are facing in understanding the concepts or 

show misperception regarding mathematical concepts.  

Map shows that item SN7PK07 was the hardest ( =2.801, scaled score 780.1) 

while SN7CU02 is the easiest ( =-2.583, scaled score 241.7) in the test. Item 

SN4PK09 was at mean position with ( =-0.0492.583, scaled score 495.08). The 

outlier SN7PK07 and SN7CU02 may be due to different influences. Both SN7PK07 
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and SN7CU02 belong to the same strand and same content area but for different 

proficiencies.  SN7PK07 show the outfit mean square value 2.2 and infit mean square 

value 1.24 which may suggest that item is fit with model and may have any of the 

following errors. 

1. Bad Item: Ambiguous or negative wording or debatable or misleading 

options?   

2. Only answered by top people?   

3. At end of test?   

4. Similar items?   

5. Different process or content?   

6. One item answers another?   

 

Analyses show that this item was answered correctly only by students having high 

ability level. A large number of students (1967) chose the option “C” which was the 

additive inverse of the item. It may be due to carelessness or the misperception of the 

concept of conjugate of an expression consisting both terms involving radical sign. If 

we change the key from option “B” to option “C” then this items show it self 

statistically a good item 
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Figure 16. ITEM CHARACTERISTICS OF SN7PK07 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Strand 

& No. 

Curriculum Demand Suggested 

proficiency 

SN7. Have the concept of a surd and find the conjugate of a surd; PK 
 

Developed Item 

 

The conjugate of 321 - 123  is: 

 

A. - 321 - 123  

B. 123 + 321  

C. 123 - 321  

D. 321 - 123  
 

Item Analysis 

 

Item 22 

------- 

item:22 (SN7PK07)                                                                

Cases for this item   2549   Discrimination -0.15 

Item Threshold(s):     2.80   Weighted MNSQ   1.24 

Item Delta(s):      2.81 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 Label    Score     Count   % of tot  Pt Bis     t  (p)   PV1Avg:1 PV1 SD:1    

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

   A       0.00      217       8.51   -0.20   -10.56(.000) -0.46     0.52      

   B       1.00      200       7.85   -0.15    -7.73(.000) -0.33     0.62      

   C       0.00     1967      77.17    0.32    17.02(.000)  0.17     0.82      

   D       0.00      165       6.47   -0.15    -7.53(.000) -0.35     0.56      

=========================================================================== 

  
Item Analysis after Revising Key 

 
Item 22 

------- 

item:22 (SN7PK07)                                                                

Cases for this item   2549   Discrimination  0.37 

Item Threshold(s):    -1.27   Weighted MNSQ   0.97 

Item Delta(s):     -1.27 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 Label    Score     Count   % of tot  Pt Bis     t  (p)   PV1Avg:1 PV1 SD:1    

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

   A       0.00      217       8.51   -0.22   -11.58(.000) -0.43     0.54      

   B       0.00      200       7.85   -0.20   -10.42(.000) -0.41     0.61      

   C       1.00     1967      77.17    0.37    20.40(.000)  0.26     0.82      

   D       0.00      165       6.47   -0.16    -8.42(.000) -0.36     0.61      

===========================================================                                                                          
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Multilog analysis set difficulty level for this item 3.370. (see Figure 17) 
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                                                                                             Generated by Multilog 7.0 

Figure   17.  ICC FOR ITEM SN7PK07                                                        
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                                                                                             Generated by Multilog 7.0 

 

Figure 18. ICC FOR ITEM SN7CU02 

 

 

SN7CU02 show the outfit mean square value 1.03 and infit mean square value 1.00 

which may suggest that item is perfect fit with model and may have any of the errors 
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discussed in analysis of SN7PK07. This item was developed to measure students’ 

conceptual understanding about surd and his expression as qth power. 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19. ITEM CHARACTERISTICS OF SN7CU02 

 

 

Multilog analysis estimated difficulty -3.173 for the item SN7CU02. (See Figure 18) 

 

Majority of the students’ (2352 out of 2568) about 91.6% responded correctly for this 

item. The analysis suggested that even it is perfectly fit with model and discriminating 

but it is very easy items. Its difficulty level is below the minimum ability of students 

in the sample. 

 

 

Strand 

& No. 

Curriculum Demand Suggested 

proficiency 

SN7. Have the concept of a surd and find the conjugate of a surd; CU 
 

Developed Item 

 
q

P = 

 

A. q  

B. P  

C. qP

1

 

D. pq

1

 
 

Item Analysis 

 

Item 5 

------ 

item:5 (SN7CU02)                                                                 

Cases for this item   2568   Discrimination  0.20 

Item Threshold(s):    -2.59   Weighted MNSQ   1.00 

Item Delta(s):     -2.58 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 Label    Score     Count   % of tot  Pt Bis     t  (p)   PV1Avg:1 PV1 SD:1    

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

   A       0.00       48       1.87   -0.08    -4.20(.000) -0.38     0.77      

   B       0.00       91       3.54   -0.12    -6.07(.000) -0.38     0.70      

   C       1.00     2352      91.59    0.20    10.55(.000)  0.08     0.80      

   D       0.00       77       3.00   -0.14    -7.02(.000) -0.52     0.47      

=========================================================================== 
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4.7 Empirical View of all Test Items as a whole Test  
 

Overall all test items were fitted with the Rasch model. Any data may show 100% 

goodness-of-fit with an IRT model except ideal. The mean square statistics suggested 

the unidimensionality of the data therefore linear estimation of items and students 

parameters is expected. 
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Matrix Plot of Item Characteristic Curv es

 
                                                 Item Characteristics Curves using Multilog software 

 

Figure 20. CHARACTERISTICS CURVES OF TEST ITEMS    
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Characteristic curves generated by Multilog software (Figure 20) explore that 

majority of the items have discrimination power very close to each other and have 

difficulty within ±1. Even each item of math proficiency test has different difficulty 

level but test has mean/average difficulty ( =0).  We are not dealing with guessing 

chance in our analysis but it can be seen that item No.3, 5, 6, 10, 15, 16, 17, 22, 23, 

32, 33, 34, 42, 47, and 51 show guessing chances in responses. 

Wide variation in students and items sample suggested the validity of both the 

samples. Test may be appropriate for all student population with different ability 

levels i.e. test covers all possible ability levels of the 9
th

 grade students in other words 

proficiencies of every student of 9
th

 grade may be measured by this test. Thus the test 

is valid and reliable. Item-Person Map explores that 400 students have average level 

of math proficiencies.1248 students shows their math proficiencies below the mean 

while 969 students show their math proficiencies above the mean. This suggested the 

usability and appropriateness of the test for entire population of 9
th

 graders. 

 

4.7.1  Test Information Function 
 

The concepts of item and test information are important and useful for test 

construction within item response theory framework. The test information function 

plays significant role in all types of IRT latent trait models. Errors in item parameter 

estimates have a negative impact on the accuracy of item and test information 

functions. Statistically it is the reciprocal of the precision with which a parameter 

could be estimated. It has been used as the measure of accuracy in ability estimation 

because items with high discriminating power were more likely to be selected for a 

test, and these items are probably contain positive errors in their item parameter 

estimates resulting  test information functions tend to be exaggerated in relation to 
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their true values. Test information function provides more precise local measures of 

accuracy in trait estimation than are available from the reliability coefficient. Test 

information function suggest that how accurate enough the test for all meaningful 

levels of ability relative to the test.  

 

 
                                                                                           Generated by Conquest  

 

Figure 21. TEST INFORMATION FUNCTION 

 

Test information function of math proficiency test suggested that math proficiency 

test covers students’ ability levels within ±5 range. Therefore test is reliable and valid 

for a wide range of ability levels. It may generalize that this test is valid and reliable 

for entire population. 
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                                                   Generated by Multilog for Math Proficiency Test 

 

Figure 22. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TEST INFORMATION AND  

        MEASUREMENT ERROR 

 

Test information vs standard error of measurement graph reported that math 

proficiency test estimate the item parameters more accurately for the students having 

ability level slightly below the mean ability level than the students having all other 

ability levels. The flatter shape of test information reported that the test as a whole 

estimate students’ proficiencies relatively with small error of measurement. The graph 

also reported that math proficiency test measures students’ math proficiencies with 

range ability level from -2.2 to 2.0 with less measurement errors. From item-student 

map it clear that 56 items fall within the ability level range from -2.2 to 2.0. Two 

items with ability level 2.04 and 2.1 lies just close to 2.0. Therefore only two items 

(SN7CU02 & SN7PK07) those discussed in previous pages were not fall within this 

range. Test information vs measurement error graph provides empirical evidence of 

test’s validity and reliability also.  
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4.7.2  Test Characteristics Curve 
 

The characteristics curve suggested that the math proficiency test was well 

discriminating the students according to their ability levels. Since item-student map is 

showing ability level range ±3 therefore the minimum and maximum score that  

 

 
       Generated by Conquest 

Figure   23. TEST CHARACTERISTICS CURVE 

 

student can achieve may be 5 and 50 respectively when each item scored 

dichotomously either 1 or 0 and on ability scale it may from 175 to 825. The average 

score that a student can achieve is 30 or on ability scale 500. 

 

4.7.3  Dimensionality  
 

The mean square statistics suggested enough unidimensionality of the data and 

goodness-of-fit, therefore leaner estimation of items and students parameters is 

expected. In practice no data has 100% unidimensionality because response patterns. 
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Researchers may need to uncover the latent structure of a set of variables. 

Dimensionality is of two types, one between items and other within items. Between 

items identified the association of different items in subscale to the same construct 

while within items identified association of an item with more than one construct. 

Appendix G describes the dimensionality of items in terms of within items of three 

dimensional model. Fit statistics for unidimensional Rasch model (Appendix H) and 

fit statistics for dimensionality within items model (Appendix G) are almost same. 

This suggested fitting of both models.  

                                                       

Table 22. Unidimensional vs Three Dimensional                 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Variable                Unidimensional               Three dimensional                Difference 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

No. of parameters 61    66   5 

Deviance  167768.57   167812.96  44.39 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

In the table 22 difference (44.39) in deviances is treated as chi-square statistics with 5 

degree of freedom. At   = 0.05 with 5 degree of freedom chi-square table value is 

11.07. Since 44.39 > 11.07 therefore unidimensional model fitted better than three 

dimensional models even there may be dimensions. 
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Three Dimensionality Analysis  

Figure 24. ConQuest Output of Dimensionality Analysis        

 

                                                                              

FINAL MATH PROFICIENCY TEST                                Mon Apr 23 21:57 2009 

TABLES OF POPULATION MODEL PARAMETER ESTIMATES 

==================================================================== 

REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 

                                              Dimension 

                         --------------------------------------------------- 

Regression Variable   Conceptual Understanding        Procdural Knowledge            Problem-solving 

CONSTANT                              0.000*                              0.000*                                     0.000*             

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

An asterisk next to a parameter estimate indicates that it is constrained 

============================================================= 

COVARIANCE/CORRELATION MATRIX 

 

                                                 Dimension 

                                        --------------------------- 

Dimension           Conceptual Understanding        Procdural Knowledge            Problem-solving 

 Conceptual Understanding 1              0.120        0.198   

 Procdural Knowledge      2      0.683                 0.136   

 Problem-solving          3          0.863   0.843            

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Variance                                   0.251      0.124       0.210   

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

An asterisk next to a parameter estimate indicates that it is constrained 

Values below the diagonal are correlations and values above are covariances 

======================================================= 

                         

RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS 

------------------------ 

                         

Dimension: (Conceptual Understanding 1)                                                         

----------------------- 

EAP/PV RELIABILITY:                   0.801                                                                                            

------------------------ 

Dimension: (Procdural Knowledge 2)                                                         

----------------------- 

EAP/PV RELIABILITY:                  0.689                                       

------------------------ 

Dimension: (Problem-solving 3)                                                         

----------------------- 

EAP/PV RELIABILITY:                   0.825 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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In the figure 24 the correlation between Conceptual Understanding and Procedural 

Knowledge was weaker than the correlation between Conceptual Understanding and 

Problem-solving. It is also evident that correlation (0.843) between Procedural 

Knowledge and Problem-solving was reasonable. It may be concluded that conceptual 

understanding needs not any procedural or problem solving aspects but without 

conceptual understanding it is difficult for students to use procedural knowledge and 

to solve problems. It may be evidence of the alignment of items with the strands of 

math proficiency framework.  

Factor analysis was done to identify factors in the data. Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin 

Measure of Sampling Adequacy value (0.840) and Bartlett's Test of Sphericity with 

significance value (0.000) shows that factor analysis is appropriate for this data. The 

Factor analysis output (Appendix N) and Scree plot explored that data may have four 

major components. Most of the items may load on first factor. Statistically only those 

factors are preferred which show variance 5% or more than 5%.  
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Figure 25. Scree Plot of Factor Analysis 
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The factor analysis of math proficiency test divides the responses in to three 

factors having 5% or more than 5% variance. First factor has maximum while other 

two have close to same variance.  It means most of the items are loaded in first while 

other two have almost same number of items. Factor analysis also reported that some 

procedural knowledge and problem solving items behave like conceptual items. It is 

in accordance with item-person map which show that some items of conceptual 

understanding have the same ability level on the latent scale. 

 

4.8  Overall Test  
 

Item-person map (Figure 14) generated by ConQuest software explores that all items 

were within difficulty range ±3 with 33 items out of 60 items were within difficulty 

range ±2. It shows nearly normal distributions of items and students on proficiency 

scale which ensure the reliability of the test.  It also explores that most of the 

problem-solving items were above the mean of the ability scale that is items for 

higher ability levels were located on ability scale at higher order. Items measuring 

students’ conceptual understanding and procedural knowledge show mixed results. It 

is a common thinking that items measuring students’ procedural knowledge are of 

moderate difficult than items measuring students’ conceptual understanding. This map 

explores that some items measuring students’ conceptual understanding are harder 

than that items measuring students’ procedural knowledge. This test explores that 

majority of the items (14 out of 26) measuring students’ conceptual understanding are 

harder than majority of the items (14 out of 23) measuring students’ procedural 

knowledge. It may diagnosis that students are facing problems in understanding 

mathematical concepts. It may, also, due to as indicated in the literature review that 

some researches proved that conceptual understanding is necessary before performing 
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procedures but others researches argue that procedural knowledge leads to conceptual 

understanding. Story of items in figure 14 may supports the view that procedural 

knowledge leads to conceptual understanding. 

Item SN7PK07 is the hardest ( =2.801, scaled score 780.1) while SN7CU02 

is the easiest ( =-2.583, scaled score 241.7) in the test. Item SN4PK09 is at mean 

position with ( =-0.0492.583, scaled score 495.08). 

Alignment of all the 60 items with math proficiency framework and national 

math curriculum for secondary classes ensures the validity of the test. Fit statistics of 

test items shows that all items have goodness of fit with Rasch model. Fit statistics 

also provide the bases for validity of the test. Reliability indices proved the reliability 

of test. 

 
 

4.9  Hypotheses Testing 
 

In previous discussions in chapter 4 empirically explored that short constructed 

response items were easier than multiple choice items. Items of procedural knowledge 

and items of problem solving were reasonably correlated. Items are well aligned with 

math proficiency framework and math curriculum. These all are evidence of valid and 

reliable test construction. It may prove the internal validity and reliability of the test. 

External validity and reliability may be judged by testing following hypotheses. The 

analysis of each hypothesis is as under:   

Ho 1 : There is no significant difference of math proficiency test score among 

male and female students of 9
th

 grade.  

An independent samples t test was performed comparing the male students’ mean 

math proficiency test score (M = 504.57, SD = 84.56) with that female students’ mean 
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math proficiency test score (M = 503.01, SD = 84.81). The alpha level was .05. This 

test was found to be statistically not significant, t(2615) = - 0.47, p=0.64 however it 

indicates that male students show slightly better math proficiency than female 

students. The same math proficiency test scores of male and female students may 

indicates that classroom instructional strategies are almost same. It may explore that 

the math teachers in male and female schools are almost competent in their subject. It 

can be conclude that math proficiency is independent of gender. 

Ho 2 : There is no significant difference of math proficiency test score between 

rural and urban students of 9
th

 grade.  

An independent samples t test was performed comparing the urban students’ mean 

math proficiency test score (M = 507.42, SD = 85.25) with that rural students’ mean 

math proficiency test score (M = 499.84, SD = 83.87). The alpha level was .05. This 

test was found to be statistically significant, t(2615) = - 2.29, p=0.022. This result 

indicates that math proficiency of urban students is better than rural students. The 

effect size r=0.04 with d=0.09 indicates that the distributions of math proficiency 

scores of both groups overlap completely and means of  math proficiency scores of 

urban students is at 50
th

 percentile of the rural students. It may explore that the math 

teachers in urban and rural schools have not same level of competency in their subject 

or there is shortage of math teachers in rural areas. Better salary package and better 

living facilities of urban areas are the main reasons of shortage of math teachers in 

rural areas. Students of urban areas are, often, availing extra coaching via tuition 

centers or their family members therefore they show better results.  

Ho 3 : There is no significant difference of math proficiency test score between 

rural female and rural male students of 9
th

 grade.  
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An independent samples t test was performed comparing the rural male students’ 

mean math proficiency test score (M = 502.55, SD = 70.43) with that rural female 

students’ mean math proficiency test score (M = 497.60, SD = 93.49). The alpha level 

was .05. This test was found to be statistically not significant, t(1238) = - 1.03, 

p=0.30. This result indicates that math proficiency of male students is slightly better 

than female students. 

Ho 4 : There is no significant difference of math proficiency test score between 

urban female and urban male students of 9
th

 grade.  

An independent samples t test was performed comparing the urban male students’ 

mean math proficiency test score (M = 506.00, SD = 93.24) with that urban female 

students’ mean math proficiency test score (M = 509.36, SD = 72.91). The alpha level 

was .05. This test was found to be statistically not significant, t(1375) = 0.72, p=0.47. 

This result indicates that math proficiency of urban female students is slightly better 

than urban male students. 

Ho 5 : There is no significant difference of math proficiency test score between 

urban female and rural male students of 9
th

 grade.  

An independent samples t test was performed comparing the urban female students’ 

mean math proficiency test score (M = 509.36, SD = 72.91) with that rural male 

students’ mean math proficiency test score (M = 502.55, SD = 70.43). The alpha level 

was .05. This test was found to be statistically not significant, t(1138) = 1.60, p=0.11. 

This result indicates that math proficiency of urban female students is slightly better 

than rural male students. 
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Ho 6 : There is no significant difference of math proficiency test score between 

rural female and urban male students of 9
th

 grade. The math proficiency of urban male 

students is slightly better than rural female students. 

An independent samples t test was performed comparing the rural female students’ 

mean math proficiency test score (M = 497.60, SD = 93.49) with that urban male 

students’ mean math proficiency test score (M = 506.00, SD = 93.24). The alpha level 

was 0.05. This test was found to be statistically not significant, t(1475) = -1.72, 

p=0.08. This result indicates that math proficiency of urban male students is slightly 

better than rural female students. 

Ho 7 : There is no significant difference of math proficiency test score between 

rural female and urban female students of 9
th

 grade. The math proficiency of urban 

female students is better than rural female students 

An independent samples t test was performed comparing the rural female students’ 

mean math proficiency test score (M = 497.60, SD = 93.49) with that urban female 

students’ mean math proficiency test score (M = 509.36, SD = 72.91). The alpha level 

was 0.05. This test was found to be statistically significant, t(1258) = -2.46, p=0.01. 

This result indicates that math proficiency of urban female students is better than rural 

female students. 

It may be due to various factors. Non-availability of math teachers in rural 

areas may the major factor. Most of the schools in rural areas did not have teachers 

competent in math. In various schools teachers appointed for arts subjects are 

teaching mathematics. Their instruction is not well effective due to lack of 

competencies in mathematics. 
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Ho 8 : There is no significant difference of math proficiency test score between 

rural male and urban male students of 9
th

 grade.  

An independent samples t test was performed comparing the rural male students’ 

mean math proficiency test score (M = 502.55, SD = 70.43) with that urban male 

students’ mean math proficiency test score (M = 506.00, SD = 93.24). The alpha level 

was .05. This test was found to be statistically not significant, t(1355) = -0.74, p=0.46. 

This result indicates that math proficiency of urban male students is slightly better 

than rural male students. 



 
 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 5 

 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

 

 
The main objective of this research project was to develop math proficiency test for 

9th grade students under item response theory that could be used to provide feedback 

to all stakeholders through combination of measurement and psychological advances. 

The research project is seemed successful in developing proficiency test using reports 

from students’ item responses for the subject of mathematics. Additionally, project 

findings can inform other researchers in the field of test construction, assessments 

development. Findings in terms of outcomes of the results and limitations of the 

methodology are discussed in coming sections. In particular the test development 

using standards, alignment, and framework under item response theory based analysis 

of item response data. 

 

5.1 Proficiency Framework 
 
Proficiency framework for mathematics helped in designing math proficiency test 

considering theoretical and empirical aspects of measurement of cognitive domains 

conceptual understanding, procedural knowledge, and problem solving. 

Advancements in cognitive theories provide understandings how mind works for 

conceptual understanding, procedural knowledge, and problem solving while specific 
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proficiency items provide empirical validation. Cognitive processes are complex and 

influenced by many factors such as item format, item presentation, item context, item 

ordering in test, and classroom instruction etc. test items did not always measure 

exactly that item developer actually expected. After piloting adjustments may needed. 

Both theoretically and empirically well described framework considering may guide 

the test developer for these adjustments. This study was designed by adapting math 

framework by National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP). The definitions 

of proficiencies were modified according to objectives of the national math 

curriculum. Math proficiency framework, math standards, and test items were aligned 

altogether. 

The test items were aligned according to strands of math topics and strands of 

math proficiencies of the adopted math framework. General mathematical power 

characteristics—reasoning, communication, and connection of items were not 

considered in alignment to avoid complicity in alignment even these were associated 

with each item. Overall test, framework, and standards were aligned. This alignment 

provides an empirical evidence of contents and constructs validity.  

 

5.2 Proficiency Dimensions 

 
Proficiency is a complex construct therefore its assessment is not easy job. Math 

proficiency test may be validated by following three hypotheses concerning to test 

development. 

Divisibility Hypothesis: Math proficiency test consist of a number of discrete 

proficiencies. 

Indivisibility Hypothesis: Math proficiency test consist of a single proficiency. 
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Partial Divisibility Hypothesis: In addition to a general proficiency for all areas of 

mathematics, there will be proficiencies uniquely related to each area of mathematics. 

Factor analysis at item level shows that items of math proficiency test are 

loaded on various factors with three main factors having variance more than 5%.  This 

result suggested that math proficiency test has three discrete proficiencies. Therefore 

divisibility hypothesis may be accepted without deciding significantly or non-

significantly. First factor between three loaded factors is larger one with variance 

approximately 14% and eigen value above eight. This results supported indivisibility 

hypothesis as there is a large general factor or component of variance. Logically these 

two results supported partial divisibility hypothesis. Thus there is a general 

proficiency common for all strands of math proficiency test. The general proficiency 

may be conceptual understanding because this proficiency, in general, is necessary for 

all strands of mathematics. Therefore process of test development may be suggested 

valid. 

The central idea of this study was how to check math proficiency of our 

students of secondary level. To fulfill this aim math proficiency test was developed. 

There is no agreed upon definition of math proficiency due to its abstractness. 

Generally, a student may call proficient in math if he/she shows certain minimum 

level of performance of skills in different topics of math. Such minimum levels are 

considered as benchmarks. The means to achieve these benchmarks are called 

proficiencies. Math proficiencies are of various kinds. Various international studies 

like TIMSS, PISA etc are assessing students’ performance in various skills including 

conceptual understanding, procedural knowledge and problem-solving. Last three 

proficiencies are universally accepted as minimum proficiencies required by a student 

to be proficient in math to cope with real life callings. Problem-solving is it self a 
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complex ability having further certain types of proficiencies—extract information, 

mathematisation, computation, and common-sense for real- life etc if defined 

identically. A lot of research is in progress for different aspects of problem-solving. 

This study explores that even conceptual understanding, procedural knowledge, and 

problem solving are hierarchically in nature but difficulty levels may converse. Item-

person map (Appendix I) suggested that most of the problem-solving items are above 

the mean of the ability scale which can be interpreted in that ways that most of the 

items for higher ability levels are located on ability scale at higher order. Items 

measuring students’ conceptual understanding and procedural knowledge show mixed 

results. It is a common thinking that items measuring students’ procedural knowledge 

are of moderately difficult than items measuring students’ conceptual understanding. 

This map explores that some items measuring students’ conceptual understanding are 

harder than that items measuring students’ procedural knowledge. High item 

separation reliability (0.999) suggested that there are enough targeted items with 

varied difficulty levels in the math proficiency test as it depends on item difficulty 

variance. High item separation reliability suggested that math proficiency test cover 

different proficiencies as items difficulty levels are directly related with math 

proficiencies. It may due as indicated in the literature review that some researches 

proved that conceptual understanding is necessary before performing procedures but 

others researches argue that procedural knowledge leads to conceptual understanding. 

It is concluded that all items cover the whole content area regardless of content and 

proficiencies strands. Items are placed on Item-person map (Appendix I) according to 

items variance. Items having high discrimination power are located away from mean 

position. Discrimination depends upon students’ responses to items. Items required 

more cognition process to arrive at correct answers are located above the mean while 
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others below the mean. Items above the mean are ordered in such a way that they 

reflect simple to complex cognition for their solutions. If problem-solving item 

demands less cognitive process than procedural knowledge then IRT rate students’ 

responding correcting procedural knowledge item probably more proficient than the 

students’ responding correcting problem-solving items. It may, also, concluded that 

since all procedural knowledge items may not demand same number of steps in the ir 

solution and one specific procedural item may be responded correctly in different 

ways by different students so students who responded the items by shortcut ways may 

calibrate on ability scale as easy item than others. Span of items according to their 

difficulty levels parallel to span of students according to their abilities level on the 

same scale that contribute towards test validity and reliability is more important than 

that clustering of the items in different groups. If we able to relate proficiencies with 

the items’ difficulty then we may say that a conceptual understanding items changes 

in to procedural knowledge items otherwise we concluded that items associated with a 

specific proficiency have different ability levels. This is empirically suggested by 

within item multidimensionality analysis that explored that one item may be 

associated with more than one specific proficiency strand. Through the process of 

identification of multidimensionality within items may helpful in designing 

assessment instruments, defining proficiencies precisely, and modifications in 

dimensionality concept of items and test.  

 

5.3 Fit Statistics 
 
Choice of IRT based model largely depends upon fit statistics. Generally items with t-

statistics values within 0.5 to 1.5 are selected for final test. Some researchers use 

discrimination power of items along with t-statistics for item selection. In this study 
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infit and outfit means square statistics range 0.8-1.3 along with items difficulty ±3 and 

discrimination power index 0.2-0.8 were used for selection of items for final math 

proficiency test. Fit statistics was validated by identification of multidimensionality 

analysis within items. The difference in deviances and estimated item parameters was 

helpful in deciding fitness of model. This provided the sound bases for selection of 

IRT model than general fit statistics.  

 

5.4 Results Reporting 
 
Main advantage of using IRT models is that standards and benchmarks associated 

with each item can be linked to students’ scores. This is possible by IRT model to 

place estimated probability of success on an item of a student and the item’s difficulty 

on a single scale. Items, after estimation of item’s difficulties, can be located on 

proficiency scale and standards/benchmarks for each item can be clearly described 

along the scale. This scale helps in transforming students’ score into proficiencies 

descriptions in terms of skills that they have. This procedure provides students ability 

in terms of item’s difficulty level and qualitative descriptions of proficiencies for 

students. Therefore present proficiency test may be used for numerically and 

qualitatively to describe students’ proficiencies. Qualitative and quantitative 

descriptions may help in defining cut scores for a specific purpose. Descriptions of 

proficiencies depend on numbers of items in the test and their spread over the 

proficiency scale. Item map explores a balance bell shaped spread of items over the 

ability range ±3. Therefore this math proficiency test may discriminate students 

having specific descriptions in to different categories like basic, proficient, and 

advance level of proficiencies.  
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5.5 Validity and Reliability 
  

The interpretation of dimensions is not confirmed until similar results are obtained by 

a math proficiency test parallel to this math proficiency test from different sample of 

students. So the validity information about interpretation of dimensions is poor. For 

external validity issues, results of this study should be comparable with other 

assessment of students’ or teachers. Different samples of students and different items 

should be used to check whether correlations estimates can be reproduced or not but 

time constraint did not allow in this study.  

For internal validity issues, different observations were carried out for the 

validation of results. Items’ association with specific proficiency first stated by items 

developers then validated by data empirically. Items’ fit statistics checks provided 

some validation of the extent to which math proficiency test measured the same  latent 

trait. The results of final test are compared with piloting data. Almost similar fit 

statistics results were obtained. The fit statistics results of common ten items of 

piloting test booklets were same when included in final test. In piloting these ten 

common items were within ability range ±1 while in final test they were within ability 

range ±2. Discrimination powers of items in piloting and final data were almost same. 

This shows to some extent latent trait or construct validity. In terms of items format 

the results are consistent with researches as discussed in literature review.  

Alignment of items with curriculum and math proficiency framework also 

support content validity and association of items to their respective proficiency strand 

as judged by experts and by final data provide some empirical evidence of reliability. 

Different reliability estimations also support to reliability and validity of test items.  
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The validity of test items may study in the sense of integrated validity concept of 

(Mesick, 1989) who argued that construct validity covered most other types of 

validity. Summary of validities are shown below. 

 

Table  23. Summary of Validity 

  

Standards for Construct Validity   Achieved in This Study 
_____________________________________________________________________ 

Content, relevancy    sufficient evidence (alignment) 
Theoretical bases     literature review 

Structural (internal consistency)  ample evidence (Reliability coefficients) 
External (comparison with other measure) not collected 
Generalizability (across strata)  some evidence 

Consequential     not collected 
_____________________________________________________________________ 

 
Table 23 shows that all the evidence of validity has not provided by the study, it 

provides some degree of confidence that the same results would be reproducible if 

this study replicated or similar studies were carried out.  

 

5.6 Methodology Issues 
 

Parallel analysis was run using SPSS to check how many factors can be extracted 

from the data. Parallel analysis suggested that six factors can be extracted. For 

confirmatory analysis Principal Factor Analysis was run which loaded items in to 16 

factors and explored that there are three factors having variance more than 5% with 

one factor having nearly 17% variance. The total cumulative variance of these three 

factors was nearly 25% but these three main factors supported the presence of three 

proficiency strands. Scree plot suggested four main factors in the data. Some items 

were loaded on more than one factor. Even parallel analysis and confirmatory analysis 

suggested the presence of three proficiency strands but dimensionality issues were not 

dealt adequately because of association of some items with more than one proficiency 
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strand. For example, in some items procedural knowledge followed by conceptual 

understanding and in few items vice versa. Items related to problem-solving need both 

or at least one of procedural and conceptual understanding first. Computation process 

is involved in all three strands of math proficiency but degree of computation is 

closely dependent on the success of mathematical power in deferent steps in problem-

shoving and procedures. In problem-solving, if conceptual part is much more difficult 

than computation then formulation of problem is problematic and computation may 

base on incorrect formulation. 

There was lack of comprehensive monitoring system during test conduction 

due to limitation of this study. Only 10% (15) schools were monitor.  

Interpretation of students’ levels of math proficiency as basics, proficient, and 

advance in terms of their mean scaled scores ≤400, 401- 650, and ≥651 respectively 

are identified by expert opinion. These cut scores are not psychometrically much 

sound even they are correspond to ability scores.  In the absence of open ended or 

extended response items in the math proficiency test, it was limitation to use Partial 

Credit Model of IRT for setting students’ proficiency levels. This study did not focus 

and document the technicalities of the process of setting students’ proficiency levels 

because according to Educational Testing Service ETS (2008) ideally, the standard-

setting process elicits educational policy and not only reflect a state’s policy but also 

are well-supported psychometrically.  

 

5.7 Strata Comparison 
 
Students across four strata—female, male, urban, and rural were compared at             

α = 0.05.  The summary of comparison is shown in table 24. 
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Table 24.  Strata Comparison 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Students      Analysis 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Female vs Male There is no significant difference of math 
proficiency among male and female students of 
9th grade. The math proficiency of male students 

is slightly better than female students.  
      

Urban vs Rural There is significant difference of math 
proficiency between rural and urban students of 
9th grade. The math proficiency of urban 

students is better than rural students.  
 

 
Rural female vs Rural male There is no significant difference of math 

proficiency between rural female and rural male 

students of 9th grade. The math proficiency of 
male students is slightly better than female 

students. 
 
 

Urban female vs Urban male  There is no significant difference of math 
proficiency between urban female and urban 

male students of 9th grade. The math proficiency 
of female students is slightly better than male 
students. 

 
 

Urban female vs Rural male  There is no significant difference of math 
proficiency between urban female and rural 
male students of 9th grade. The math proficiency 

of urban female students is slightly better than 
rural male students. 

 
 
Rural female vs Urban male There is no significant difference of math 

proficiency between rural female and urban 
male students of 9th grade. The math proficiency 

of urban male students is slightly better than 
rural female students. 

 

 
Rural female vs Urban female There is significant difference of math 

proficiency between rural female and urban 
female students of 9th grade. The math 
proficiency of urban female students is better 

than rural female students. 
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Rural male vs Urban male There is no significant difference of math 
proficiency between rural male and urban male 

students of 9th grade. 
_____________________________________________________________________ 

 
Table No.24 shows that except rural and urban students there is no significant 

difference in math proficiency of students. It is generally accepted that female 

students show weak performance in math as compared to male students. Sometimes it 

is felt that both gender groups are equal in math achievement. This research noticed 

and supported that there is no significance difference in math proficiency between 

male and female students of 9th class but overall the math proficiency of male students 

is slightly better than female students.  

 

5.8 Proficiency Score Comparison 
 
Different estimations-WLE, EAP, and MLE have advantages and disadvantages over 

each other. For this study the average of these estimations was used as proficiency 

score for each student.  

 

5.8.1 Comparison of Means 
 
The comparisons of mean scores of different strata are given as: 
 

 

Table 25. Comparison of Mean Score 

____________________________________________________  
Students     Mean Score 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 Female     503.01 
 Male     504.57 

 Rural     499.83 
 Urban     507.41 
 Rural Female    497 

Urban Female    509.36 
Rural Male    502.54 

Urban Male    506 
______________________________________________________________ 
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Table 24 explores that mean math proficiency score (509.36) of urban female students 

and mean math proficiency score (497) of rural female students is highest and lowest 

respectively among all students. Therefore performance of urban female students is 

much better than rural female students. Similarly mean math proficiency score (506) 

of urban male students and mean math proficiency score (502.54) of rural male 

students shows that the performance of urban male students’ is better than the 

performance of rural male students. Overall, on math proficiency scale, performance 

of female students is slightly poor than male students even the math proficiency score 

(509.36) of urban female students is much better than all other students. One of the 

reasons of this turn down is shoddier performance of rural female students among all 

other students. Overall urban students show much better performance on math 

proficiency scale than rural students. There are many reasons contributing towards 

better performance of urban students than rural students. Parents’ involvement in 

students’ education, their consciousness for students’ future and ultramodern needs, 

availability of competent math teachers in urban school, and extra coaching outside 

school (tuition) may be the apparent reasons. 

 

5.8.2 Comparison of Proficiency Levels 
 

Three cut scores namely basic, proficient, and advance were used to categorize the 

students on the bases of their performance in the math proficiency test. These cut 

scores were based on expert opinion. The frequency of each group and their 

comparisons is given in table 26.  
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Table 26. Comparison of Proficiency Levels 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 
Level of Proficiency   Gender    Location           Total 

   _________________          _____________________    
   Female  Male   Rural  Urban 
_____________________________________________________________________ 

 
Basic   119  100  117  102  219 

 
Proficient  1059  1167  1049  1175           2224 
 

Advance  84  90  74  100  174 
_____________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

Table No.26 suggested a balance distribution of math proficiency among students. 

Since approximately 85% students were proficient in math therefore it may be 

concluded that majority of the students of 9th grade have sufficient proficiency in 

conceptual understanding, procedural knowledge, and problem-solving. It also 

supported that there is no significant difference of math proficiency between students 

of secondary classes. These results may suggest that national curriculum of math for 

9th grade is according to the needs of students. It may, also, suggest that instruction 

for math at secondary level is effective. Overall the distribution of math proficiency 

scores distribution is suggested normal.  

 

5.9 Conclusion 
 
Apparently all questions are addressed. Content and performance standards of 

mathematics are developed. Valid and reliable math proficiency test aligned with 

content and performance standards of mathematics for 9th grade and adapted 

mathematics framework may be claimed. This math proficiency test covers all content 

area and proposed math proficiencies. Factor analysis and dimensionality analysis 

suggested that items are associated with three main categories. Therefore items are 
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associated with all three proficiency strands. Items associative with each strand of 

proficiency show high reliability indices. Due to various constraints, practical 

geometry and open response items are not included in the study.  Inclusion of 

practical geometry would be helpful in measuring students’ proficiency related to 

construction of geometrical shapes. Open response items would be helpful in studying 

students’ thinking patterns and misconceptions. Overall this test shows high reliability 

coefficient ≥0.90 and discrimination 0.45. This suggests internal reliability. Webb’s 

alignment model ensures reliability and structural and constructional validity of the 

test. Fit statistics (0.8 ≤ fit statistics ≤ 1.3) also validated its structural and 

constructional validity. It, adequately, distinguishes the students having basic, 

proficient, and advance level in math. This test has achieved its objectives. Therefore 

math proficiency test may use for assessing students’ math proficiency for various 

purposes.  

 

5.10 Recommendations/Suggestions  

 
The following recommendations are presented on the bas is of results, and 

conclusions: - 

 Teachers can use this test as summative assessment or its parts as formative 

assessment during the teaching learning process of Mathematics course.  

 This proficiency test is recommended as a part of entry test for engineering 

classes.  

 This test is recommended as a part of general Graduate Record Examination 

(GRE) and National Aptitude Test (NAT) conducted by NTS Pakistan.  
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 Punjab School Education Department and the secondary school examination 

boards can use this proficiency test to assess the overall proficiency levels of 

grade 9 students and their learning difficulties.  

 Punjab School Education Department and the secondary school examination 

boards can use this proficiency test to set the standards of mathematics for 9 th 

grade students. 

 To understand 9th grade students’ mathematics proficiency, this test is 

recommended for examining bodies.  

 This test can be used for recruitment of math teacher at secondary level. and 

their training.  

 Methodology of development of Math proficiency test is recommended for 

development of proficiency tests for other subjects.  

 This test is recommended to check the trends of students’ math proficiencies 

over a certain period. 

 

5.11 Future Studies    
 
This study is a grain size contribution in mathematics at a particular level of school 

grade. Most important contribution is the test construction under item response theory 

model. This was an attempt of linking curriculum demands, framework, and 

assessment for measuring students’ math proficiency in valid and reliable way. Future 

studies are directed to explore the how many items at least must be included into each 

category for full description of student to at basic level, proficient level, or at advance 

level. This study may be repeated by further break downing benchmarks. This study 

may be repeated by including students of private schools studying different or same 

type of math curriculum. One should examine in what way richness of descriptions at 
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a certain level of ability can be reduces to specific description of proficiency. One 

should convert this math proficiency test in to computerized adaptive testing. One 

should take into account classroom instruction for replication of this study.  One may 

investigate background effects effecting math proficiencies. One replicate this study 

by including other item formats along with multiple choice and short constructed item 

formats. Proficiency tests for 5th, 8th, and 10th grade may be developed and specific 

sample of students may be tested at 5th, 8th, and 10th grade. Then results may compare 

for improvement in curriculum and teacher trainings.  
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APPENDIX B 

 
Sample Design Table 

 
Table: Sample design tables for roh=0.1, 0.2, 0.3 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

                         95% Confidence Limits for Means/Percentage 
Cluster size       _____________________________________________________________________ 

                              ± 0.05s / ± 2.5 %     ± 0.10s / ± 5.0 %      ± 0.15s / ± 7.5 %     ± 0.20s / ± 10.0 %  

  ______________     ______________    ______________    _______________ 

      b        a      n          a          n             a  n              a n 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

roh = 0.1 

________ 

 

1 (SRS) 1600 1600 400 400 178 178 100 100 

2 880 1760 220 440 96 196 55 100 

5 448 2240 112 560 50 250 28 140 

10 304 3040 76 760 34 340 19 190 

15 256 3840 64 960 29 435 16 240 

20 232 4640 58 1160 26 520 15 300 

30 208 6240 52 1560 24 720 13 390 

40 196 7840 49 1660 22 880 13 520 

50 189 9450 43 2400 21 1050 12 600 

 

roh = 0.2 

________ 

 

1 (SRS) 1600 1600 400 400 178 178 100 100 

2 960 1920 240 480 167 214 60 120 

5 576 2880 144 720 65 325 36 180 

10 448 4480 112 1120 50 500 28 280 

15 406 6090 102 1530 46 690 26 390 

20 384 7680 96 1920 43 860 24 480 

30 363 10890 91 2730 41 1230 23 690 

40 352 14080 88 3520 40 1600 22 880 

50 346 17300 87 4350 39 1950 22 1100 

 

roh = 0.3 

________ 

  

1 (SRS) 1600 1600 400 400 178 178 100 100 
2 1040 2080 260 520 116 232 65 130 

5 704 3520 176 880 79 395 44 220 

10 592 5920 148 1480 66 560 37 370 

15 555 8325 139 2085 62 930 35 535 

20 536 10720 134 2680 60 1200 34 680 

30 518 15540 130 3900 58 1740 33 990 

40 508 20320 127 5080 57 2280 32 1280 

50 503 25150 126 6300 56 2800 32 1600 

  
Source: Ross, K. N. (1994). Sample Design Tables. Paris: IIEP 
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                                                                                                 APPENDIX C 

Document A 

Mathematics IX: Standards, Benchmarks, and Indicators  
(Proposed and mainly derived from Pakistan’s National Curriculum of Mathematics IX-X)  

 

Philosophy of Mathematics 

 
The philosophy of mathematics programme in classes IX and X is reflected in vision 

of Mathematics IX-X which is to provide the students with the information and skills 
necessary for advanced work in Mathematics and the sciences, and the information 
and skills necessary to become sensible and responsible individuals in a highly 

technological society of the 21st century.  

 
The philosophy of learning mathematics can be briefly described be low. 

 
There is a mathematician within each of us. 

 

 This mathematician can be accessed 

 Students should experience mathematics in a way that is both understandable 
and challenging 

 All students should learn to recognize, respect, and nurture the mathematician 
within them 

 

Learning mathematics is a social activity.  

 The process of examining and discussing our thoughts can reveal 

contradictions, insights, inconsistencies, and connections that might otherwise 
go unnoticed 

 We learn when we question, explain, and listen to ideas 

 Math discussions can be fascinating and instructive and reveal the variety of 

ways in which a mathematical situation can be approached and broaden the 
understanding of those engaged in discussion 

 

Learning mathematics is an ongoing process of knowledge construction. 

 We construct new understanding each time we consider an idea from a 

different point of view 

 The importance of continually looking for new perspectives is emphasized 

along with “mastery” of any one idea and memorization of procedures 
 

Learning Mathematics stimulates new learning.  

 Concrete experiences, social interactions, and reflection provide the student 

with perspectives that may contradict their present points of view 

 Learning occurs as a result of the students’ efforts to reformulate their 
conceptions 

 It is important that students view their struggles with problems as evidence 
that learning is “in progress” 
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Mathematics is a fascinating world of its own 

 The world of mathematics provides a rich and engaging context for 

developing an understanding of what it means to think mathematically – to 
grapple with difficult problems, to question and challenge ideas, and to 

conjecture and generalize about relationships 

 As students explore the world of mathematics, they build confidence in 

themselves and develop a sense of the power and beauty of mathematics  
 

Goals of Mathematics  
 

1. The student understands and applies the concepts and procedures of 

mathematics.  

2. The student uses mathematics to define and solve problems.  

3. The student uses mathematical reasoning. 
4. The student communicates knowledge and understanding in both everyday 

and mathematical language 

5. The student understands how mathematical ideas connect to other subject 
areas and real- life situations 

 

 

Vision of Mathematics IX-X 

 
1. To enable students to acquire understating of concepts of Mathematics and to 

apply them to the problems of the world they live in.  

2. To provide the students with sound basis for specialization in Mathematics at 
higher stages or to apply it in scientific and technical fields. 

3. To enable the students to reason consistently, to draw correct conclusions for 

given hypotheses; and to inculcate in them a habit of examining any situation 
critically and analytically. 

4. To enable the students to communicate their thoughts through symbolic 
expressions and graphs. 

5. To develop sense of distinction between relevant and irrelevant data.  

6. To give the students basic understanding and awareness of the power of 
Mathematics in generalization and abstraction.  

7. To foster in students the spirit of exploration and discovery. 
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Standards 

Content Standards 

 
Every student should understand and use all concepts and skills from the previous 
grade levels.  These standards are designed so that new learning builds on preceding 
skills and are needed to learn new skills.   

 

Standard No.1: Sets and Numbers 
Students understand and use basic concepts of sets, number and number systems, 
meanings of operations and how they relate one another  
 

Standard No.2: Algebra 
Students understand and use basic algebric concepts and fundamental operations on 

algebric expressions, analyze relationships among variables 
 

Standard No.3: Matrices and Logarithm 

Students understand and use basic concepts of matrices and logarithm in solving 
problems 

 

Standard No.4: Geometry and Measurement 
Students understand and use basic concepts of geometry and theorems of geometry, 
analyze the properties of two-dimensional shape (triangles), in mathematical problems 
 

 

Performance Standards 
 

Conceptual Understanding  
 

Conceptual understanding requires a student to have knowledge or literal 

understanding (where a student understands the words/symbols but not necessarily the 
ideas behind the words) and also understanding where the ideas behind the 

symbols/words are understood. For example, the concept of number involves more 
than recognizing the numbers and reproducing calculations according to certain 
procedures. There is a need to be able to express the idea behind the numbers.  

 
Conceptual understanding, therefore, reflects a student’s ability to reason in settings 

involving the careful application of concept definitions, relations, or representations 

of either. Students demonstrate conceptual understanding when they produce 
examples or common or unique representations, or when they manipulate central 

ideas about a concept in various ways 
 

All aspects of skills include conceptual understanding. Without conceptual knowledge 
it is difficult for students to use procedural knowledge and to solve problems.  
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Procedural Knowledge 
 

Procedural knowledge requires students to demonstrate that they can select and 

use/apply mathematical processes in different situations correctly. Students should 
also be able to confirm/verify or justify the correctness of a procedure using concrete 

models or symbolic methods; or extend or modify procedures to deal with factors 
generally found in problem settings.  

 

 
Problem Solving 
 

In problem solving, students are required to use their accumulated knowledge of 
mathematics (conceptual understanding, procedural knowledge, and mathematical 
power such as reasoning and understanding connections) in new situations. Problem 

solving requires students to recognize and formulate problems; determine whether 
there is sufficient data; determine whether there is consistency of data; use strategies, 

data, models, and relevant mathematics; and, generate, extend, and modify procedures  

 

Mathematical Power 

 
Mathematical Reasoning 
 
While concrete materials are appropriate for use at all levels to support logical 

arguments, their use in the early grades and any new situation is critical.  
Students should become increasingly capable of more formal reasoning and 

abstraction. 

 
Mathematical Communication 
 
Clarity of thinking and depth of understanding is promoted by representing, 

describing, and explaining mathematical investigations and the associated concepts 
and processes. Interaction among students also helps them construct knowledge and 

learn multiple ways to think about mathematical ideas.  

 
Mathematical Connections 
 
The power of mathematics is enhanced by the integration of mathematical content in 

contrast to the traditional practice of viewing mathematics as a collection of unrelated 
parts. Applications across the disciplines and in real world contexts provide a reason 
for the study of mathematics. The components: Relates Within Mathematics, Relates 

among Disciplines. 
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Benchmarks and Indicators 

 
Sets and Numbers 

 
Benchmarks: Notation of Sets, Operations on Sets, their properties, Venn-

diagram, Cartesian Product, Binary Relations, Functions, Cartesian Plane, Irrational 
Numbers, Properties of real numbers, and Surds  

 
Indicators: 
Understand the Concept of set; Notations for sets; operations on set; associative and 
distributive property of union and intersection of sets; sub-sets and power set. 
 

Understand the concept of ordered pairs, Cartesian product of sets, Cartesian plane, 
graphical representation of Cartesian product of sets 

 
Understand the concept of binary relation and function, types of functions  
Classify real numbers as members of one or more subsets: natural, whole, integers, 

rational, or irrational numbers. 
 

Identify properties of the real number system:  commutative, associative, distributive, 
identity, inverse, and closure.   
 

Distinguish between finite and infinite sets of numbers.  
Understand the concept of radicals, square and qth roots, surds, basic operation on 

surds. 
 
Understand the concept base, exponent, power of real number, and their application in 

simplification of expressions involving product and division of the powers of real 
numbers. 

 

Algebra 
 

Benchmarks: Division, Formulas, Factorization, H.C.F., L.C.M., Simplification of 

algebric expressions 

 
Indicators: 
Understand the Concepts and identify variable and constant, algebraic expression, 
fundamental operations on algebraic expressions, Simplification of algebraic 

expressions 
 
Use of Division by Binomials; Remainder Theorem and Its Application 

 
Establish and apply following formulas. 

(a+b)2 = (a–b)2 ± 4ab; (a+b+c)2 = a2+b2+c2 + 2ab +2bc +2ca; 
(a±b)3 = a3 ± 3a2b + 3ab2 ± b3= a3±b3±3ab (a±b), (a±b). (a2+ab+b2) = a3±b3; 
(a+b+c)(a2+b2+c2-ab-bc-ca) = a3+b3+c3 – 3abc 
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Find H.C.F, L.C.M, Simplification and square roots.  
 

Factories following types of expressions; 
ka+kb+kc, a2±2ab+b2, a2-b2, x2+px+q, expressions reducible to a2-b2 form; 

ax2+bx+c2, a3±b3; a3+b3+c3-3abc; expressions of cyclic order such as a2(b-c) + 
b2(c-a) + c2(a-b) 
 

Factories by using remainder theorem, find H.C.F and L.C.M of polynomials by 
factorization and division. 

 

 
Matrices and Logarithm 

 
Benchmarks: Scientific Notation, Common Logarithms, Laws of logarithms Kinds 

of Matrices Addition, Subtraction and, Multiplication of Matrices, Multiplicative 
Inverse of a Matrix. Solution of two Simultaneous Linear Equations using Matrices 

 
Indicators: 
Understand the Concept of a matrix order up to 2 x 2 with entries as real numbers, its 
rows and columns; 
Distinguish types of matrices, addition, subtraction and multiplication of matrices. 

 
Verify of the fact that, in general, multiplication of two matrices is not commutative.  

 
Compute Determinant of a 2 x 2 matrix, singular and non-singular matrices, 
multiplicative identity; existence of the multiplicative inverse of a matrix; finding the 

multiplicative inverse of a non-singular matrix. 
 

Write linear equations in the form of matrices; check the existence of the solution of 
two simultaneous equations using matrices; solve two linear simultaneous equations 
and related word problems using matrices and Cramer’s rule.  
 

Write numbers in the standard form in the Scientific notation and vice versa.  
 
Concept and importance of logarithms; conversion of equations from exponential 

form to the logarithmic form and vice versa (ax=y or loga y=x, a>o, y≠ o) 
 

Understand the Concepts of common logarithms, characteristic and mantissa of log of 
a number; use of the tables in finding the log of a number; concept of antilog and use 
of tables in finding the antilog of a number.  

 
Prove the following laws of logarithms: 

loga mn= loga m+log a n, loga m/n=loga m-loga n. 
loga mn=n loga, loga m=loga m. loga b;  
Application of the above mentioned laws of logarithms in computation.  
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Geometry and Measurement 
 

Benchmarks: Definitions, Postulates, Deductive Reasoning, Theorems of 

Geometry, and Types of Proofs 

 

Indicators: 
Identify Point, line segment, ray, line, Plane, half plane, collinear and non-collinear 
points, angle and its measure, kinds of angels, parallel and intersecting lines, 
perpendicular lines, congruence and one-to-one correspondence. Triangle, its kinds 

and its elements; similar triangles, quadrilateral, its kinds and its elements; circle and 
its elements. 

 
Define vertical angles; adjacent angles; alternate angles and corresponding angles; 
exterior and interior angles of a triangle, Postulates and their importance in reasoning, 

Informal introduction of the following postulates; 
• One and only one line passes through two points.  

• Countless lines can pass through a point.  
• Two lines can intersect at only one pint. 
• Through a point outside a line, one and only one line can be drawn parallel to a 

given line. 
• Two interacting lines cannot be parallel to the same straight line (Play fair’s axiom). 

• A line segment can be bisected at one and only one point.  
• At a point on or from a point outside a line, one and only one perpendicular can be 
drawn to the line. 

• One and only one bisector of an angle can be drawn.  
• If one arm of an angle is along the edge of a half plane, one and only one ray can be 

drawn in the half plane making an angle of a given measure (angle construction 
postulate). 
• The sum of the measures of two adjacent angles is equal to the measure of the angle 

formed by their non-common arms (Angles addition postulate).  
• In any correspondence of two triangles, if two sides and their included angle of one 

triangle are congruent to the corresponding two sides and the included angle of the 
other, the two triangles are congruent. (SAS ≈ SAS Postulate) 
 

Understand the concept of deductive reasoning. 
 

Understand the concept of a geometrical theorem; parts of a theorem (Enunciation, 
figure, given, required to prove, construction and the proof consisting of a sequence of 
statements supported by valid reasons); concept of the converse of a theorem. 

 
Understand the concepts of analytic and synthetic proofs; importance of analysis in 

proving a theorem/ Exercise or drawing a figure; Reduction and absurdum method. 
 
Apply the following theorems (including their corollaries) and riders on them are to 

be proved deductively. 
• If two lines intersect each other, the vertically opposite angles (vertical angles f each 

pair so formed are congruent.  
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• If a transversal intersects two co-planar lines making two congruent alternate angels, 
then the lines are parallel and the converse.  

• The sum of the measures of the angles of a triangle is equal to 180 degree.  
• If a side of a triangle is extended, the exterior angle so formed is, in measure, greater 

than either of the two interior opposite angles.  
• If two sides of a triangle are congruent, the angles opposite to them are also 
congruent and its converse. 

• In any correspondence of two triangles, if one side and any two angles of one 
triangle are congruent to the corresponding side and angles of the other, the two 

triangles are congruent. 
• In a correspondence of two triangles, if three sides of one triangle are congruent to 
the corresponding three sides of the other, the two triangles are congruent. 

• In a correspondence of two right angles triangles, if their hypotenuses are congruent 
and one more side of one triangle is congruent to the corresponding side of the other, 

the two triangles are congruent.  
• In a parallelogram.  
• The opposite sides are congruent, 

• The opposite angles are congruent, and. 
• The diagonals bisect each other.  

• If two opposite sides of a quadrilateral are congruent and parallel, it is a 
parallelogram. 
• The line segment, joining the midpoints of two sides of a triangle, is parallel to the 

third side and half as long. 
• The medians of a triangle are concurrent; and their point of concurrency is the point 

of trisection of each median. 
• If three or more parallel lines make congruent intercepts on a transversal, they also 
intercept congruent segments on any other line that cuts them.  

• Any point on the right bisector of a line segment is equidistant from its end points 
and its converse. 

• The right bisectors of the sides of a triangle are concurrent.  
• Any point on the bisector of an angle is equidistant from its arms; and its converse 
(here distance is taken to be the perpendicular distance).  

• The bisectors of the angles of a triangle are concurrent.  
 

Understand the standard units of measurements for both direct and indirect 
measurements 

 

Select and use units that will provide an appropriate degree of precision  
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                                                                                                APPENDIX D 

Document B 

Mathematics IX: Standards, Benchmarks, and Indicators  
(Proposed and mainly derived from Pakistan’s National Curriculum of Mathematics IX-X)  

 

Philosophy of Mathematics 

 
The philosophy of mathematics programme in classes IX and X is reflected in vision 

of Mathematics IX-X which is to provide the students with the information and skills 
necessary for advanced work in Mathematics and the sciences, and the information 
and skills necessary to become sensible and responsible individuals in a highly 

technological society of the 21st century.  

 

Vision of Mathematics IX-X 

 
8. To enable students to acquire understating of concepts of Mathematics and to 

apply them to the problems of the world they live in.  

9. To provide the students with sound basis for specialization in Mathematics at 
higher stages or to apply it in scientific and technical fields. 

10. To enable the students to reason consistently, to draw correct conclusions for 

given hypotheses; and to inculcate in them a habit of examining any situation 
critically and analytically. 

11. To enable the students to communicate their thoughts through symbolic 
expressions and graphs. 

12. To develop sense of distinction between relevant and irrelevant data.  

13. To give the students basic understanding and awareness of the power of 
Mathematics in generalization and abstraction.  

14. To foster in students the spirit of exploration and discovery.  

 

Standards 
 

Content Standards 

 
Every student should understand and use all concepts and skills from the previous 

grade levels.  These standards are designed so that new learning builds on preceding 
skills and are needed to learn new skills.   

 

Standard No.1: Sets and Numbers 
Students understand and use basic concepts of sets, number and number systems, 
meanings of operations and how they relate one another  
 

Standard No.2: Algebra 
Students understand and use basic algebric concepts and fundamental operations on 

algebric expressions, analyze relationships among variables 
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Standard No.3: Matrices and Logarithm 

Students understand and use basic concepts of matrices and logarithm in solving 

problems 

Standard No.4: Geometry and Measurement 
Students understand and use basic concepts of geometry and theorems of geometry, 
analyze the properties of two-dimensional shape (triangles), in mathematical problems 

 

Performance Standards 
 

Conceptual Understanding  
 

Conceptual understanding requires a student to have knowledge or literal 

understanding (where a student understands the words/symbols but not necessarily the 
ideas behind the words) and also understanding where the ideas behind the 
symbols/words are understood. For example, the concept of number involves more 

than recognizing the numbers and reproducing calculations according to certain 
procedures. There is a need to be able to express the idea behind the numbers.  

 
Conceptual understanding, therefore, reflects a student’s ability to reason in settings 
involving the careful application of concept definitions, relations, or representations 

of either. Students demonstrate conceptual understanding when they produce 
examples or common or unique representations, or when they manipulate central 

ideas about a concept in various ways 
All aspects of skills include conceptual understanding. Without conceptual knowledge 
it is difficult for students to use procedural knowledge and to solve problems.  

 
Procedural Knowledge 
 

Procedural knowledge requires students to demonstrate that they can select and 
use/apply mathematical processes in different situations correctly. Students should 
also be able to confirm/verify or justify the correctness of a procedure using concrete 

models or symbolic methods; or extend or modify procedures to deal with factors 
generally found in problem settings.  

 
Problem Solving 
 

In problem solving, students are required to use their accumulated knowledge of 

mathematics (conceptual understanding, procedural knowledge, and mathematical 
power such as reasoning and understanding connections) in new situations. Problem 

solving requires students to recognize and formulate problems; determine whether 
there is sufficient data; determine whether there is consistency of data ; use strategies, 
data, models, and relevant mathematics; and, generate, extend, and modify procedures  

 
A problem involves a new and unfamiliar situation in which a solver must find a way 

to attain a desired end when the way is not obvious or the end immediately attainable. 
The context of problem situations evolves from everyday school, home and 
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community experiences in the early grades to increasingly complex real world and 
mathematical ideas that take advantage or the expanding capabilities of older students. 

 

Mathematical Power 

 
Mathematical Reasoning 
 
While concrete materials are appropriate for use at all levels to support logical 

arguments, their use in the early grades and any new situation is critical.  
Students should become increasingly capable of more formal reasoning and 
abstraction. 

 
Mathematical Communication 
 
Clarity of thinking and depth of understanding is promoted by representing, 

describing, and explaining mathematical investigations and the associated concepts 
and processes. Interaction among students also helps them construct knowledge and 
learn multiple ways to think about mathematical ideas.  

 
Mathematical Connections 
 
The power of mathematics is enhanced by the integration of mathematical content in 
contrast to the traditional practice of viewing mathematics as a collection of unrelated 

parts. Applications across the disciplines and in real world contexts provide a reason 
for the study of mathematics. The components: Relates Within Mathematics, Relates 

among Disciplines. 
 
 

Benchmarks and Indicators 

 
Sets and Numbers 
 

Benchmarks: Notation of Sets, Operations on Sets, their properties, Venn-

diagram, Cartesian Product, Binary Relations, Functions, Cartesian Plane, Irrational 
Numbers, Properties of real numbers, and Surds  

 
Indicators:  The students are expected to be able to 

1. Write a set in the set builder notation; 
2. Verify the following properties of operations on sets.  

i) Closure property of union and intersection; 

ii) Commutative and associative properties of union and intersection, 
distributive property of union over intersection and vice versa; 

iii)  De Morgan’s Laws; 
3. Verify the properties mentioned in (2) using the venue diagrams; 
4. Define and write ordered pairs, Cartesian product, binary relation and function 

and its kinds (into onto, (1-1) into and (1-1) onto). 
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5. Read and plot the points in the Cartesian plane and know the fact that there is 
a one-to-one correspondence between the points on the plane and the ordered 

pairs represented by RxR; 
6. Know and write the properties of real numbers; 

7. Have the concept of a surd and find the conjugate of a surd; 
8. Evaluate the expressions of the types x2 ± I/x2, x4 + I/x4, when x is a surd by 

rationalization. 

 
Algebra 

 
Benchmarks: Division, Formulas, Factorization, H.C.F., L.C.M., Simplification of 

algebric expressions 
 

Indicators: The students are expected to be able to 

1. Solve harder cases of division of algebraic expressions; 

2. Establish and apply the following formulas; 
i) (a+b+c)2 = a2 + b2 + c2 + 2ab +2bc + 2ca,  

ii) (a ± b)3 = a3 ± b3 ± 3ab (a ± b) 
iii)  (a ± b) (a2 ± ab + b2) = a3 ± b3 
iv) (a + b + c) (a2 + b2 + c2 –ab – bc – ca) = a3 + b3 + c3 – 3abc. 

3. Factorise the following types of expressions; 
i) Expressions reducible to a2 – b2 form ax2 + bx + c, a3 ± b3, a3 + 

b3 + c3 – 3abc, 
ii) Expressions in cyclic order and. 
iii)  Expressions requiring the application of factor theorem. 

4. Find the H.C.F and L.C.M of algebraic expressions by factorization and by 
division; 

5. Simplify the algebraic expressions; 
6. Find the square roots of algebraic expressions by factorization and by division;  

 

Matrices and Logarithm 
 

Benchmarks: Scientific Notation, Common Logarithms, Laws of logarithms Kinds 

of Matrices Addition, Subtraction and, Multiplication of Matrices, Multiplicative 

Inverse of a Matrix. Solution of two Simultaneous Linear Equations using Matrices 
 

Indicators: The students are expected to be able to 

1. Know the laws of exponents of real numbers and apply them in the 

simplification of the expressions containing them; 
2. Write numbers in scientific notation; 
3. Have the concepts of log and antilog, write the characteristic ad mantissa of 

logarithms of a number and find its antilog. 
4. Prove the laws of logarithms and apply them in computation of simple and 

harder problems. 
5. Learn the concepts of a matrix its row, columns, order and types of matrices. 
6. Add, subtract and multiply matrices, know that the multiplication of matrices 

is associative but not commutative in general.  
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7. Know the additive and multiplicative identities of matrices  
8. Distinguish between singular and non-singular matrices. 

9. Find the additive inverse and the multiplicative inverse of a matrix (if exists).  
10. Solve two linear equations using matrices and applying Cramer’s rule;  

 

 
Geometry and Measurement 

 
Benchmarks: Definitions, Postulates, Deductive Reasoning, Theorems of 

Geometry, and Types of Proofs 
 

Indicators: The students are expected to be able to 

1. Know the postulates which are used in the study of demonstrative geometry;  

2. Have the concept of a geometrical theorem and its proof; 
3. Use deductive reasoning in proving geometrical theorems effectively.  
4. Know and apply analytic, synthetic and reduction add absurdum methods of 

proving geometrical results (theorems, corollaries and riders).  
5. Prove the theorems and apply them in proving their riders; 

6. Select and use units that will provide an appropriate degree of precision  
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            APPENDIX E 

FINAL DOCUMENT OF MATH PROFICIENCIES, 
BENCHMARKS, AND INDICATORS 

 
(Development of Mathematics Standards and Benchmarks) 

 

Philosophy of Mathematics 

 
The philosophy of mathematics programme in classes IX and X is reflected in vision 
of Mathematics IX-X which is to provide the students with the information and skills 

necessary for advanced work in Mathematics and the sciences, and the information 
and skills necessary to become sensible and responsible individuals in a highly 

technological society of the 21st century.  

 

Vision of Mathematics IX-X 

 
15. To enable students to acquire understating of concepts of Mathematics and to 

apply them to the problems of the world they live in.  
16. To provide the students with sound basis for specialization in Mathematics at 

higher stages or to apply it in scientific and technical fields.  
17. To enable the students to reason consistently, to draw correct conclusions for 

given hypotheses; and to inculcate in them a habit of examining any situation 
critically and analytically. 

18. To enable the students to communicate their thoughts through symbolic 

expressions and graphs. 
19. To develop sense of distinction between relevant and irrelevant data.  

20. To give the students basic understanding and awareness of the power o f 
Mathematics in generalization and abstraction.  

21. To foster in students the spirit of exploration and discovery.  

 
Development of Mathematics Standards and Benchmarks 
 
National Curriculum of Mathematics (2000) did not contain math standards.  The 

researcher reviewed the various documents of math standards from various countries.  
Two standards developing committees comprise of three math subject specialists each 
also reviewed these documents and national math curriculum.  Each committee 

drafted initial standards document (Appendix C & D) in six months.  These initial 
drafts presented to stakeholders in a three-day seminar held at Division of Education,  

University of Education,  Lahore,  Pakistan in December 2006.  Math teachers,  math 
teacher trainers,  parents,  students,  experts of curriculum development are especially 
invited in the seminar.  The standards developing committees jointly modified the 

standards and benchmarks keeping the recommendations of seminar in mind 
(Appendix E).  Meanwhile ministry of education,  Govt.  of Pakistan designed 

National math curriculum 2006.  This document stated the standards and bench marks 
of mathematics for all levels of schooling.  A review team consisting of two math 
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specialist and a curriculum expert helped the standards developing committee in 
comparing these two documents.   At last standards developing committee drafted 

final standards and benchmarks for 9th grade.  A panel consisting of two math 
specialists,  three math items writers,  and two experts of large scale assessment 

review the final draft and pinpoint the proficiency to be measured by paper-and-pencil 
test. 
 

MATHEMATICS CURRICULUM FOR CLASSES IX 

 
Contents Scope                                      Proficiencies                                                         

Benchmarks/Indicators 

Content 
Strand 

Sub 
Content 

NATIONAL MATHEMATICS 
CURRICULUM FOR CLASSES 

IX (Proficiencies to measured) 

Proposed Benchmarks/ 
Indicators/ 

Sets & 
Numbers 

1.  
 
 

• Revision of the work done in the 
previous classes. Exercise. Concept of 
set; its elements; notation (tabular and 
descriptive); (1-1) correspondence; 
kinds of sets; binary operations on set 
(union, intersection, difference and 
complementation); commutative 
property of union and intersection of 
two sets; sub-set (proper and 
improper) and power set. 

Benchmarks: Notation of Sets, 
Operations on Sets, their properties, 
Venn-diagram, Cartesian Product, 
Binary Relations, Functions, Cartesian 
Plane, Irrational Numbers, Properties 
of real numbers, and Surds 

 
Indicators:  The students are 
expected to be able to 

1. Write a set in the set builder 
notation; 

2. Verify the following 
properties of operations on 
sets. 

i) Closure property 
of union and 
intersection; 

ii) Commutative and 
associative 
properties of 
union and 
intersection, 
distributive 
property of union 
over intersection 
and vice versa; 

iii) De Morgan’s 
Laws; 

3. Verify the properties 
mentioned in (2) using the 
venue diagrams; 

4. Define and write ordered 
pairs, Cartesian product, 
binary relation and function 
and its kinds (into onto, (1-1) 
into and (1-1) onto).  

5. Read and plot the points in the 

2.  • Notation of Sets Exercise.  Infinite 
sets, notations for sets of number. (N, 
W, Z, P, O, E, Q, Q´, R); Set builder 
notation. 

3.  • Operations on Sets, their properties 
and Venn-diagram. Exercise. Union 
and intersection operations on three 
sets and their properties (associative, 
distributive), De Morgan’s Laws. Use 
of Venn diagrams for the verification 
of the properties of union, 
intersection, difference, 
complementation on two or three sets. 

4.  • Cartesian Product. Exercise.  
Concept of ordered pairs and 
Cartesian product; writing the 
Cartesian product of two finite and 
infinite sets. 

5.  • Binary Relations. • Concepts of 
binary relation, domain and range of a 
binary relation.  

6.  • Functions. Exercise. Concept of a 
function with examples. Function into, 
function onto, (1-1) function; finding 
whether a binary relation is a function; 
a function into; a function onto; a (1-
1) function; or onto and (1-1) 
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function. Cartesian plane and know the 
fact that there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between the 
points on the plane and the 
ordered pairs represented by 
RxR; 

6. Know and write the properties 
of real numbers; 

7. Have the concept of a surd 
and find the conjugate of a 
surd; 

8. Evaluate the expressions of 
the types x2 ± I/x2, x4 + I/x4, 
when x is a surd by 
rationalization. 

 

7.  • Cartesian Plane. Exercise.  Concepts 
of a Cartesian plane, origin, 
coordinate axes; quadrants; reading 
the coordinates of a point; plotting the 
points in the Cartesian plane and 
representing graphically the Cartesian 
product of two finite sets. 

8.  • Revision of the work done in the 
previous classes. Exercise.  Properties 
of rational numbers. 

9.  • Irrational Numbers. Concepts of 
radicals, square roots and qth roots. 

10.  • Properties of real numbers. Exercise.  
Properties of real numbers 
(commutative, associative, 
distributive, closures), Equalities and 
in equalities. 

11.  • Surds, Exercise.  Concept for surds 
second order, basic operations on 
surds of second order, concept of 
conjugate surds; rationalization of the 
denominator; evaluation of l/ .x ± 
1/x,(x±1/x)2, (x2±1/x2) when x is a 
surd of second order. 

12.  • Power of Real Numbers. Exercise. 
Assuming the truth of the above 
mentioned laws of exponents for m, n 
ε R, deriving the concepts of xn , xm 

room them, and applying them in the 
simplification of expressions 
involving product and division of the 
powers of real numbers. 

Matrices & 

Logarithm 

13.  • Scientific Notation Exercise. 
Writing numbers in the standard form 
in the Scientific notation and vice 
versa. 

Benchmarks: Scientific Notation, 
Common Logarithms, Laws of 
logarithms Kinds of Matrices 
Addition, Subtraction and, 
Multiplication of Matrices, 
Multiplicative Inverse of a Matrix. 
Solution of two Simultaneous Linear 
Equations using Matrices 
 
Indicators: The students are expected 
to be able to 

1. Know the laws of exponents 
of real numbers and apply 
them in the simplification of 
the expressions containing 
them; 

2. Write numbers in scientific 
notation; 

3. Have the concepts of log and 

14.  • Introduction Exercise. Concept and 
importance of logarithms; conversion 
of equations from 

15.  exponential form to the logarithmic 
form and vice versa(ax=y or logay=x, 

16.  a>o, y≠ o) 

17.  • Common Logarithms Exercise. 
Concepts of common logarithms, 
characteristic and mantissa of log of a 
number; use of the tables in finding 
the log of a number; concept of 
antilog and use of tables in finding the 
antilog of a number. 

18.  • Laws of logarithms Proofs of the 
following laws of logarithms:  
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19.  • Scientific Notation Exercise. 
Writing numbers in the standard form 
in the Scientific notation and vice 
versa. 

antilog, write the 
characteristic ad mantissa of 
logarithms of a number and 
find its antilog. 

4. Prove the laws of logarithms 
and apply them in 
computation of simple and 
harder problems. 

5. Learn the concepts of a matrix 
its row, columns, order and 
types of matrices. 

6. Add, subtract and multiply 
matrices, know that the 
multiplication of matrices is 
associative but not 
commutative in general. 

7. Know the additive and 
multiplicative identities of 
matrices 

8. Distinguish between singular 
and non-singular matrices. 

9. Find the additive inverse and 
the multiplicative inverse of a 
matrix (if exists). 

10. Solve two linear equations 
using matrices and applying 
Cramer’s rule; 

 

20.  • Introduction Exercise. Concept of a 
matrix with entries as real numbers, 
its rows and columns; study of 
matrices of order up to 2 x 2; equality 
of matrices. 

21.  • Kinds of Matrices Exercise. 
Rectangular (row and column 
matrices) and square matrices; null 
matrix; diagonal matrix; scalar matrix; 
negative of a matrix; unit matrix; 
transpose of a matrix; adjoint of a 
matrix.  

22.  • Addition and Subtraction of 
matrices. Exercise. Addition of two or 
three matrices; commutative and 
associative properties of addition of 
matrices. Additive identity of 
matrices; additive inverse of a matrix; 
subtraction of matrices. 

23.  • Multiplication of Matrices. Exercise. 
Multiplication of a matrix by a real 
number, multiplication of two 
matrices; multiplication of matrices is 
associative and multiplication of 
matrices is distributive. Over addition 
and subtraction; verification of the 
fact that, in general, multiplication of 
two matrices is not commutative. 

24.  • Multiplicative Inverse of a Matrix. 
Exercise. Determinant of a 2 x 2 
matrix, singular and non-singular 
matrices, multiplicative identity; 
existence of the multiplicative inverse 
of a matrix; finding the multiplicative 
inverse of a non-singular matrix.  

25.  • Solution of two simultaneous Linear 
Equations using Matrices Exercise. 
Writing linear equations in the form of 
matrices; checking the existence of 
the solution of two simultaneous 
equations using matrices; solving two 
linear simultaneous equations and 
related word problems using matrices 
and Cramer’s rule. 

 26.  • Revision of work done in the 
previous classes. Exercise. Concepts 
of variable and constant, algebraic 
expression, term, coefficient of a 
term; kinds of algebraic expressions; 

Benchmarks: Division, Formulas, 
Factorization, H.C.F., L.C.M., 
Simplification of algebric expressions  
 
Indicators: The students are expected 
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polynomial and its kinds; evaluation 
of algebraic expressions; fundamental 
operations on algebraic expressions; 
formulas[(a±b)2=a2±2ab+b2, (a-b)(a-
b)=a2-b2, (x+a)(x+b)=x2+(a=b)x+ab] 

to be able to 
1. Solve harder cases of division 

of algebraic expressions; 
2. Establish and apply the 

following formulas; 
v) (a+b+c)2 = a2 + b2 + c2 + 

2ab +2bc + 2ca, 
vi) (a ± b)3 = a3 ± b3 ± 3ab 

(a ± b) 
vii) (a ± b) (a2 ± ab + b2) = a3 

± b3 
viii) (a + b + c) (a2 + b2 + c2 –

ab – bc – ca) = a3 + b3 + 
c3 – 3abc. 

3. Factorise the following types 
of expressions; 

i) Expressions 
reducible to a2 – 
b2 form ax2 + bx 
+ c, a3 ± b3, a3 + 
b3 + c3 – 3abc, 

ii) Expressions in 
cyclic order and. 

iii) Expressions 
requiring the 
application of 
factor theorem. 

4. Find the H.C.F and L.C.M of 
algebraic expressions by 
factorization and by division; 

5. Simplify the algebraic 
expressions; 

6. Find the square roots of 
algebraic expressions by 
factorization and by division; 

 

27.  • Division. Exercise. Cases Of 
Division By Binomials; Remainder 
Theorem And Its Application 

28.  In Finding The Remainder When A 
Polynomial of degree≥1 is divided by 
a binomial of first degree. 

29.  • Formulas • Establishment and 
application of the following formulas. 

a) (a+b)2 = (a–b)2 ± 4ab;  
b) (a+b+c)2 = a2+b2+c2 + 2ab 

+2bc +2ca; 
c) (a±b)3 = a3 ± 3a2b + 3ab2 ± 

b3 = a3±b3±3ab (a±b), 
d) (a±b). (a2+ab+b2) = a3±b3; 
e) (a+b+c)(a2+b2+c2-ab-bc-

ca) = a3+b3+c3 – 3abc 
 
 

30.  • Revision of the work done in the 
previous classes. Exercise. 
Factorisation of the following types of 
expressions; ka+kb+kc, a2±2ab+b2, a2-
b2, x2+px+q. 

31.  • Factorisation. Exercise. 
Factorisation of the following types of 
expressions: expressions reducible to 
a2-b2 form; ax2+bx+c2, a3±b3; 
a3+b3+c3-3abc; expressions of cyclic 
order such as a2(b-c) + b2(c-a) + c2(a-
b), Factorisation by using remainder 
theorem. 

32.  • H.C.F. and L.C.M. Exercise. Finding 
the H.C.F and L.C.M of polynomials 
by factorization and division.  

33.  • Simplification Exercise. 
Simplification of algebraic fractions 
involving four fundamental 
operations.  

Geometry  
&  
Measurement 

34.  • Revision of the work done in the 
previous classes. Exercise. Point, line 
segment, ray, line, plane, half plane, 
collinear and non-collinear points, 
angle and its measure, kinds of angels, 
parallel and intersecting lines, 
perpendicular lines, congruence and 
one-to-one correspondence. Triangle, 
its kinds and its elements; similar 
triangles, quadrilateral, its kinds and 

Benchmarks: Definitions, Postulates, 
Deductive Reasoning, Theorems of 
Geometry, and Types of Proofs 
 
Indicators: The students are expected 
to be able to 

1. Know the postulates which 
are used in the study of 
demonstrative geometry; 

2. Have the concept of a 
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its elements; circle and its elements. geometrical theorem and its 
proof; 

3. Use deductive reasoning in 
proving geometrical theorems 
effectively. 

4. Know and apply analytic, 
synthetic and reduction add 
absurdum methods of proving 
geometrical results (theorems, 
corollaries and riders). 

5. Prove the theorems and apply 
them in proving their riders; 

6. Select and use units that will 
provide an appropriate degree 
of precision  

 

35.  • Definitions Exercise. Definitions of 
vertical angles; adjacent angles; 
alternate angles and corresponding 
angles; exterior and interior angles of 
a triangle.  

36.  • Postulates Exercise. Postulates and 
their importance in reasoning. 
Informal introduction of the following 
postulates;  

a) One and only one line 
passes through two 
points.  

b) Countless lines can 
pass through a point. 

c) Two lines can 
intersect at only one 
pint. 

d) Through a point 
outside a line, one 
and only one line can 
be drawn parallel to a 
given line. 

e) Two interacting lines 
cannot be parallel to 
the same straight line 
(Play air’s axiom). 

f) A line segment can be 
bisecild at one and 
only one point. 

g) At a point on or from 
a point outside a line, 
one and only one 
perpendicular can be 
drawn to the line. 

h) One and only one 
bisector of an angle 
can be drawn. 

i) If one arm of an angle 
is along the edge of a 
half plane, one and 
only one ray can be 
drawn in the half 
plane making an 
angle of a given 
measure (angle 
construction 
postulate). 

j) The sum of the 
measures of two 
adjacent angles is 
equal to the measure 
of the angle formed 
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by their non-common 
arms (Angles addition 
postulate). 

k) In any 
correspondence of 
two triangles, if two 
sides and their 
included angle of one 
triangle are congruent 
to the corresponding 
two sides and the 
included angle of the 
other, the two 
triangles are 
congruent. (SAS ≈ 
SAS Postulate) 

37.  • Deductive Reasoning: Concept of 
deductive reasoning. 

38.  • Theorems of Geometry: Concept of 
a geometrical theorem; parts of a 
theorem (Enunciation, figure, given, 
required to prove, construction and the 
proof consisting of a sequence of 
statements supported by valid 
reasons); concept of the converse of a 
theorem. 

39.  • Types of Proofs Exercise. Concepts 
of analytic and synthetic proofs; 
importance of analysis in proving a 
theorem/ Exercise or drawing a figure; 
Reduction and absurdum method.  

40.  • Theorems Exercise after every 
Theorems: The following theorems 
(including their corollaries) and riders 
on them are to be proved deductively.  

a) If two lines intersect each 
other, the vertically opposite 
angles (vertical angles f each 
pair so formed are congruent. 

b) If a transversal intersects two 
co-planar lines making two 
congruent alternate angels, 
then the lines are parallel and 
the converse. 

c) The sum of the measures of 
the angles of a triangle is 
equal to 180 degree. 

d) If a side of a triangle is 
extended, the exterior angle 
so formed is, in measure, 
greater than either of the two 
interior opposite angles. 

e) If two sides of a triangle are 
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congruent, the angles opposite 
to them are also congruent 
and its converse. 

f) In any correspondence of two 
triangles, if one side and any 
two angles of one triangle are 
congruent to the 
corresponding side and angles 
of the other, the two triangles 
are congruent. 

g) In a correspondence of two 
triangles, if three sides of one 
triangle are congruent to the 
corresponding three sides of 
the other, the two triangles are 
congruent. 

h) In a correspondence of two 
right angles triangles, if their 
hypotenuses are congruent 
and one more side of on 
triangle is congruent to the 
corresponding side of the 
other, the two triangles are 
congruent. 
In a parallelogram. 
The opposite sides are 
congruent, 
The opposite angles are 
congruent, and. 
The diagonals bisect each 
other. 
If two opposite sides of a 
quadrilateral are congruent 
and parallel, it is a 
parallelogram. 

41.  • The line segment, joining the 
midpoints of two sides of a triangle, is 
parallel to the third side and half as 
long. 

42.  • The medians of a triangle are 
concurrent; and their point of 
concurrency is the point of trisection 
of each median. 

43.  • If three or more parallel lines make 
congruent intercepts on a transversal, 
they also intercept congruent 
segments on any other line that cuts 
them. 

44.  • Any point on the right bisector of a 
line segment is equidistant from its 
end points and its converse. 

45.  • The right bisectors of the sides of a 
triangle are concurrent. 
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46.  • Any point on the bisector of an angle 
is equidistant from its arms; and its 
converse (here distance is taken to be 
the perpendicular distance). 

47.  • The bisectors of the angles of a 
triangle are concurrent. 

48.  • Revision of the work done in the 
previous classes. Construction of 
triangles, Right bisectors of the sides, 
bisectors of the angles, medians and 
altitudes of a triangle. 

 

Developed Standards for Math Proficiency Test 
 
The proposed math proficiency test framework is adapted from NAEP’s   assessment 

framework of mathematics.   

 

Content Standards 

 
Every student should understand and use all concepts and skills from the previous 
grade levels.  These standards are designed so that new learning builds on preceding 
skills and are needed to learn new skills.  These standards are developed for proposed 

math proficiency test.  Each item will test proficiency associated with one of the 
benchmark/indicator within any of following standard.  

 

Standard No.1: Sets and Numbers 

Students understand and use basic concepts of sets,  number and number systems,  
meanings of operations and how they relate one another  

 
Standard No.2: Algebra 

 
Students understand and use basic algebraic concepts and fundamental operations on 

algebraic expressions, analyze relationships among variables 
 

Standard No.3: Matrices and Logarithm 

Students understand and use basic concepts of matrices and Logarithm in solving 

problems 
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Standard No.4: Geometry and Measurement 

Students understand and use basic concepts of geometry and theorems of geometry,  
analyze the properties of two-dimensional shape (triangles),  in mathematical 

problems 

 

Performance Standards (Proficiencies) 
 
Following are the proficiency standards.  

 

Conceptual Understanding  

 

Conceptual understanding requires a student to have knowledge and understanding 
where the ideas behind the symbols/words are understood.  Students demonstrate 
conceptual understanding when they manipulate central ideas about a concept in 

various ways.  The items will develop to check students’ conceptual understanding by 
testing the ideas behind the numbers.  Without conceptual knowledge it is difficult for 

students to use procedural knowledge and to solve problems. 

Procedural Knowledge 

 
Procedural knowledge requires students to,  use/apply mathematical processes in 
different situations correctly,  read different reading on the graph and find 

relationships between them,  use correct algorithm process,  and communicate results 
according to sanitation of problem.  Students should be able to confirm correctness of 
a procedure employed in problem setting.  

  

Problem Solving 

 

Items associative with problem solving will force the students to use their 
accumulated knowledge of mathematics (conceptual understanding,  procedural 
knowledge,  and mathematical power such as reasoning and understanding 

connections) in new situations.  Problem solving requires students to recognize and 
formulate problems; determine whether there is sufficient data; determine whether 

there is consistency of data; use strategies,  data,  models,  and relevant mathematics; 
and,  generate,  extend,  and modify procedures.  The items will explore how students 
connect all of their mathematical knowledge of reasoning,  communication,  concepts,  

skills,  and procedures to solve problems. 

Mathematical Power 

 
Mathematical power is characterized as a student's overall ability to gather and use 
mathematical knowledge through exploring,  conjecturing,  and reasoning logically; 

solving non-routine problems; communicating about and through mathematics; and 
connecting mathematical ideas in one context with mathematical ideas in another 
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context or with ideas from another discipline in the same or related contexts." (Orrill 
& French,  2002,  p.  35).  Following are associated with mathematical power.   

 

Mathematical Reasoning 

 
While concrete materials are appropriate for use at all levels to support logical 
arguments,  their use in the early grades and any new situation is critical.  

Students should become increasingly capable of more formal reasoning and 
abstraction. 

Mathematical Communication 

 
Clarity of thinking and depth of understanding is promoted by representing, 
describing, and explaining mathematical investigations and the associated concepts 
and processes.  Interaction among students also helps them construct knowledge and 

learn multiple ways to think about mathematical ideas.  

 

Mathematical Connections 

 

The power of mathematics is enhanced by the integration of mathematical content in 
contrast to the traditional practice of viewing mathematics as a collection of unrelated 
parts.  Applications across the disciplines and in real world contexts provide a reason 

for the study of mathematics.  The components: Relates Within Mathematics, Relates 
among Disciplines. 

Benchmarks, Indicators, and Associated Proficiencies to be measured 

 
After reviewing newly developed Mathematics standards, benchmarks, and indicators 

for this project and Mathematics framework, the researcher may be able to associate 
appropriate proficiencies to be measure for each specific benchmark.  It may also 

provide alignment between benchmarks and proficiencies.  

Sets and Numbers 

 

Benchmarks: Notation of Sets,  Operations on Sets,  their properties,  

Venn-diagram,  Cartesian Product,  Binary Relations,  Functions,  Cartesian 

Plane,  Irrational Numbers,  Properties of real numbers,  and Surds 

(SN: Sets and Numbers,  A: Algebra,  ML: Matrices and Logarithm,  G: 

Geometry,  CU: Conceptual Understanding,  PK: Procedural Knowledge,  PS: 
Problem Solving) 
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Indicators & Proficiencies:  The students are expected to be able to 

SN1. Write a set in the set builder notation; CU,  PK 

SN2. Verify the following properties of operations on sets.  

i) Closure property of union and intersection; 
ii) Commutative and associative properties of 

union and intersection,  distributive property 

of union over intersection and vice versa; 
iii)  De Morgan’s Laws; 

CU,  PK 

 

SN3. Verify the properties mentioned in (2) using the venue diagrams; CU,  PK 

SN4. Define and write ordered pairs,  Cartesian product,  binary 
relation and function and its kinds (into onto,  (1-1) into and (1-
1) onto). 

CU,  PS 

SN5. Read and plot the points in the Cartesian plane and know the fact 

that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the points on 
the plane and the ordered pairs represented by RxR; 

CU,  PK 

SN6. Know and write the properties of real numbers; CU,  PS 

SN7. Have the concept of a surd and find the conjugate of a surd; CU,  PK 

SN8. Evaluate the expressions of the types x2 ± I/x2,  x4 + I/x4,  when 

x is a surd by rationalization. 

CU,  PS 

 

Algebra 

Benchmarks: Division,  Formulas,  Factorization,  H.C.F.,  L.C.M.,  and 

Simplification of algebraic expressions 

 
Indicators & Proficiencies: The students are expected to be able to 

 

A1. Solve harder cases of division of algebraic expressions; CU,  PK 

A2. Establish and apply the following formulas; 
ix) (a+b+c)2 = a2 + b2 + c2 + 2ab +2bc + 2ca,  
x) (a ± b)3 = a3 ± b3 ± 3ab (a ± b) 

xi) (a ± b) (a2 ± ab + b2) = a3 ± b3 
xii) (a + b + c) (a2 + b2 + c2 –ab – bc – ca) = a3 + b3 + 

c3 – 3abc. 

CU,  PK 

A3. Factorize the following types of expressions; 
i) Expressions reducible to a2 – b2 form ax2 + 

bx + c,  a3 ± b3,  a3 + b3 + c3 – 3abc, 

ii) Expressions in cyclic order and. 
iii)  Expressions requiring the application of 

factor theorem 

CU,  PS 

A4. Find the H.C.F and L.C.M of algebraic expressions by 
factorization and by division; 

CU,  PK 

A5. Simplify the algebraic expressions; CU,  PK 

A6. Find the square roots of algebraic expressions by factorization 

and by division; 

CU,  PS 
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Geometry and Measurement 

Benchmarks: Definitions,  Postulates,  Deductive Reasoning,  Theorems of 

Geometry,  and Types of Proofs 

Indicators & Proficiencies: The students are expected to be able to 

 

GM1. Know the postulates which are used in the study of 
demonstrative geometry; 

CU,PK 

GM2. Have the concept of a geometrical theorem and its proof; CU,  PK 

GM3. Use deductive reasoning in proving geometrical theorems 

effectively. 

CU,  PK 

GM4. Know and apply analytic,  synthetic and reduction add 
absurdum methods of proving geometrical results (theorems,  
corollaries and riders). 

CU,  PK 

GM5. Prove the theorems and apply them in proving their riders; CU,  PS 

GM6. Select and use units that will provide an appropriate degree of 
precision  

CU,  PS 

Matrices and Logarithm 

Benchmarks: Scientific Notation,  Common Logarithms,  Laws of logarithms 

Kinds of Matrices Addition,  Subtraction and,  Multiplication of Matrices,  

Multiplicative Inverse of a Matrix.  Solution of two Simultaneous Linear 

Equations using Matrices 

Indicators & Proficiencies: The students are expected to be able to 
 

ML1. Know the laws of exponents of real numbers and apply them in 

the simplification of the expressions containing them; 

CU,  PK 

ML2. Write numbers in scientific notation; CU,  PK 

ML3. Have the concepts of Log and antilog,  write the characteristic 
ad mantissa of Logarithms of a number and find its antilog.  

CU,  PS 

ML4. Prove the laws of Logarithms and apply them in computation 

of simple and harder problems. 

CU,  PS 

ML5. Learn the concepts of a matrix its row,  columns,  order and 
types of matrices. 

CU,  PK 

ML6. Add,  subtract and multiply matrices,  know that the 
multiplication of matrices is associative but not commutative in 

general. 

CU,  PS 

ML7. Know the additive and multiplicative identities of matrices  CU,  PK 

ML8. Distinguish between singular and non-singular matrices. CU,  PK 

ML9. Find the additive inverse and the multiplicative inverse of a 
matrix (if exists). 

CU,  PK 

ML10. Solve two linear equations using matrices and applying 
Cramer’s rule 

CU,  PS 
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 APPENDIX F 

 

Relation Between Sample and Fit Statistics 

 

 
 
 

 

Adopted from www.winsteps.com/winman/diagnosingmisfit.htm - 34k 
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APPENDIX G 
DIMENSIONALITY ANALYSIS-1 
 

================================================================================ 

FINAL MATH PROFICIENCY TEST                                Mon Apr 23 19:59 2009 

SUMMARY OF THE ESTIMATION 

================================================================================ 

 

Estimation method was: Gauss-Hermite Quadrature with 3375 nodes 

Assumed population distribution was: Gaussian 

Constraint was: CASES 

The Data File: Final Data for Final Analysis.dat 

The format:  responses 10-69 

The regression model: 

Grouping Variables: 

The item model: item 

Sample size: 2617 

Final Deviance:   167676.57047 

Total number of estimated parameters: 66 

The number of iterations: 113 

Termination criteria:  Max iterations=1000, Parameter Change= 0.00010 

                       Deviance Change= 0.00010 

Iterations terminated because the convergence criteria were reached 

Random number generation seed:    1.00000 

Number of nodes used when drawing PVs: 2000 

Number of nodes used when computing fit: 1000 

Number of plausible values to draw: 5 

Maximum number of iterations without a deviance improvement: 100 

Maximum number of Newton steps in M-step: 10 

Value for obtaining finite MLEs for zero/perfects:    0.30000 

 

 

 

 

key 1 scored as 1: AABBCAADDAAAABAAABBDCBCDBDCDADBCAAACCCBDBACDADAACCABDADAACCB 

================================================================================ 
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================================================================================ 

FINAL MATH PROFICIENCY TEST                                Mon Apr 23 19:59 2009 

TABLES OF RESPONSE MODEL PARAMETER ESTIMATES 

================================================================================ 

TERM 1: item 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

   VARIABLES                               UNWEIGHTED FIT             WEIGHTED FIT 

---------------                        -----------------------   --------------------- 

     item           ESTIMATE  ERROR^   MNSQ       CI        T   MNSQ       CI        T 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 1   ML7PS01        0.520   0.024    1.15 ( 0.94, 1.06)  5.0   1.01 ( 0.96, 1.04)  0.3   

 2   ML9CU01        0.081   0.021    1.08 ( 0.95, 1.05)  2.9   1.07 ( 0.97, 1.03)  4.9   

 3   SN2PK01       -0.743   0.025    1.03 ( 0.95, 1.05)  1.1   1.05 ( 0.95, 1.05)  2.0   

 4   AL2PS02       -0.200   0.021    0.95 ( 0.95, 1.05) -1.9   0.98 ( 0.97, 1.03) -1.6   

 5   SN7CU02       -1.307   0.036    1.03 ( 0.95, 1.05)  1.0   0.99 ( 0.89, 1.11) -0.1   

 6   SN2CU03       -0.973   0.028    1.04 ( 0.95, 1.05)  1.3   0.98 ( 0.93, 1.07) -0.5   

 7   SN3PK02       -0.300   0.022    0.94 ( 0.94, 1.06) -2.0   0.98 ( 0.97, 1.03) -1.3   

 8   ML10PS03       0.875   0.028    1.10 ( 0.94, 1.06)  3.5   1.06 ( 0.93, 1.07)  1.8   

 9   AL3CU04        0.045   0.021    0.94 ( 0.95, 1.05) -2.3   0.95 ( 0.97, 1.03) -3.8   

 10  ML9PK03       -1.065   0.030    1.23 ( 0.95, 1.05)  7.6   1.04 ( 0.92, 1.08)  1.1   

 11  GM4CU05        0.713   0.026    1.29 ( 0.94, 1.06)  9.3   1.17 ( 0.94, 1.06)  5.5   

 12  ML4PK04       -0.434   0.022    0.98 ( 0.95, 1.05) -0.9   1.00 ( 0.97, 1.03) -0.0   

 13  ML5CU07       -0.117   0.021    0.95 ( 0.94, 1.06) -1.9   0.97 ( 0.97, 1.03) -2.0   

 14  GM5CU08        0.635   0.025    1.46 ( 0.94, 1.06) 14.3   1.32 ( 0.95, 1.05) 11.0   

 15  GM6PK05       -0.556   0.023    1.05 ( 0.95, 1.05)  1.6   1.02 ( 0.96, 1.04)  0.8   

 16  ML5PK06       -0.596   0.024    0.97 ( 0.94, 1.06) -1.2   1.00 ( 0.96, 1.04) -0.2   

 17  ML4CU09       -0.516   0.023    0.94 ( 0.95, 1.05) -2.3   0.95 ( 0.96, 1.04) -2.7   

 18  ML5CU10       -0.165   0.021    0.98 ( 0.94, 1.06) -0.7   0.98 ( 0.97, 1.03) -1.3   

 19  GM2CU11       -0.003   0.022    0.89 ( 0.94, 1.06) -3.8   0.92 ( 0.97, 1.03) -6.3   

 20  ML3CU12       -0.233   0.021    0.92 ( 0.95, 1.05) -2.8   0.95 ( 0.97, 1.03) -3.6   

 21  ML2CU13        0.237   0.022    1.01 ( 0.94, 1.06)  0.4   0.98 ( 0.97, 1.03) -1.6   

 22  SN7PK07        1.419   0.039    2.47 ( 0.95, 1.05) 37.7   1.28 ( 0.88, 1.12)  4.3   

 23  SN4CU14       -0.673   0.024    0.82 ( 0.95, 1.05) -6.7   0.91 ( 0.95, 1.05) -3.8   

 24  ML8PK08       -0.506   0.023    0.82 ( 0.95, 1.05) -6.8   0.87 ( 0.96, 1.04) -7.0   

 25  SN4PK09       -0.052   0.022    1.05 ( 0.94, 1.06)  1.8   1.06 ( 0.97, 1.03)  3.8   

 26  ML1PK10        1.066   0.031    1.14 ( 0.94, 1.06)  4.8   1.03 ( 0.92, 1.08)  0.7   

 27  SN8PK11        0.559   0.024    1.15 ( 0.94, 1.06)  5.0   1.02 ( 0.95, 1.05)  0.8   

 28  GM3CU15        0.127   0.021    0.95 ( 0.94, 1.06) -1.8   0.95 ( 0.97, 1.03) -3.5   

 29  ML6PS04       -0.482   0.022    0.88 ( 0.95, 1.05) -4.6   0.92 ( 0.96, 1.04) -4.5   

 30  GM1CU16        0.197   0.022    1.05 ( 0.94, 1.06)  1.8   1.03 ( 0.97, 1.03)  2.1   

 31  GM3PK12        0.055   0.022    0.93 ( 0.94, 1.06) -2.4   0.95 ( 0.97, 1.03) -3.0   

 32  ML6PK13       -0.672   0.025    0.94 ( 0.94, 1.06) -2.2   0.98 ( 0.95, 1.05) -1.0   

 33  AL2PK14       -0.888   0.027    1.03 ( 0.95, 1.05)  1.2   0.97 ( 0.94, 1.06) -0.9   

 34  ML3PS05       -0.723   0.025    0.87 ( 0.95, 1.05) -4.7   0.93 ( 0.95, 1.05) -2.8   

 35  AL3PS06       -0.254   0.022    0.89 ( 0.94, 1.06) -4.1   0.93 ( 0.97, 1.03) -4.9   

 36  ML1CU06        0.056   0.021    0.99 ( 0.94, 1.06) -0.3   1.00 ( 0.97, 1.03) -0.1   

 37  AL1CU17       -0.216   0.022    0.99 ( 0.94, 1.06) -0.4   0.99 ( 0.97, 1.03) -0.8   

 38  SN8PS07        0.854   0.028    1.27 ( 0.94, 1.06)  8.9   1.02 ( 0.93, 1.07)  0.5   

 39  AL5CU18        0.558   0.024    1.04 ( 0.94, 1.06)  1.4   0.98 ( 0.95, 1.05) -0.8   

 40  SN6PS08        0.391   0.023    1.26 ( 0.94, 1.06)  8.3   1.20 ( 0.96, 1.04)  9.6   

 41  GM5PS09        0.748   0.026    0.96 ( 0.94, 1.06) -1.5   0.93 ( 0.94, 1.06) -2.5   

 42  ML8CU19       -0.633   0.024    0.91 ( 0.95, 1.05) -3.5   0.94 ( 0.96, 1.04) -2.6   

 43  ML3CU20        0.142   0.022    1.01 ( 0.94, 1.06)  0.2   1.01 ( 0.97, 1.03)  0.4   

 44  AL4CU21       -0.429   0.023    0.88 ( 0.94, 1.06) -4.3   0.91 ( 0.97, 1.03) -5.2   

 45  AL4PK15        0.060   0.022    1.10 ( 0.94, 1.06)  3.4   1.07 ( 0.97, 1.03)  4.7   

 46  SN5PK16        0.823   0.027    0.91 ( 0.94, 1.06) -3.1   0.90 ( 0.94, 1.06) -3.4   

 47  SN6PK17       -0.569   0.023    0.82 ( 0.95, 1.05) -6.8   0.89 ( 0.96, 1.04) -5.6   

 48  SN1CU22        0.812   0.027    1.29 ( 0.94, 1.06)  9.3   1.02 ( 0.94, 1.06)  0.7   

 49  AL6CU23       -0.250   0.022    0.94 ( 0.94, 1.06) -2.1   0.97 ( 0.97, 1.03) -1.9   

 50  SN6CU24        0.521   0.024    1.03 ( 0.94, 1.06)  1.1   1.00 ( 0.95, 1.05)  0.1   

 51  GM4PK18       -0.467   0.022    0.89 ( 0.95, 1.05) -4.2   0.93 ( 0.96, 1.04) -3.7   

 52  AL6PS10        0.483   0.023    1.11 ( 0.94, 1.06)  3.8   1.06 ( 0.96, 1.04)  2.9   

 53  AL5PK19        0.374   0.023    0.98 ( 0.94, 1.06) -0.6   0.97 ( 0.96, 1.04) -1.6   

 54  ML2PK20       -0.272   0.022    0.91 ( 0.94, 1.06) -3.2   0.94 ( 0.97, 1.03) -4.2   

 55  GM6PS11        0.988   0.030    0.94 ( 0.94, 1.06) -2.2   0.94 ( 0.92, 1.08) -1.5   

 56  SN1PK21       -0.654   0.024    1.00 ( 0.95, 1.05) -0.1   1.00 ( 0.96, 1.04)  0.0   

 57  AL1PK22        0.320   0.023    0.96 ( 0.94, 1.06) -1.4   0.94 ( 0.96, 1.04) -3.4   

 58  GM1CU25       -0.172   0.021    1.00 ( 0.95, 1.05)  0.1   1.02 ( 0.97, 1.03)  1.8   

 59  GM2PK23       -0.096   0.022    1.10 ( 0.94, 1.06)  3.4   1.07 ( 0.97, 1.03)  4.6   

 60  SN5CU26        0.067   0.021    0.95 ( 0.94, 1.06) -1.7   0.97 ( 0.97, 1.03) -2.6   

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

An asterisk next to a parameter estimate indicates that it is constrained 

Separation Reliability =  0.998 

Chi-square test of parameter equality =   28196.24,  df = 60,  Sig Level = 0.000 

^ Quick standard errors have been used 
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================================================================================ 

FINAL MATH PROFICIENCY TEST                                Mon Apr 23 19:59 2009 

TABLES OF POPULATION MODEL PARAMETER ESTIMATES 

================================================================================ 

REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 

 

                                              Dimension 

                         --------------------------------------------------- 

Regression Variable          Dimension 1      Dimension 2      Dimension 3 

 

CONSTANT                   0.000*            0.000*            0.000*             

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

An asterisk next to a parameter estimate indicates that it is constrained 

================================================================================= 

COVARIANCE/CORRELATION MATRIX 

 

                                  Dimension 

                         --------------------------- 

Dimension                    1        2        3 

 

 Dimension 1                        0.120    0.198   

 Dimension 2               0.683             0.136   

 Dimension 3               0.863    0.843            

---------------------------------------------------- 

Variance                   0.251    0.124    0.210   

---------------------------------------------------- 

An asterisk next to a parameter estimate indicates that it is constrained 

Values below the diagonal are correlations and values above are covariances 

==================================================== 

                         

RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS 

------------------------ 

                         

Dimension: (Dimension 1)                                                         

----------------------- 

  

 EAP/PV RELIABILITY:                  0.801                                      

------------------------ 

Dimension: (Dimension 2)                                                         

----------------------- 

  

 EAP/PV RELIABILITY:                  0.689                                      

------------------------ 

Dimension: (Dimension 3)                                                         

----------------------- 

  

 EAP/PV RELIABILITY:                  0.825                                      

------------------------ 

 
 

Dimension 1 is Conceptual Understanding        

Dimension 2 is Procdural Knowledge             

Dimension 3 is Problem-solving 

================================================================================= 
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                                                                  APPENDIX H 
DIMENSIONALITY ANALYSIS-2 
 

================================================================================ 

FINAL MATH PROFICIENCY TEST                                Sun Apr 22 21:59 2009 

SUMMARY OF THE ESTIMATION 

================================================================================ 

 

Estimation method was: MonteCarlo with 1000 nodes 

Assumed population distribution was: Gaussian 

Constraint was: DEFAULT 

The Data File: Final Data for Final Analysis.dat 

The format:  id 1-7 gender 8 location 9 responses 10-69 

The regression model: 

Grouping Variables: 

The item model: item 

Sample size: 2617 

Final Deviance:   167812.95656 

Total number of estimated parameters: 61 

The number of iterations: 575 

Termination criteria:  Max iterations=1000, Parameter Change= 0.00010 

                       Deviance Change= 0.00010 

Iterations terminated because the deviance convergence criteria was reached 

Random number generation seed:    1.00000 

Number of nodes used when drawing PVs: 2000 

Number of nodes used when computing fit: 1000 

Number of plausible values to draw: 5 

Maximum number of iterations without a deviance improvement: 100 

Maximum number of Newton steps in M-step: 10 

Value for obtaining finite MLEs for zero/perfects:    0.30000 

 

 

 

 

key 1 scored as 1: AABBCAADDAAAABAAABBDCBCDBDCDADBCAAACCCBDBACDADAACCABDADAACCB 

================================================================================ 
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====================================================================================== 

FINAL MATH PROFICIENCY TEST                                Sun Apr 22 21:59 2009 

TABLES OF RESPONSE MODEL PARAMETER ESTIMATES 

====================================================================================== 

TERM 1: item 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

   VARIABLES                               UNWEIGHTED FIT             WEIGHTED FIT 

---------------                        -----------------------   -------------------- 

    item           ESTIMATE  ERROR^   MNSQ       CI        T    MNSQ       CI        T 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1   ML7PS01         1.092   0.032    1.17 ( 0.94, 1.06)  5.5   1.01 ( 0.95, 1.05)  0.5   

2   ML9CU01         0.207   0.030    1.08 ( 0.95, 1.05)  3.0   1.07 ( 0.97, 1.03)  4.9   

3   SN2PK01        -1.394   0.032    0.99 ( 0.95, 1.05) -0.5   1.02 ( 0.95, 1.05)  0.8   

4   AL2PS02        -0.361   0.030    0.94 ( 0.95, 1.05) -2.0   0.98 ( 0.97, 1.03) -1.2   

5   SN7CU02        -2.583   0.037    1.03 ( 0.95, 1.05)  1.1   1.00 ( 0.89, 1.11)  0.1   

6   SN2CU03        -1.915   0.034    1.03 ( 0.95, 1.05)  1.0   0.99 ( 0.93, 1.07) -0.3   

7   SN3PK02        -0.532   0.030    0.92 ( 0.94, 1.06) -3.0   0.96 ( 0.97, 1.03) -3.0   

8   ML10PS03        1.810   0.034    1.15 ( 0.94, 1.06)  5.0   1.10 ( 0.93, 1.07)  2.7   

9   AL3CU04         0.135   0.030    0.95 ( 0.95, 1.05) -1.9   0.96 ( 0.97, 1.03) -2.7   

10  ML9PK03        -2.027   0.035    1.11 ( 0.95, 1.05)  3.9   1.02 ( 0.92, 1.08)  0.6   

11  GM4CU05         1.481   0.033    1.32 ( 0.94, 1.06) 10.0   1.19 ( 0.94, 1.06)  6.2   

12  ML4PK04        -0.791   0.031    0.95 ( 0.95, 1.05) -1.9   0.97 ( 0.97, 1.03) -1.5   

13  ML5CU07        -0.192   0.030    0.95 ( 0.94, 1.06) -1.7   0.99 ( 0.97, 1.03) -1.1   

14  GM5CU08         1.323   0.032    1.51 ( 0.94, 1.06) 15.5   1.35 ( 0.95, 1.05) 12.0   

15  GM6PK05        -1.029   0.031    1.03 ( 0.95, 1.05)  0.9   1.00 ( 0.96, 1.04)  0.1   

16  ML5PK06        -1.108   0.032    0.93 ( 0.94, 1.06) -2.4   0.98 ( 0.96, 1.04) -1.1   

17  ML4CU09        -0.996   0.031    0.93 ( 0.95, 1.05) -2.4   0.95 ( 0.96, 1.04) -2.6   

18  ML5CU10        -0.289   0.030    0.98 ( 0.94, 1.06) -0.7   0.99 ( 0.97, 1.03) -0.7   

19  GM2CU11         0.038   0.030    0.90 ( 0.94, 1.06) -3.7   0.92 ( 0.97, 1.03) -5.9   

20  ML3CU12        -0.425   0.030    0.93 ( 0.95, 1.05) -2.6   0.96 ( 0.97, 1.03) -3.2   

21  ML2CU13         0.521   0.030    0.98 ( 0.94, 1.06) -0.6   0.96 ( 0.97, 1.03) -2.2   

22  SN7PK07         2.801   0.037    2.20 ( 0.95, 1.05) 32.2   1.24 ( 0.88, 1.12)  3.8   

23  SN4CU14        -1.310   0.032    0.82 ( 0.95, 1.05) -6.7   0.91 ( 0.95, 1.05) -3.7   

24  ML8PK08        -0.933   0.031    0.84 ( 0.95, 1.05) -5.9   0.89 ( 0.96, 1.04) -6.1   

25  SN4PK09        -0.049   0.030    1.02 ( 0.94, 1.06)  0.8   1.03 ( 0.97, 1.03)  2.2   

26  ML1PK10         2.114   0.035    1.07 ( 0.94, 1.06)  2.5   1.03 ( 0.92, 1.08)  0.7   

27  SN8PK11         1.132   0.032    1.09 ( 0.94, 1.06)  3.2   1.00 ( 0.95, 1.05)  0.2   

28  GM3CU15         0.300   0.030    0.95 ( 0.94, 1.06) -1.7   0.95 ( 0.97, 1.03) -3.4   

29  ML6PS04        -0.930   0.031    0.89 ( 0.95, 1.05) -4.1   0.93 ( 0.96, 1.04) -3.8   

30  GM1CU16         0.441   0.030    1.09 ( 0.94, 1.06)  3.2   1.06 ( 0.97, 1.03)  3.6   

31  GM3PK12         0.159   0.030    0.90 ( 0.94, 1.06) -3.4   0.92 ( 0.97, 1.03) -5.8  

32  ML6PK13        -1.258   0.032    0.92 ( 0.94, 1.06) -2.8   0.98 ( 0.95, 1.05) -0.9   

33  AL2PK14        -1.677   0.033    1.00 ( 0.95, 1.05) -0.1   0.96 ( 0.94, 1.06) -1.2   

34  ML3PS05        -1.415   0.032    0.87 ( 0.95, 1.05) -4.7   0.95 ( 0.95, 1.05) -2.1   

35  AL3PS06        -0.470   0.030    0.90 ( 0.94, 1.06) -3.7   0.95 ( 0.97, 1.03) -3.9   

36  ML1CU06         0.156   0.030    1.01 ( 0.94, 1.06)  0.4   1.02 ( 0.97, 1.03)  1.2   

37  AL1CU17        -0.390   0.030    1.00 ( 0.94, 1.06) -0.1   0.99 ( 0.97, 1.03) -0.8   

38  SN8PS07         1.769   0.034    1.33 ( 0.94, 1.06) 10.6   1.01 ( 0.93, 1.07)  0.4   

39  AL5CU18         1.168   0.032    1.01 ( 0.94, 1.06)  0.5   0.97 ( 0.95, 1.05) -1.3   

40  SN6PS08         0.831   0.031    1.32 ( 0.94, 1.06) 10.1   1.24 ( 0.96, 1.04) 11.0   

41  GM5PS09         1.553   0.033    0.97 ( 0.94, 1.06) -0.9   0.94 ( 0.94, 1.06) -2.0   

42  ML8CU19        -1.229   0.032    0.93 ( 0.95, 1.05) -2.6   0.94 ( 0.96, 1.04) -2.7   

43  ML3CU20         0.330   0.030    1.02 ( 0.94, 1.06)  0.9   1.02 ( 0.97, 1.03)  1.6   

44  AL4CU21        -0.820   0.031    0.91 ( 0.94, 1.06) -3.1   0.92 ( 0.97, 1.03) -4.6   

45  AL4PK15         0.167   0.030    1.05 ( 0.94, 1.06)  1.8   1.04 ( 0.97, 1.03)  2.6   

46  SN5PK16         1.643   0.033    0.90 ( 0.94, 1.06) -3.5   0.89 ( 0.94, 1.06) -3.5   

47  SN6PK17        -1.054   0.031    0.82 ( 0.95, 1.05) -7.1   0.90 ( 0.96, 1.04) -5.4   

48  SN1CU22         1.681   0.034    1.32 ( 0.94, 1.06) 10.2   1.02 ( 0.94, 1.06)  0.7   

49  AL6CU23        -0.460   0.030    0.96 ( 0.94, 1.06) -1.5   0.98 ( 0.97, 1.03) -1.2   

50  SN6CU24         1.093   0.032    1.06 ( 0.94, 1.06)  2.1   1.02 ( 0.95, 1.05)  0.8   

51  GM4PK18        -0.854   0.031    0.91 ( 0.95, 1.05) -3.5   0.93 ( 0.97, 1.03) -3.9   

52  AL6PS10         1.019   0.032    1.12 ( 0.94, 1.06)  4.2   1.07 ( 0.96, 1.04)  3.3   

53  AL5PK19         0.774   0.031    0.95 ( 0.94, 1.06) -1.6   0.95 ( 0.96, 1.04) -2.7   

54  ML2PK20        -0.477   0.030    0.90 ( 0.94, 1.06) -3.6   0.92 ( 0.97, 1.03) -5.4   

55  GM6PS11         2.041   0.035    0.96 ( 0.94, 1.06) -1.5   0.92 ( 0.92, 1.08) -2.1   

56  SN1PK21        -1.219   0.032    0.99 ( 0.95, 1.05) -0.3   0.99 ( 0.96, 1.04) -0.3   

57  AL1PK22         0.668   0.031    0.93 ( 0.94, 1.06) -2.5   0.92 ( 0.97, 1.03) -4.4   

58  GM1CU25        -0.302   0.030    1.02 ( 0.95, 1.05)  0.6   1.03 ( 0.97, 1.03)  2.4   

59  GM2PK23        -0.136   0.030    1.03 ( 0.94, 1.06)  0.9   1.03 ( 0.97, 1.03)  2.4   

60  SN5CU26         0.178*  0.244    0.95 ( 0.94, 1.06) -1.8   0.97 ( 0.97, 1.03) -2.4   

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

An asterisk next to a parameter estimate indicates that it is constrained 

Separation Reliability =  0.999 

Chi-square test of parameter equality =   71985.37,  df = 59,  Sig Level = 0.000 

^ Quick standard errors have been used 
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================================================================================ 

FINAL MATH PROFICIENCY TEST                                Sun Apr 22 21:59 2009 

TABLES OF POPULATION MODEL PARAMETER ESTIMATES 

================================================================================ 

REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 

 

 

 

Regression Variable 

 

CONSTANT                   0.033 ( 0.016)       

----------------------------------------------- 

An asterisk next to a parameter estimate indicates that it is constrained 

=============================================== 

COVARIANCE/CORRELATION MATRIX 

 

 

 

Dimension 

 

 Dimension 1                       

---------------------------------- 

Variance                   0.661   

---------------------------------- 

An asterisk next to a parameter estimate indicates that it is constrained 

 

================================== 

                         

RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS 

------------------------ 

                         

Dimension: (Dimension 1)                                                         

----------------------- 

 MLE Person separation RELIABILITY:   0.875                                      

 WLE Person separation RELIABILITY:   0.872                                      

 EAP/PV RELIABILITY:                  0.873                                      

------------------------ 
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APPENDIX I 
ITEM PERSON MAP 
 

================================================================================ 

FINAL MATH PROFICIENCY TEST                                Sun Apr 22 21:59 2009 

MAP OF LATENT DISTRIBUTIONS AND RESPONSE MODEL PARAMETER ESTIMATES 

================================================================================ 

                                             Terms in the Model (excl Step terms) 

 

                  Students of 9
th
 class                       +item 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                                                                                       

                                                                                     | 

                                              |                                      | 

  3                                           |                                      | 

                                              |                                      | 

                                             X|SN7PK07                               | 

                                              |                                      | 

                                            XX|                                      | 

                                              |                                      | 

                                            XX|                                      | 

                                          XXXX|                                      | 

                                          XXXX|ML1PK10                               | 

  2                                       XXXX|GM6PS11                               | 

                                          XXXX|                                      | 

                                        XXXXXX|ML10PS03 SN8PS07                      | 

                                         XXXXX|SN1CU22                               | 

                                        XXXXXX|GM5PS09 SN5PK16                       | 

                                          XXXX|GM4CU05                               | 

                                        XXXXXX|                                      | 

                                      XXXXXXXX|GM5CU08                               | 

                                       XXXXXXX|SN8PK11 AL5CU18                       | 

                                     XXXXXXXXX|ML7PS01 SN6CU24 AL6PS10               | 

  1                              XXXXXXXXXXXXX|                                      | 

                             XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|SN6PS08                               | 

                           XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|AL5PK19                               | 

                         XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|AL1PK22                               | 

                    XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|ML2CU13                               | 

                XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|GM1CU16                               | 

            XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|GM3CU15 ML3CU20                       | 

          XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|ML9CU01 GM3PK12 ML1CU06 AL4PK15SN5CU26| 

             XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|AL3CU04 GM2CU11                       | 

  0   XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|SN4PK09                               | 

              XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|GM2PK23                               | 

             XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|ML5CU07 ML5CU10                       | 

      XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|AL2PS02 AL1CU17 GM1CU25               | 

               XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|ML3CU12 AL3PS06 AL6CU23 ML2PK20       | 

              XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|SN3PK02                               | 

           XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|                                      | 

                  XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|ML4PK04 AL4CU21                       | 

                            XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|ML8PK08 ML6PS04 GM4PK18               | 

 -1                         XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX|GM6PK05 ML4CU09                       | 

                                XXXXXXXXXXXXXX|ML5PK06 SN6PK17                       | 

                                  XXXXXXXXXXXX|ML6PK13 ML8CU19 SN1PK21               | 

                                        XXXXXX|SN4CU14                               | 

                                         XXXXX|SN2PK01 ML3PS05                       | 

                                           XXX|                                      | 

                                            XX|AL2PK14                               | 

                                             X|                                      | 

                                             X|SN2CU03                               | 

 -2                                          X|ML9PK03                               | 

                                              |                                      | 

                                              |                                      | 

                                              |                                      | 

                                              |                                      | 

                                              |                                      | 

                                              |SN7CU02                               | 

                                              |                                      | 

                                              |                                      | 

 -3                                           |                                      | 

====================================================================================== 

Each 'X' represents   4.0 cases 

 

====================================================================================== 
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                                                                                                                 APPENDIX J 

PERMISSION FROM NEAP 
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APPENDIX K 

PERMISSION FROM DPI 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
The progress and achievements of a nation is based on its educational system. The 
secondary education is being treated as the basic education in almost all countries. In 

Pakistan education is free for all up to secondary education. So many projects are in 
progress in Pakistan to raise the standards of educations in Pakistan e.g. Education 

For All (EFA), Education Sector Reforms (ESR), and Learned Persons Punjab (LPP) 
etc.  
Mathematics is the most important school level subject. The government is 

emphasizing on Mathematics Education at school level. Globally, there is a shift of 
assessing students from traditional manners towards standards based assessment. To 

evaluate the mastery of students in the subject of Mathematics, it is most important 
that we assess our young ones according to new valid and reliable assessment 
procedures. 

To improve the validity and reliability of assessment instruments it is necessary to 
adopt standardized procedures for development and administration of test instruments 

especially at large scale assessment. To apply uniform and standardized procedures in 
test administration this manual is developed.  

 

 

Contact following persons for technical assistance 

 

1. Dr Khushi Muhammad 
Director, Division of Education, University of Education, 123 Abu Bakar 

Block New Garden Town, Lahore 042-5847690 

 

2. Dr Muhammad Bashir Gondal 
Director, Punjab Education Assessment System, Wahdat Colony Road, 

DSD, Lahore, 042-5433608 

 

3. Muhammad Azeem,  

Research Scholar, Division of Education, University of Education, 123 

Abu Bakar Block New Garden Town, Lahore 03007612015 
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FOR ATTENTION OF TEST ADMINISTRATORS 

 
All the test administrators are requested to please: 
 

Read all the instructions carefully written in this manual 
Reach the school well before the starting time of the school  

Introduce themselves to the head teacher and other school staff 
Select the required 20 students randomly from all available students of 9th grade in 
that school as per procedure described in the manual 

Ensure the school authorities that this test is for research purposes only. No 
information about individual school or students will be provided to any one.  

Conduct the test according to the given instruction 
Return all test booklets to 
 

Muhammad Azeem,  

Division of Education, University of Education,  

123 Abu Bakar Block New Garden Town, Lahore 042-5847690, 03007612015 

  

 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS  
 
Over all responsibility of test administrators is to secure and properly handling the test 
material before and after the test administration.  

 
The test administrators are requested to:  

 
 Check all test materials after the receipt,  
 Keep all test materials secure and safe,  

 Conduct test administrations carefully according to the instructions in the 
Manual, and  

 Collect all test booklets and return them promptly according to the specified 
procedure and time schedule, 

 Verify the number of test booklets you receive with the number shown on the 

test packing slip. If there is a discrepancy, notify and convey to following and 
keep in record. 

 
 Director Division of Education, University of Education, Lahore 042-5847690 

 Director Punjab Education Assessment System, Lahore, 042-5433608 

 Researcher, 03007612015  

 
Checklist of Materials Supplied 
  
( ) 1. Test booklets  

( ) 2. Test Administration Manual  
( ) 3. Envelopes for returning test booklets  
( ) 4. Reinforced tape and labels for returning test booklets 
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Checklist of Stationery Provided  
 
( ) 1. Pencils  

( ) 2. Sharpeners  
( ) 3. Erasers   

 

Test Security 
 
Test security means the security of all testing materials from the time they are 

received until they are returned. Be sure that you know what measures are necessary 
to ensure the test material.  
No one may examine the test books at any time except the examinees while taking the 

test. Keep in mind measures used for security during board examinations.  

 

Testing Environment 
 
Students will be able to do their best in a testing environment that is comfortable and 
free of distractions. Testing can be a stressful situation; be sensitive to students' 

psychological as well as physical needs.  
 

Timing for the Test Administration 
 
The accurate timing of the examinations is of prime importance. This Test requires 60 
minutes of testing time. Additional time will be needed to give instructions and 
distribute and collect test materials.  

 

Prohibited Aids 
 
While taking the test, students should have nothing on their desks but test books, 
pencils, and erasers. The use of dictionaries or other books, slide rules, protractors, 
calculators, calculator watches, watch alarms (including those with flashing lights or 

alarm sounds), stereos or radios with headphones, compasses, rulers, highlighter pens, 
or papers of any kind is prohibited. Anyone found using any of these items should be 

warned and, if the action continues, should be excluded from the examination. 
Students may use the blank spaces in their test books, to make preliminary 
calculations or other notes to help them work out their answers. No one should make 

any unnecessary marks on the answer sheet.  

 

Test-Taking Strategy 
 
Major Field Test scores are determined by the number of correct answers selected 
from the choices given. No penalty is assessed for wrong answers. Therefore, it is 

better to guess at an answer, because there is a chance of getting the question right 
Because of its importance to the examinees, the information about test-taking strategy 

beginning on page 2 is to be read aloud prior to the start of each test session. This 
information is also contained on the inside back cover of the test book.  
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Test Day Schedule 

 
The test will be conducted on 10th March 2008 during school hours notified by 
education authorities.  
 

Selection of Students 
 

20 students will be selected for this test. If there are more than 20 students in a class 
or in different classes then 20 students will be selected randomly from all available 
9th grade students in the school. If there are less than 20 students in the school then 

include all students in the test.  

 

Seating Examinees 
 
When you assign seats to students as they enter the testing room, please observe the 
following general rules:  

 
Direct students to specific seats at random; do not allow them to select their own 

seats. Seating students in approximate alphabetical order is one method that may 
prevent friends from communicating for any purpose during the test. If you use this 
procedure, please make certain that students with the same last name are not seated 

near each other.  
 

Students should be seated so they cannot look at their neighbors' responses or 
exchange information.  
Left-handed students should be seated one behind the other in a separate row or in the 

last seat of each row of right-handed students. If chairs with right-hand tablet arms 
have to be used, seat left-handed persons so there are vacant chairs to the left for their 

use.  
 
Students should face in the same direction in any level seating arrangement and must 

be separated on each side by a minimum of five feet.  
Close the doors of the testing room at the scheduled time for beginning the test.  

 
Distributing and Counting Test Materials 

 
You will receive test books arranged in serial number order. Distributing and 

collecting books in this order is critical, since this will help you account for all test 
materials.  

 
Then, before you dismiss the students, make and verify a count of all test books used, 
unused, and defective. If a discrepancy occurs, you can match the names on the test 

books with the names in the students list. No one allowed to examine the test books 
after they have been returned to you. Also, make sure that examinees leaving the 

room do not pick up test books.  
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Dismissal 
 
Examinees may be permitted to leave the room one at a time if they finish the test, or 

you may select to keep all examinees until the end of the testing time.  

 
Possible Test Question Errors 
 
Any questions concerning possible errors or ambiguities in the wording of test 
questions should be reported under “Possible Test Question Errors” on the back of the 

Test Administrator’s Report Form. Include all the information requested, especially 
the test book serial number. 

 

Defective Test Materials 
 
If a student indicates that a test book is defective–that it has missing questions or 

pages, duplicate pages, blurred printing, provide a new test book. Direct the student to 
print his or her name on the back cover of the new test book.  

 

RETURNING TEST MATERIALS  
 
To prevent any delays or mistakes in returning materials, please read and follow these 

instructions carefully. Use the following checklists to be certain that all necessary 
steps have been completed. 

  

Returning Test Books and Remaining Materials 
 
Return the used test booklets following the test administration in separate envelope. 

Unused test books and defective material return along with test administrator’s report.  

 

Checklist for Returning Test Books 
 
( ) 1. Used test books only  
( ) 2. Unused and defective test booklets 

( ) 3. Check the serial numbers and quantities of test books received and returned  
( ) 4. Test Administrator’s Report Form  
 

 

SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING THE MAJOR FIELD 

TEST  
(Read aloud all bold instructions before test start)  
 

The test you are taking today is a test of proficiency in Mathematics. It will 

provide a measure of your mastery of concepts, principles, and knowledge you 

have learned so far. This test will not be used to decide your pass or failure in IX 

class. You may not use books, calculators, or aids of any kind. Please remove 
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everything from your desk except pencils and erasers. We will now hand out the 

test books. Wait for my instructions.  

 
Count and record the number of examinees that should of maximum 20 and take from 

your supply only that number of test books. Distribute the test books in the order in 
which you received them. Each examinee should be handed a test book individually. 
Make certain no one start writing until you give the signal to do so. Check that the 

number of test books distributed plus the number of unused books equals the number 
of books received. This is critical; any discrepancy must be resolved. Provide pencil, 

eraser, and ruler to each examinee; provide you in test material supply.  
 
Each of you has been given a test book. Write the school name, your name and 

other information on page 2 of the test. 

 

While the examinees are completing the test identification areas, you should check to 
be certain they are working.  
 

This test will be scored based on the number of questions answered correctly. 

There is no penalty for guessing, so you should try to answer every question. It is 

better to guess at an answer than not respond at all, because there is a chance of 

getting the question right. Don’t spend too much time on questions you don’t 

know. Note those questions in your test book and go on. You may have time 

when you have finished the section to go back and think more about those 

questions.  

      
You will have a total of 60 minutes to work on the test. If you want to change an 

answer, erase the first one completely. You may use the blank pages at the end of 

your test book to work out your answers. However, you may not tear test books 

or remove pages or portions of pages from test books. If at any time during the 

test you believe you have a defective book, raise your hand. If you finish before 

time is called, check your work.  When you are finished, please close your book. 

Do you have any questions now?   
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 APPENDIX M 

 

 

Items, Proficiency Levels, and Content Strand 
Coding  

 

of  
 

Math Proficiency Test 

 
 

 
Key 

 

PS (Problem Solving),  
PK (Procedural Knowledge),  
CU (Conceptual Understanding),  

SN (Sets and Numbers),  
Al (Algebra),  

ML (Matrices and Logarithm),  
GM (Geometry and Measurement) 
A, B, C, (Booklets A, B, C) 

Common Items (items that are common among Booklets A, B, and C) 
Numerical Number indicates item number e.g. A55 mean 55th item of Booklet A  
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Math Proficiency Test (English Version) 

 

Sr. No. Item Proficiency 

Level 

Coding 

1 Which pair of matrices is multiplicative inverse of 
each other? 

 

A. 








53

21
, 













13

25
 

B. 












53

14
, 









43

15
 

C. 








10

01
, 













10

01
 

      D. 












10

11
, 













10

01
 

 
 

PS ML7PS01 

 

 

B9 

2 Which matrix equation represents the 2x – 5y = 1 

and 3x + 4y = 36 set of equations? 
 

A. 






 

43

52









y

x
 = 









36

1
 

B. 








 52

43









y

x
 = 









36

1
 

C. 








 52

43









x

y
 = 









1

36
 

D. 








 52

43









x

y
 = 









1

36
 

 

CU ML9CU01 

 

 

B11 

3 The Intersection of                 
 

 
                                            B 
A                                              

 
 

 
 
   A. A∩B = {  }  

   B. A∩B= {5, 6}  
  C. A∩B = {1,2,3,4,7,8}  
  D. A∩B= { 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8}  

 

PK SN2PK01 

 

 

B20 

1    2   3     

4    5    6 

5     6 

 

7     8 
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4 Hussan wants to install carpet in his room. The area 
of room is x² - 8x + 15   m². 
 

 
                        (x – 3) 

     
 
 
If the length of room is (x-3) meters then width is 

 
   A. (x + 5)    meters 

   B. (x - 5)    meters 

   C. (7x  - 5)  meters  

   D. (-7x + 5) meters 
 

PS AL2PS02 

 

 

 

B21 

5  
p q = 

A. P q/1  

B. q p/1  

C. p  

       D. q  

 

CU SN7CU02 

 

 

B30 

6  
CBA )(  = ----------------------------- 

 
 
 

CU SN2CU03 

 

B32 

7 Which of following represents shaded area of 

P&Q? 

 
A. PQ 

B. P C
Q C  

C. P Q 

D. P C
Q C  

 

PK SN3PK02 

 

 

B40 

     
 

  Area = (x² - 8x + 15) m² 
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8 
The multiplicative inverse of 









33

23
 is 

 

A. 












11
3

21
 

B. 














3
1

3
1

2
1

3
1

 

C. 


















3
1

3
1

3
2

3
1

 

D. 
















11
3

21
 

 

PS ML10PS03 

 

 

 

B46 

9  

a 4 − b 4 =  

 

D. (a 2 − b 2 )(a − b)(a − b) 

E. (a 2 + b 2 )(a + b)(a + b) 

F. (a 2 − b 2 )(a + b)(a − b) 

G. (a 2 + b 2 )(a − b)(a + b) 

 

CU AL3CU04 

 

 

B49 

10 
If A = 













43

21
  then  

 

 

A T  = _______________________________ 

 

PK ML9PK03 

 

 

B55 

11                     C 
 

 
       L                       M 

 
 
  A                                  B 

 
In the above ∆ABC, L and M are the midpoints of 

sides AB and AC respectively then which statement 
is NOT true: 

A. LM  = AB  

B. LM  = ½ AB  

C. ½ LM  = AB  

      D. LM  = 2 AB  

CU GM4CU05 

 

 

 

B63 
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12 The logarithmic form of 3 1 = 1/3 is: 
 

A. log
3/1
 3 = -1 

B. log 3 = -1 

C. log
1
3 = 1/3 

      D. log
3
 1/3 = -1 

 

PK ML4PK04 

 

 

A58 

13 
Which is true for X = 









10

01
 ? 

 
A. X is diagonal and square matrix 
B. X is diagonal and Identity matrix 

C. X is scalar and Identity matrix 
D. X is Identity and diagonal matrix 

 

CU ML5CU07 

 

 

C10 

14 The minimum condition for the similarity of two 
triangles is that  

A. all three corresponding angles must be 
equal.  

B. at least two corresponding angles must be 
equal.  

C. at least two corresponding sides must be in 
the same proportion.  

D. any one angle must be equal and two    
corresponding sides must be in the same 
proportion. 

CU GM5CU08 

 

 

C12 

15  

In the Figure  
 

 
 
 

            L                                                          M 
 

 
 
 

 
                        65°                               45° 

 
                                         O 
 

 
the measure of angle LOM is ________________ 

 
 

PK GM6PK05 

 

 

 

C13 
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16 Which is square matrix? 
 

A.  1  

B.  44  

C. 








9

9
 

D. 








161616

161616
 

 
 

PK ML5PK06 

 

 

C15 

17 Write  

(0.5) log 7.21 + (0.25) log   – 4 log Y    in single 

logarithm. 
 
Ans.______________________________ 

 

CU ML4CU09 

 

 

C16 

18 Identify which matrix is of order 1 × 2  
 

A. 








4

3
 

 

B.  65  

C. 



















2

1

2

1

 

D.   2121  

 

CU ML5CU10 

 

 

 

C17 

19 Lines m and n are parallel. Which of the following 

angles are congruent to angle 1? 
 

 
A. 2, 4, 6 
B. 3, 5, 7 
C. 4, 5, 6 

D. 6, 7, 8 
 

CU GM2CU11 

 

 

 

C18 
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20 The characteristic of 0.00328 is 
 

A. 5 

B. 2 
C. 0 

D. -3 
 

CU ML3CU12 

 

 

C19 

21 Write 0.96 × 10 3  in standard form. 

 
A. 0.00096 

B. 0.096 
C. 960 

D. 96000 
 

CU ML2CU13 

 

 

C28 

22 The conjugate of 321 - 123  is: 

 

A. - 321 - 123  

B. 123 + 321  

C. 123 - 321  

D. 321 - 123  

PK SN7PK07 

 

 

C30 

23 The domain of {        2,1,7,6,6,5,4,3 } is: 

 
A. {1,2,3,4,5,6,7} 

B. {1,2,3,4,5,6} 
C. {2,3,4,5} 
D. {1,3,5,6} 

CU SN4CU14 

 

 

C34 

24 
The additive inverse of 









 6

7
 is: 

       A. 








 6

7
 

       B. 












6

7
 

       C. 












6

7
 

       D. 












6

7
 

PK ML8PK08 

 

 

 

C35 

25 If P= {2, 4, 6} then which of following is a function 
from P to P? 

 
A. {(2,4),(2,6),(2,2)} 

B. {(2,2),(4,2),(6,2)} 
C. {(4,4),(4,6),(4,2)} 
D. {(6,4),(6,6),(2,2)} 

 

PK SN4PK09 

 

 

C38 
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26 4(2 2007) =_______________ 
 

A. 8 2007 

B. 8 8028 

C. 2 2005 

D. 2 2009 

PK ML1PK10 

 

 

C40 

27 88 22  = 
 

A. 64 4  

B. 16 4  

C. 8 4  

       D. 4 4  
 

PK SN8PK11 

 

 

C41 

28 PQR is an isosceles triangle with P congruent to 
Q. what is the value of x ? 

 
                                         R 

 
 
 

 
                         x                              20cm 

 

    
 
 

                     P               10 cm                Q 
 

A. 2cm 
B. 5cm 
C. 10cm 

D. 20cm 
 

CU GM3CU15 

 

 

 

C43 

29 Find the value of S if P=2Q,  

 

Where P = 








1012

84
and Q = 









S6

42
 

S=____________________ 
 

PS ML6PS04 

 

 

C47 

30 A triangle that has sides with lengths 6, 6, and 10 is 

called 
 

A. acute  
B. right  
C. equilateral  

D. isosceles 

CU GM1CU16 

 

 

C53 
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31 Find the value of x. 

            
 

A. 83 

B. 59 
C. 56 

D. 14 
 

PK GM3PK12 

 

 

 

C54 

32 
If  X = 









10

01
 and Y = 









01

10
 then  

 

 

A. XY =  0  

B. XY = 








00

00
 

C. XY = 








10

01
 

D. XY = 








01

10
 

 

PK ML6PK13 

 

 

 

C55 

33  
 
K³ + M³ = (K+M)(________________) 

 
 

PK AL2PK14 

 

C58 

34 If log 2 = 0.3010, log 3 = 0.4771, and log 5 = 

0.6990 then the number of digits in 2 5   

 
are __________________________ 
 

PS ML3PS05 

 

C62 

35 What is the remainder if 
2x  + 3 x + 3 is divided by 

x +1? 

 
A. 1 
B. 3 

C. 5 
D. 7 

 

PS AL3PS06 

 

 

C64 
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36 If   P ≠ 0 then which of the following expression is 

not equivalent to P 6 ? 

 

A. P 0  P 6  

B. (P 3 ) 2  

C. P 3 . P 2  

D. (P 2 ) 3  
 

CU ML1CU06 

 

 

C65 

37 A rectangle has a length of 2x + 1 and a width of 5x 
− 4. Which expression best describes the area of the 
rectangle? 

 
    A. 7x − 3 
    B. 14x − 6 

    C. 10x  2 − 3x − 4 
    D. 10x  2 + 13x − 4 

 

CU AL1CU17 

 

 

C67 

38 Which number is closest to 65  – 3 65 ? 

 
A. 2 

B. 3 
C. 4 
D. 5 

 

PS SN8PS07 

 

 

C69 

39  

 
 

The objects on the scale above make it balance 

exactly. According to this scale, if balances 

, then balances which of the following? 
 

A.  

B.  

C.  

D.  
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

CU AL5CU18 

 

 

 

 

Common 

Item 
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40  
Which of the points on the number line below 
would be the best approximation of the point that is 

halfway between =√2 and π ?  
 

 
       A. P 

      B. Q                                                                                           

      C. R 
      D. S 
 

PS SN6PS08 

 

 

 

Common 

Item 

41 In the triangle, what is the degree measure of 

 

 
 
 

     A. 100                                                     
     B. 110  

     C. 135                 
     D. 160 

 
 

PS GM5PS09 

 

 

 

Common 

Item 

42 
If 













x4

32
 is singular matrix then the value of  

 
x = _________________ 

 
 

 
 

CU ML8CU19 

 

 

Common 

Item 
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43 Which statement is always true for characteristic of 
a number? 
 

A. It has any value from set of Natural 
numbers 

B. It has any value from set of Real numbers 
C. It has any value from set of Integers 
D. It has any value from set of Rational 

numbers 
 

CU ML3CU20 

 

 

Common 

Item 

44 Which of the followings is one of the factors of the 

expression 4x²- 25 
 

A. 4x- 5 
B. 2x- 1 
C. 4x- 1  

D. 2x- 5 
 

CU AL4CU21 

 

 

A25 

 

 

45 The H.C.F of alegebric expressions x²- 5x + 6 and 

x² - 6x + 8 is 
 

A. (x-2) 

B. (x-3) 
C. (x-5) 

D. (x-6) 
 

PK AL4PK15 

 

 

A27 

46 
X 5

3

. X 5

3

is equal to: 

 

A. X 25

9

 

B. X 10

6

 

C. X 10

3

 

D. X 5

6

 
 

PK SN5PK16 

 

 

A30 

47 The decimal fraction 0.234234234234 is called: 

 
Ans. _______________ 

 
 

PK SN6PK17 

 

 

A31 

48 P= { x | x >5 and x <2} = 

 
A. { } 

B. {3, 4} 
C. {6, 7, 8…..} 

D. {1, 0, -1…} 
 

CU SN1CU22 

 

 

Common 

Item 
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49 Which expression makes 4 2x +25 2y  a complete 

square when it adds or subtracts in it? 
 

A. 12 xy  

B. 16 xy  

C. 20 xy  

D. 24 xy  

 

CU AL6CU23 

 

 

A36 

50 Which statement is true for 4 79 ? 

 

A. 4 79 < 28 

B. 28 <4 79 < 32 

C. 32 <4 79 < 36 

D. 36 <4 79  

 

CU SN6CU24 

 

 

Common 

Item 

51 ΔLMN and Δ PQR are congruent triangles. What is 

the value of angle Ө? 

 
Ans.______________________________ 
 

 
 
 

 
 

PK GM4PK18 

 

 

 

Common 

Item 

52 If x 16 represents area of a square, What would be 

the side of this square? 
 

      A. x 4  

      B. x 8  

      C. x 12  

      D. x 16  
 

 
 

PS AL6PS10 

 

 

A45 
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53 If  

                      +               =                

 
 

and               +               =  
 
 

Then  
                         +              = ? 

 
 
 

A. +                  
 

 
      
     B.               +  

 
 

     C.               +  
 
 

 
     D.              +  
 

PK AL5PK19 

 

 

 

 

Common 

Item 

54 The average length of a type of bacteria found on 
an apple was about 0.000000737 meter. How is this 
length expressed in scientific notation? 

 

   A. 73.3  ×  10 6  m 

   B. 7.37  ×  10 6  m 

   C. 7.37  ×  10 7  m 

   D. 73.7  ×  10 7  m 
 

PK ML2PK20 

 

 

 

A49 

55  

 
 
What is the distance between the midpoint of MN 

and the midpoint of PQ shown above? 
A. 18 cm 
B. 24 cm 

C. 28 cm 
D. 30 cm 

 
 
 

PS GM6PS11 

 

 

 

A54 
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56 Saleem is interested to buy a geometry box. 
Shopkeeper shows him following items of different 
companies for geometry box. 

Sr. 
No. 

Instruments Price of 
Company 
A 

Price of 
Company 
B 

Price of 
Company 
C 

1 Ruler Rs. 2 Rs. 2.25 Rs. 1.75 

2 Set Square Rs. 5.50 Rs. 4.75 Rs. 6 

3 Protractor Rs. 2.25 Rs. 2 Rs. 3 

4 Compass Rs. 9.75 Rs. 9 Rs. 8 

5 Rubber Rs. 0.50 Rs. 2 Rs. 2.75 

6 Pencil Rs. 2 Rs. 2 Rs. 2 

7 Sharpener Rs. 1 Rs. 2 Rs. 2 

What is minimum price of geometry box if Saleem 
buys each cheapest items? 

 
Ans. _____________________________ 

 

PK SN1PK21 

 

 

 

Common 

Item 

57 The factorization of 1-x-2x² is: 
 

A. (1-2x)(1+x) 

B. (1-2x)(1-x) 
C. (1-x)(1-2x²) 

D. (1+2x)(1+x) 

PK AL1PK22 

 

 

A59 

58 LM  means: 
 

A. ray LM 

B. line LM 
C. line segment LM 
D. measure LM 

CU GM1CU25 

 

 

A64 

59 In the figure, if mP = 50˚, what is the mL? 

 
    L 

 
 
 

 
 

                                                             O                                                                                                        
     M                     N                                          
 

 
 

 
                                                                                                                                                                                      
                                                           P                                                                              

A. 40˚ 
B. 45˚ 

C. 50˚ 
D. 60˚ 

PK GM2PK23 

 

 

A43 
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60 Which value of N makes the following equation 
true? 
 

                  
2N  = 10 

 
A. 5 
B. 10 

C. 20 
D. 100 

 

CU SN5CU26 

 

 

A70 
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APPENDIX N 
 

 
Factor Analysis 
 
 Notes 

 

 
 

31-JUL-2012 15:13:17 

Comments    

Input Data E:\THESIS~1\11-4-0~1.SAV 

  Filter  <none> 

  Weight <none> 

  Split File <none> 

  N of Rows in 
Working Data File 2617 

Missing Value 

Handling 

Definition of Missing 

MISSING=EXCLUDE: User-defined missing values are treated as 
missing. 

  Cases Used 
LISTWISE: Statistics are based on cases w ith no missing values for 

any variable used. 

Syntax FACTOR  /VARIABLES Question1 Question2 Question3 Question4 
Question5 Question6 Question7 Question8 Question9 Question10 

Question11  Question12 Question13 Question14 Question15 
Question16 Question17 Question18 Question19 Question20 

Question21 Question22  Question23 Question24 Question25 
Question26 Question27 Question28 Question29 Question30 
Question31 Question32 Question33  Question34 Question35 

Question36 Question37 Question38 Question39 Question40 
Question41 Question42 Question43 Question44  Question45 
Question46 Question47 Question48 Question49 Question50 
Question51 Question52 Question53 Question54 Question55  

Question56 Question57 Question58 Question59 Question60  
/MISSING LISTWISE /ANALYSIS Question1 Question2 Question3 
Question4  Question5 Question6 Question7 Question8 Question9 

Question10 Question11 Question12 Question13 Question14 

Question15  Question16 Question17 Question18 Question19 
Question20 Question21 Question22 Question23 Question24 
Question25 Question26  Question27 Question28 Question29 
Question30 Question31 Question32 Question33 Question34 

Question35 Question36 Question37  Question38 Question39 
Question40 Question41 Question42 Question43 Question44 
Question45 Question46 Question47 Question48  Question49 
Question50 Question51 Question52 Question53 Question54 

Question55 Question56 Question57 Question58 Question59  
Question60  /PRINT INITIAL KMO EXTRACTION ROTATION 

FSCORE  /FORMAT SORT BLANK(.2)  /PLOT EIGEN ROTATION  

/CRITERIA FACTORS(3) ITERATE(25)  /EXTRACTION PC  
/CRITERIA ITERATE(25)  /ROTATION VARIMAX  /SAVE 

BART(ALL)  /METHOD=COVARIANCE .  

Resources Elapsed Time 
0:00:00.45 

  Maximum Memory 
Required 433176 (423.023K) bytes 

Variables Created FAC1_4 Component score 1 

  FAC2_4 
Component score 2 

  FAC3_4 Component score 3 
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KMO and Bartlett's Test(a) 
 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. 

.840 

Bartlett's Test of 

Sphericity 

Approx. Chi-Square 19148.723 

df 1770 

Sig. .000 

a  Based on correlations 
 

 
 Communalities 
 

  

Raw Rescaled 

Init ial Extraction Init ial Extraction 

Question 1 .205 .052 1.000 .252 

Question 2 .249 .030 1.000 .120 

Question 3 .192 .050 1.000 .262 

Question 4 .239 .065 1.000 .271 

Question 5 .082 .007 1.000 .080 

Question 6 .105 .010 1.000 .095 

Question 7 .225 .040 1.000 .178 

Question 8 .141 .008 1.000 .055 

Question 9 .250 .056 1.000 .224 

Question 10 .094 .011 1.000 .120 

Question 11 .218 .019 1.000 .087 

Question 12 .212 .030 1.000 .142 

Question 13 .248 .072 1.000 .291 

Question 14 .166 .017 1.000 .101 

Question 15 .139 .015 1.000 .108 

Question 16 .198 .044 1.000 .221 

Question 17 .151 .022 1.000 .148 

Question 18 .247 .056 1.000 .226 

Question 19 .249 .069 1.000 .278 

Question 20 .241 .082 1.000 .340 

Question 21 .235 .098 1.000 .414 

Question 22 .165 .031 1.000 .185 

Question 23 .165 .044 1.000 .270 

Question 24 .199 .069 1.000 .346 

Question 25 .247 .040 1.000 .163 

Question 26 .133 .016 1.000 .119 

Question 27 .210 .063 1.000 .302 

Question 28 .248 .079 1.000 .318 

Question 29 .146 .032 1.000 .220 

Question 30 .241 .034 1.000 .139 

Question 31 .250 .085 1.000 .342 

Question 32 .181 .048 1.000 .263 

Question 33 .112 .019 1.000 .172 

Question 34 .125 .020 1.000 .159 

Question 35 .241 .084 1.000 .347 

Question 36 .250 .090 1.000 .359 
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Question 37 .232 .050 1.000 .217 

Question 38 .155 .052 1.000 .333 

Question 39 .194 .045 1.000 .232 

Question 40 .228 .045 1.000 .197 

Question 41 .166 .042 1.000 .254 

Question 42 .155 .048 1.000 .307 

Question 43 .248 .031 1.000 .127 

Question 44 .206 .070 1.000 .341 

Question 45 .247 .077 1.000 .314 

Question 46 .167 .050 1.000 .299 

Question 47 .172 .070 1.000 .405 

Question 48 .169 .036 1.000 .215 

Question 49 .232 .057 1.000 .246 

Question 50 .207 .047 1.000 .229 

Question 51 .166 .051 1.000 .310 

Question 52 .221 .090 1.000 .408 

Question 53 .233 .102 1.000 .436 

Question 54 .233 .098 1.000 .421 

Question 55 .132 .029 1.000 .218 

Question 56 .149 .044 1.000 .294 

Question 57 .230 .100 1.000 .438 

Question 58 .233 .060 1.000 .258 

Question 59 .242 .028 1.000 .117 

Question 60 .250 .087 1.000 .350 

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
1 3 5 7 9 1
1

1
3
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Component Number

0.0

0.5
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E
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e
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v
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e

Scree Plot

 



 
 

Total Variance Explained 
 

  Component 

Init ial Eigenvalues(a) Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings 

Total % of Variance Cumulative % Total % of Variance Cumulative % Total % of Variance Cumulative % 

Raw 1 1.710 14.405 14.405 1.710 14.405 14.405 .983 8.279 8.279 

2 .709 5.977 20.382 .709 5.977 20.382 1.079 9.094 17.373 

3 .598 5.035 25.417 .598 5.035 25.417 .955 8.044 25.417 

4 .457 3.849 29.266             

5 .353 2.973 32.239             

6 .335 2.823 35.062             

7 .297 2.503 37.565             

8 .291 2.455 40.020             

9 .278 2.345 42.365             

10 .269 2.267 44.633             

11 .260 2.191 46.824             

12 .248 2.093 48.917             

13 .241 2.028 50.945             

14 .232 1.956 52.901             

15 .220 1.856 54.757             

16 .219 1.849 56.606             

17 .204 1.719 58.325             

18 .201 1.695 60.019             

19 .194 1.632 61.651             

20 .190 1.598 63.249             

21 .184 1.553 64.802             

22 .181 1.524 66.326             

23 .174 1.467 67.793             

24 .171 1.441 69.234             

25 .167 1.411 70.645             

26 .160 1.345 71.989             
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27 .159 1.343 73.332             

28 .155 1.306 74.638             

29 .148 1.248 75.886             

30 .142 1.196 77.083             

31 .139 1.168 78.250             

32 .137 1.151 79.401             

33 .128 1.076 80.478             

34 .124 1.049 81.526             

35 .122 1.028 82.554             

36 .119 1.001 83.555             

37 .118 .993 84.548             

38 .113 .948 85.496             

39 .112 .945 86.442             

40 .105 .885 87.327             

41 .100 .846 88.172             

42 .099 .833 89.006             

43 .093 .788 89.793             

44 .090 .761 90.555             

45 .090 .755 91.310             

46 .086 .726 92.036             

47 .085 .717 92.753             

48 .081 .682 93.436             

49 .078 .661 94.096             

50 .078 .657 94.754             

51 .073 .618 95.371             

52 .073 .614 95.985             

53 .069 .582 96.567             

54 .066 .553 97.120             

55 .064 .539 97.659             

56 .063 .529 98.188             
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57 .058 .489 98.676             

58 .055 .464 99.140             

59 .053 .444 99.584             

60 .049 .416 100.000             

Rescaled 1 1.710 14.405 14.405 8.175 13.625 13.625 5.263 8.772 8.772 

2 .709 5.977 20.382 3.278 5.463 19.088 4.869 8.115 16.887 

3 .598 5.035 25.417 3.225 5.375 24.463 4.545 7.576 24.463 

4 .457 3.849 29.266             

5 .353 2.973 32.239             

6 .335 2.823 35.062             

7 .297 2.503 37.565             

8 .291 2.455 40.020             

9 .278 2.345 42.365             

10 .269 2.267 44.633             

11 .260 2.191 46.824             

12 .248 2.093 48.917             

13 .241 2.028 50.945             

14 .232 1.956 52.901             

15 .220 1.856 54.757             

16 .219 1.849 56.606             

17 .204 1.719 58.325             

18 .201 1.695 60.019             

19 .194 1.632 61.651             

20 .190 1.598 63.249             

21 .184 1.553 64.802             

22 .181 1.524 66.326             

23 .174 1.467 67.793             

24 .171 1.441 69.234             

25 .167 1.411 70.645             

26 .160 1.345 71.989             
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27 .159 1.343 73.332             

28 .155 1.306 74.638             

29 .148 1.248 75.886             

30 .142 1.196 77.083             

31 .139 1.168 78.250             

32 .137 1.151 79.401             

33 .128 1.076 80.478             

34 .124 1.049 81.526             

35 .122 1.028 82.554             

36 .119 1.001 83.555             

37 .118 .993 84.548             

38 .113 .948 85.496             

39 .112 .945 86.442             

40 .105 .885 87.327             

41 .100 .846 88.172             

42 .099 .833 89.006             

43 .093 .788 89.793             

44 .090 .761 90.555             

45 .090 .755 91.310             

46 .086 .726 92.036             

47 .085 .717 92.753             

48 .081 .682 93.436             

49 .078 .661 94.096             

50 .078 .657 94.754             

51 .073 .618 95.371             

52 .073 .614 95.985             

53 .069 .582 96.567             

54 .066 .553 97.120             

55 .064 .539 97.659             

56 .063 .529 98.188             
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57 .058 .489 98.676             

58 .055 .464 99.140             

59 .053 .444 99.584             

60 .049 .416 100.000             

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
a  When analyzing a covariance matrix, the initial eigenvalues are the same across the raw and rescaled solution.
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